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ABSTRACT
Manufacturing unexpected downtime contributes a significant cost drain to
manufacturers. To reduce unexpected downtime, manufacturers invest in diagnostic and
prognostic systems for determining equipment health. These systems help maintenance
staff by providing predictions of equipment degradation over time. Based on these
predictions, maintenance staff schedule repairs to prevent equipment failure from occurring
during production. However, challenges still exist preventing the widespread
implementation of these systems in the production environment. The amount and quality
of data for training machine learning algorithms to predict these failures are two of these
challenges. Existing methods of run-to-failure testing take too long to acquire the data
necessary to represent manufacturing component failure. While methods exist to
implement diagnostic and prognostic systems in manufacturing, there is no standard or
methodology for generating data to train these systems.
To address this challenge, a method, termed the Purposeful Failure Methodology
(PFailM), is proposed to generate failure data in manufacturing equipment. A literature
review was conducted around manufacturing equipment health to help formulate this
methodology. Using previous papers, specific elements were identified from conditionbased maintenance, prognostics and health management, failure methodologies, and design
methodologies to create PFailM. These elements were formulated into a generalized
methodology to allow for more widespread application to different manufacturing
equipment types.
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Two different test cases are used to validate and test the PFailM approach. The first
case was bearings. Two different damage protocols were created for bearings using
PFailM. The first damage protocol involved the generation of damage to simulate spalling
on the bearing races. The second damage protocol was to simulate contamination via
lubrication injection on the bearing races and rolling elements. The second test case used a
UR10 robot. The damage protocol simulated the overloading of the robot end-effector.
Data were generated from the bearing spalling damage protocol and the overloading
damage protocol for the robot. Data observations and methodology refinement were
conducted to continue the standardization of steps for the methodology.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research Hypothesis
This thesis aims to test the hypothesis that purposeful accelerated testing can generate
training data to determine machine faults as effectively as run-to-failure training data
taken from experimental applications or the manufacturing production line.

From

previous literature, manufacturing equipment does not have enough training data to
determine faults in the system accurately. This data shortage primarily comes from the
lack of failure/defect data representing the system’s condition. A potential solution to this
problem is a methodology to generate more training data to predict the equipment’s
remaining useful life. To test this hypothesis, a methodology was formulated to generate
training data for manufacturing equipment. The methodology is tested on two different
types of equipment. The generated data are compared against previously collected failure
data in the research literature. Table 1.1.1 shows the layout of the research goals,
questions, objectives, and tasks. The goals, questions, objectives, and tasks serve to
determine whether the hypothesis is accepted or reject the hypothesis.
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Table 1.1.1: Formulation of the Research Questions, Goals, Objectives, and Tasks
RG1: Increase training data for
manufacturing

RG2: Verify the data represents the
expected manufacturing equipment
failure modes

RQ1: Can the application of purposeful damage to a manufacturing system generate
training data that accurately represent corresponding defects and failures compared
with current state-of-the-art methods such as run-to-failure testing?
RO1: Design a
methodology for inducing
damage

RO2: Generate a training
data set using the
methodology

RO3: Validating the
data set

RO1.T1: Synthesize
literature and identify steps

RO.T1: Generate training
data using the methodology

RO.T1: Comparison of
independent
observations

RO1.T2: Formalize steps of
the methodology

RO.T2: Assess the accuracy
of the dataset

RO.T2: Assess the
accuracy of the
algorithm

1.2 Research Goals and Objectives
1.2.1 Research Goal and Questions
The first research goal is to increase the amount of data available for training diagnostic
and prognostic systems for manufacturing equipment at the component and system level.
There currently is no systematic way to create a labeled set of accurate training data to feed
diagnostic and prognostic machine learning systems, particularly beyond the component
level. Without the proper amount or quality of data, such artificial intelligence systems are
constrained by available data. Data sets exist that typically portray one type of failure mode
for the equipment. However, these datasets are sometimes incomplete in not being able to
represent the application under test fully. The data are usually collected in run-to-failure
tests, increasing the cost and time in waiting to collect data. As these run-to-failure tests
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occur, typically, only one failure mode is captured. One set of failure data cannot represent
an entire application, and machine learning algorithms are not as effective in providing
information to manufacturers related to future equipment state prediction. A corollary
example of generating failure data is a technique in image-based machine learning by
increasing the number of training images by adding known variations to a real image
through augmentation. The resulting sample size of training images and the prediction’s
robustness are increased using this method. A similar technique is envisioned in
manufacturing maintenance data.
The second research goal is to determine whether the data has the tested equipment's
expected manufacturing failure modes. The purposeful failure methodology will generate
new manufacturing data for training machine learning systems, linking an experimental
system's data to failure modes from production line equipment. As the data are generated,
a set of metrics is required to ensure failure data quality. The standardization of metrics
will ensure that the data generated has the correct quality and proves whether the data is
usable in further learning algorithms to determine equipment state. Based on these goals,
a research question guides the work:
1. Can the application of purposeful damage to a manufacturing system generate
training data that accurately represent corresponding defects and failures compared
with current state-of-the-art methods such as run-to-failure testing or uses cases
from industry?
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1.2.2 Research Question 1 (RQ1) Objectives
Subsequently, from RQ1, three research objectives are established. The first objective
of RQ1 is to design a methodology that guides the user through inducing damage to
generate manufacturing training data. As previously stated, the process of generating
manufacturing training data for equipment failure is poorly established. Poorly established
means there are various ways to generate failure damage; however, each method generates
varied quality data. A literature synthesis is conducted to understand the following:
1. How researchers quantify damage when creating predictive algorithms
2. The data sets and types of testing that are used to generate damage
3.

The standards that already exist for purposeful damage

The author proposes a methodology, termed the Purposeful Failure Methodology
(PFailM), to generate failure data from synthesizing these different sources to train
predictive maintenance machine learning algorithms.
The second objective of RQ1 is to use the PFailM method to create and validate a
training dataset for predictive algorithms. Two applications are selected for testing this new
methodology, one for the component level and one for the system level. A bearing is a
common component found in manufacturing applications and affords extensive prior
research in characterizing failure modes and patterns observed over the equipment’s
lifetime. Previous researchers have generated publicly available data sets detailing various
stages of bearing life and known failure criteria. These data sets and failure criteria will
serve as a benchmark target to replicate or approach inducing damage with PFailM. A
second application used to illustrate an integrated system of potential component faults is
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robotics. This application carries a portfolio of prior research in robot health motivated by
the increased use of robotics in manufacturing. However, the failure criteria of robots are
not well understood due to their complex nature.
The formulation of the bearing experiment entails identifying a list of failure and defect
modes of the equipment. Two defects are selected for recreating damage from these failure
and defect modes: spalling from fatigue and contamination. These defects are selected
based on their appearance in multiple failure modes. These defects do not require
specialized equipment in their re-creation. The fatigue spalling is induced by an electric
engraver that damages the surface of the bearing. The contamination test case occurs by
introducing a known contamination level at different stages to increase contamination over
time. An experimental plan and system are designed to induce and test damage on
components. The generated data are tested based on the statistical expectations, the
physical expectations, and the algorithmic expectations from the prior failure datasets and
failure criteria from the generated data. Depending on these test responses, the data are
either valuable or faulty in determining bearing defects and failures.
The formulation of the robot experiment entails identifying a list of failure and defect
modes for robots. From this list, the most prevalent defect in terms of the UR10 was
overloading on the end-effector. The incorrect configuration of the end-effector leads to
uncontrollable motions of the robot. These uncontrollable motions over time may increase
and lead to failures of the robot. The damage is recreated by attaching known weights to
the end-effector of the robot. This damage, while invasive, does not result in permanent
damage to the system. This provision depends on the configuration of the robot path and
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the payload of the robot. There was no need for an experimental system design since the
actual system was used. The distinction helps ensure a one-to-one creation of data. Like
the bearing data, the generated robot data are tested using statistical, physical, and
algorithmic expectations from prior robot failures. This generated test data will serve as a
test basis for future robot training datasets based on how the data responds in testing.
In both applications, the step-by-step process of the PFailM will guide the user by
helping generate the following information:
1. Identifying a list of defects to test that leads to system failure and
2. Recreate the defects in the system using either physical, electrical, thermal, or
chemical means and ensure the application of damage is repeatable
3. Developing a test plan to quantify and observe damage as the training data are
collected
4. Providing a set of criteria to determine if the data are effective at predicting the
remaining useful life of a system
The third objective of RQ1 is to validate the data generated from both test cases in
RO2. The validation of the data should meet the following criteria:
1.

Physical Analysis – how damage changes the operation of the equipment

2. Statistical Analysis – how damage forces changes in the data
3. Algorithmic Analysis – how damage is identifiable in different algorithms.
The physical analysis used for the bearing test case is frequency analysis. The physical
analysis used for the robot test case is the inverse dynamic equations. Two types of
statistical analysis are used. The first type compares four different variables as the damage
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level changes: Kurtosis, Skewness, Root-Mean-Square (RMS), and Variance. The second
type of testing uses hypothesis testing to determine changes to data distribution as damage
progresses. For the algorithm analysis, a classification analysis was used for the bearing
data, and a regression analysis was used for the robot data. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
and Random Forest (RF) algorithms were chosen for the low need for normalization,
suitability for large data, and the ability to handle missing data. The algorithms tested are
selected based on handling large sets of data, missing data values, and the computational
requirement of training with the data. However, other algorithms were considered, such as
Neural Nets and Bayesian Analysis, and discounted in favor of SVMs and RFs. The
machine learning algorithms are tested for accuracy using a k-fold cross-validation and
confusion matrix. These accuracy metrics are used to account for the possibility of
overfitting and determine where misclassification can occur within each algorithm.
1.3 MOTIVATIONS
1.3.1 Maintenance Practices in Manufacturing
Maintenance in manufacturing focuses on maintaining the equipment and the
environment in functional condition for carrying out robust production. Before 1950, the
concept of maintenance operated on a reactive basis [1]. The reactive methodology,
sometimes termed corrective maintenance, would trigger maintenance as equipment failed.
Little had been done to prevent failures on a factory level because most production lines
were people-oriented. A single component or machine failure would have a minimal effect
on the total production operation. In the 1980s, as production lines became increasingly
mechanized, automated, and complex, maintaining equipment with corrective action was
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not a feasible strategy, as repairs took longer and had more wide-reaching detrimental
effects. A single failed machine could halt the entire production line.
To anticipate when machine failures would occur, factories began to increase
maintenance frequency based on the equipment’s expected lifetime, termed preventive
maintenance. In traditional preventive maintenance, checks on the equipment happen on a
time basis [2,3]. This time-based policy attempted to optimize inter-maintenance checks to
minimize repair costs and return the system to the maximum possible reliability. A
commonly used variable in these checks was the machine failure probability, also termed
the machine failure rate. This variable, measured as the probability of equipment failure
based on the equipment service, is based on empirical downtime data and fluctuates
depending on the machine lifetime and previous repairs.
In previous studies performed on preventive maintenance, most equipment follows a
“bathtub” life curve, as seen in Figure 1.3.1 [4–6]. The curve divides the equipment’s
failure rate into three stages of equipment life: Early Life, Middle Life, and End Life. The

Figure 1.3.1: Bathtub Curve with equipment lifetime stages
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source of failure changes based on the stage of life, contributing to the comprehensive level
of failure shown in red. The orange line is the failure rate from Early life failures, such as
installation errors. This rate quickly decreases as the equipment begins to run and settle in,
a process termed wear-in. Within the middle and late stages of life for the equipment, the
installation failure increase has a very low likelihood of occurring. By the End Life stage,
the increasing likelihood of failure comes from the machine’s eventual wear out, shown in
purple. By this point, the equipment has reached the maximum useful life of the equipment.
These failures have a lower likelihood of failure initially in the Early Life stage but
gradually increase over time until the End Life stage. The third contributor to the failure
rate of the comprehensive failure curve is random chance. The random chance failure curve
signifies a constant baseline of potential failure. This type of failure can come from
improper use or upkeep of the equipment. Random failure always accounts for a nonzero
probability of failure, as seen in the equipment’s middle-stage life.
The likelihood of failure helps determine how frequently maintenance checks occur.
Two underlying assumptions occur in this process. The first assumption is that each type
of equipment failure is understood. The understanding involves root cause analysis, the
damage progression leading to failure, and the estimation of equipment life after repair.
The failure rate, the understanding, accounts for every failure that could occur on the
equipment. The failure rate is based on a function of the failure distribution over time. The
failure distribution is calculated using degradation models based on prespecified time
intervals [7]. These values can be approximated using a fault tree analysis (FTA) [8].
However, a quantitative FTA problem is the lack of failure data, leading to the possible
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incorrect failure rate. If either the equipment’s failure rate or even the application of the
failure rate in the failure distribution function is incorrect, the equipment’s failure rate
likelihood is incorrect, leading to a higher chance of failure occurring between maintenance
checks. The second assumption is using a known probability of the random failure rate.
Suppose the failure rate of a random failure is higher than a potential wear-out failure or
installation failure. This situation signifies that there is a random possibility of failure
regardless of the equipment lifetime. The situation could compound further when the
random failure rate is not well known, leading to, again, an increased likelihood of the
inaccurate failure rate. This inaccuracy has motivated the development of condition-based
maintenance approaches.
Condition-based maintenance (CBM) employs signals to gather data representing the
monitored equipment's status for anomalous conditions and determine when maintenance
should occur. The idea behind condition-based maintenance is that, at the onset of an
abnormal condition, the machine begins to behave abnormally in a measurable and
detectable manner before failure occurs. In 2006 Jardine et al. wrote a review on machinery
diagnostic and prognostics implementing CBM policies [5]. The main topics covered were
data acquisition systems, data processing, and maintenance decision support, and this
review served as the essential elements on the technology side. Data acquisition for CBM
in the review focused on the different ways to gather data and included ways to preprocess
the data. Data acquisition systems are used to transform data into information. Maintenance
decision support systems use the information generated to guide engineers and operators
to prevent the equipment’s early failure.
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In 2012, Ahmad et al. describe two different types of CBM using either a maintenance
support system based on either the current condition through evaluation-based monitoring
(CCEB) or the future condition through prediction-based methods (FCPB) [6]. CCEB
evaluates the machine's current condition using classification, similar to the diagnostic
methods described by Jardine et al. In one example, as the machine begins to trend outside
of the baseline expectation, information can change from a “healthy” state to a “not
healthy” state. Using the CCEB or diagnostic methods, the focus is more on the fault’s
isolation and detection. The methods described by the diagnostic side are statistical
approaches, genetic algorithms, neural networks, and fault-based models.
In contrast, FCPB and prognostic techniques predict the machine’s future trend from
its current condition and past conditions collected. Jardine et al. and Ahmad et al. were
limited based on the number of techniques described in prognostic CBM practices. A
review by An et al. provided a more comprehensive review of the methods. The prognostic
decision methods are divided into two different categories of data-driven or physics-based
approaches [9]. The data-driven approaches include neural network techniques and
statistical approaches such as gamma processes, Hidden Markov Models, and regressionbased models. The physics-based approaches involve incorporating machine kinematics
and dynamics using mathematical expressions for a model. Deviations from the model’s
expected values denote a deviation in the application’s actual dynamics and kinematics.
These deviations could signify a potential defect. The resulting values from the deviations
are used to calculate the remaining useful life on the machine.
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Whether using a data-driven or physics-based approach, the inputs and data will change
according to the method and application. The model expectation is still for predicting the
equipment’s failure based on the techniques’ current condition. Maintenance is scheduled
based on this prediction to minimize the disruption to the production line. While the
prognostic method inherently seems better than the diagnostic method, the model accuracy
and remaining useful life estimations may be inaccurate. Thus, diagnostic and prognostic
methods are often paired together to provide the most information for the system. Figure
1.3.2 shows an example architecture of a machine health system. Data enters the system
from the machine via a data acquisition system. Data are then preprocessed before being
sent to the diagnostic and prognostic decision systems. Based on the conversion of data
into information in the diagnostic and prognostic decision systems, information and
recommendations are used to schedule maintenance.
CBM policies are meant as the next step for equipment detection. Earlier, two faults
with preventive maintenance were mentioned. The first assumption is that each type of
failure is understood, and the second assumption was that the likelihood of failure was
known at each stage of the equipment life. CBM eliminates the essential nature of these
two assumptions. They are not required as there is immediate feedback on the equipment
condition. First, instead of understanding the failure modes of the equipment, the
equipment condition is well understood. As trends occur that deviate from the baseline,
periodic checks occur to match the possible, increasing likelihood of failure. Second,
maintenance checks are directly linked to the change in condition versus the equipment life
stage. There is still a reactionary component and an unknown component data rate of
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sampling. Depending on whether the checks are on a continuous or periodic basis, the
machine’s state can change from healthy to unhealthy between checks. As a result,
insufficient time is left for scheduling maintenance. Depending on the defect and the
equipment’s criticality, this situation can have different degrees of severity for the overall
production line.

Figure 1.3.2: Example architecture for diagnostic and prognostic decision
CBM still has problems, as raised in earlier paragraphs, just different in comparison to
preventive maintenance. In Jardine et al., four main issues were highlighted in the 2006
review [5]:
i.

A lack of data due to an incorrect data collecting approach,

ii.

A lack of efficient communication between theory developers in reliability and
maintenance,

iii.

A lack of validation approaches, and
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iv.

Difficulty implementing the CBM system due to frequent design changes,
technologies, and business attitudes
The first and third issues are especially critical as they directly impact the system

quality in terms of prediction and assessment. Without properly processed or adequate data,
the amount of information the system can create is impeded.
1.3.2 Smart Manufacturing Systems
With the advancement of new technologies in sensors, processing platforms, and
processing techniques, more data flows from manufacturing processes exponentially each
year [10]. The rise in access to data and the subsequent increase in corresponding
technology has aided the implementation of condition-based maintenance. New
manufacturing systems are created that maximize the amount of information created,
harnessing new data from multiple sources. In the preceding industrial revolutions, the
emphasis of new technology relied primarily on new hardware. Figure 1.3.3 shows the
preceding four industrial revolutions and the underlying themes for each. The first
industrial revolution saw new technologies such as the steam engine and the first machine
tools. The second industrial revolution instituted better methods of processing materials
and standardization of the production process. Some of the technologies that aided this
process were the production line and diesel engine. The third industrial revolution,
sometimes called the digital revolution, integrated digital technologies, such as computers,
robots, and numerical controlled machines. The manufacturing industry is experiencing
the fourth industrial revolution related to information-driven production. The fourth
industrial revolution is centered around using the increased amount of digital information
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within the manufacturing industry to provide better information about production
equipment.
The fourth industrial revolution often goes by other names such as “Industrie 4.0.” and
“Smart Manufacturing” [11]. As the name changes, the fourth industrial revolution’s
definition changes depending on the specific organization and geographical location.
Below are various organizational definitions for the fourth industrial revolution:
i.

Digital transformation Monitor on German: Industrie 4.0 – Industrie 4.0 aims “to
drive digital manufacturing forward by increasing digitization and the
interconnection of products, value chains, and business models and support
research, the networking of industry partners, and standardization.” [12]

ii.

National Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST) on Smart Manufacturing
– Smart Manufacturing is an “attempt to maximize capabilities by using advanced
technologies that promote rapid flow and widespread use of digital information
within and between manufacturing systems.” [13]

iii.

Clean Energy Smart Manufacturing Innovation Institute (CESMII) on Smart
Manufacturing – Smart Manufacturing is “the information-driven, event-driven,
efficient, and collaborative orchestration of business, physical, and digital
processes within plants, factories, and across the entire value chain.” [14]

Each of the above definitions has an implicit underlying commitment to value-added
manufacturing by integrating digital information/processes with the existing infrastructure
in manufacturing environments. Each definition has key attributes formulated around the
terms: interconnection, flexibility, and information-driven.
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The aspect of interconnection supports manufacturing systems communicating crossplatform to one another regardless of type and use. The increased use of the Internet of
Things (IoT) has fostered interconnection through proposals of architecture,
implementation, and communication across the manufacturing floor [15]. Another aspect
of smart manufacturing is the flexibility to adapt to different products. Flexibility must

[25]
[26]

[24]
[23]

[22]

[21]

[20]

[19]

[18]

[26]

[17]

Figure 1.3.3: The Four Industrial Revolutions. These pictures are used with Creative
Commons: Attribution. The sources of each image are listed in the references with the
number associated with each picture as their attribution..
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apply to every aspect of the system, from the communication to the system’s analysis. One
example is the proposal of MTConnect, a protocol designed for data exchange across
different systems [16]. Using MTConnect ensures data communication between various
systems and applications according to the protocol. [17–27]
The final term, information-driven, provides the real emphasis behind the fourth
industrial revolution. It ensures that the available and relevant data are processed. This
processed data provides information that directly impacts manufacturing operations by
improving

decision-making

for

maintenance

scheduling.

The

flexibility

and

interconnection attributes help with the flow of data to systems. The information-driven
attribute allows manufacturers to make more informed decisions.
Smart manufacturing has ushered in the widespread use of various technologies into
the manufacturing environment, such as IoT technology, Big Data Analytics, and CyberPhysical System Integration [28]. IoT technology facilitates better sensor coverage of
equipment and increased data communication along the production line. Big data analytics
help manage, sort, and analyze the incoming data at a higher rate and volume. The use of
cyber-physical systems and the integration path for these systems help increase the
efficiency and flexibility of the real-time control and customization of the manufacturing
environment.
The rise of cyber-physical systems connects the digitalization and physical aspect of
manufacturing. A definition describes cyber-physical systems as the transformative
technologies for managing interconnected systems between their physical assets and
computational capabilities [29]. Lee et al. proposed an architecture built upon 5Cs:
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Connection, Conversion, Cyber, Cognition, and Configuration. The connection step
represents the first level of the 5C architecture. It highlights the system’s flexibility in
gathering data from the application and stresses the importance of a plug-and-play
application. From the field of prior research, there are many diverse methods of gathering
data. The next level, the conversion level, transforms the gathered data into information
through preprocessing and processing techniques. The cyber level follows, which gathers
the information into a central hub and converts it into analysis to provide a holistic analysis
of the machine. The cognition level then alters the information into knowledge learned.
The information confirming a regular operation change is not necessarily helpful unless it
translates into knowledge in the machine’s operation.

The system’s final step is

configuring the knowledge from the cyber level back into the machine’s physical space.
This step closes the loop when the equipment acts on the generated information.
Due to the use of these cyber-physical systems, smart manufacturing has changed how
production operates. For example, in a robotic production system, cloud computing
technology manages an entire production floor [30]. The robot production system allows
information to be shared between the other robots on the floor and then returns information
to operators and managers, regardless of type and control, to assign tasks and adapt to
surrounding tasks. The decentralized architecture with cloud technology allows for a
flexible and interconnected solution built on the information generated during production
and represents smart manufacturing principles.
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1.3.3 Machine Learning Algorithms
Machine learning is the study of computer algorithms that improve automatically
through data [31]. The essence behind machine learning is that the computer algorithm is
not explicitly programmed to complete a task. Instead, by learning from the data, the
algorithm can teach itself how to accomplish tasks. The primary requirements serviced by
machine learning are the ability to handle high dimensional data, reduce problem
complexity, adapt to changing environments, and “discover” new implicit knowledge
about the system or application [32]. The four commonly used learning approaches with
machine learning are supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised
learning, and reinforcement learning [32–35]. These learning approaches describe how
machine learning techniques and algorithms are trained. Supervised learning involves
teaching the function by mapping an input to an output based on an example input-output.
In this manner, the example set matches the expected data seen in the application.
Unsupervised learning is the approach where the data are not labeled. Unlabeled data
means that the relationship between the input and output is definitively known. The
learning occurs through recognizing patterns in the data. In some cases, unsupervised
learning is called clustering analysis due to similar grouping points during training. Figure
1.3.4 (a) and (b) denote the difference in supervised and unsupervised learning by including
the training data and labels in the supervised learning method.
Semi-supervised learning is a mixture of using supervised and unsupervised learning
techniques. Typically the portions signify a more significant amount of unlabeled data and
a smaller portion of labeled data [36]. The relationship reflects the simplicity of gathering
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unlabeled data as compared to labeled data. In solely learning on unlabeled data, the
accuracy of the algorithm is diminished. Reinforcement learning occurs when the learning
approach takes additional data outside of the initial training set to teach the algorithm. In
this manner, the algorithm predicts an outcome based on input data and measures the next
set of input data based on the prediction. Based on the data’s similarities and differences,
the algorithm will teach itself and change the prediction. With machine learning discovery,
these algorithms help run manufacturing processes, perform quality checks, and make
predictions regarding production throughput and equipment failure [37].
Generally, the structure of the model will favor one learning approach over another. In
the event of reinforcement learning or semi-supervised learning, models trained with these
approaches can come from either category. Supervised learning approaches are typically
used with Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Neural
Networks [38]. For most of these algorithms, there is an implicit understanding of the
distribution of the classes. The implicit understanding in each model is defined by different
rules such as kernels with support vector machine and probabilistic rules for Naïve Bayes
[38]. Figure 1.3.5 shows an example of an SVM classification. For SVM, the classification
involves creating a vectorized line between both sets of data. The vector is based on the
outlier data and their measured distance. As the number of classes increases, the number
of support vectors increases to separate the classes.
Unsupervised learning approaches are typically coupled with principal component and
cluster analysis. Sometimes these techniques are combined [39]. The principal component
analysis involves reducing large data sets for better processing and accuracy in models
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[39–41]. The reduction occurs by transforming different portions of the data based on
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. Through the transformation, data are eliminated
while still ensuring the maximum amount of variance. Clustering analysis involves
grouping similar data features together. Some of the commonly used clustering techniques
are K-means, C-means, hierarchical clustering, and model-based clustering [42].
Clustering techniques are optimized based on the number of clusters and features used.
Clustering analysis is sometimes in a semi-supervised approach with a small labeled

(a)

(b)
Figure 1.3.4: Model with supervised learning (a) and unsupervised learning (b)
differentiating black and white squares
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training set size with a more extensive unlabeled set [43]. Figure 1.3.6 represents an
example of cluster analysis between two different sets of data. The clusters are drawn based
on the cluster’s center for this cluster representation, similar to K-means or C-means.

Figure 1.3.5: Example SVM representation between data clusters
Artificial neural networks are modeled based on their biological counterparts to create
information [44]. In a biological neural network (BNN), the necessary components are
synapses and neurons. In artificial neural networks (ANN), the necessary components are
nodes and weights. The weights are like synapses and represent the connections in a neural
network. The nodes are like neurons and represent processing elements in the neural
network. There are typically three levels to each neural network: the input layer, hidden
layer, and output layer. The input layer is where the data enters the neural network. The
hidden layer provides a level of data abstraction. The output layer returns the update
prediction/value from the network. ANNs divide into feedforward and recurrent networks.
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A feedforward network means that the network progresses in one direction from layer to
layer. A recurrent network can have connections going from any node to another node in
different layers.

Figure 1.3.6: Cluster representation of two different clusters
Figure 1.3.7 shows two types of ANNs. Both neural networks are trained via the
supervised and unsupervised learning approaches. The feedforward neural networks
typically only have one hidden layer for data transformation before moving to the output
layer. In training neural networks, data are transformed randomly to get a starting basis for
the model's accuracy. This start point returns a low accuracy until backpropagation begins
to occur. Backpropagation trains neural networks by computing a loss function's gradient
concerning the network's overall weight for an input-output example [45].
Backpropagation only deals with the computation of
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Figure 1.3.7: Example of feedforward and recurrent neural network
The increase in the number of layers introduces the concept of deep learning. Deep
learning is based on the usage of neural networks with multiple hidden layers [46]. Deep
learning techniques use the same recurrent and feedforward structure the same as usual
ANN. The hidden layers allow for additional levels of data abstraction. Another difference
between ANN and deep learning techniques is the use of data features. For ANN, features
must be generated before entry into the model. For deep learning models, the inputs are the
raw data. The features are then created in the model as the data are processed through the
different hidden layers. Several deep learning techniques exist, such as convolutional
neural networks (CNN) and restricted boltzman machine (RBM). The different techniques
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are then used based on the application and the computational resources. Deep learning
techniques have an advantage over traditional ANNs as more data become available [47].
With a higher availability of data, the ability to generate features becomes more difficult.
Hence, the ability of the model to create the features is critical.
There are still significant challenges to address with machine learning, similar to those
outlined in section 1.1.1. The first challenge is data imbalance among the different classes
[48]. This challenge occurs when one or multiple data classes are represented with different
samples than the other classes. Due to this imbalance, the accuracy and precision of the
model trained on imbalanced data are decreased. The specific problem of data imbalance
plays into the more significant problem of data volume. As data increases, problems related
to the processing performance, dimensionality, and nonlinearity of the data need
consideration. Parallel structures and component analysis are a couple of techniques that
increase processing power and reduce dimensionality. Another consideration is that the
increase in complexity of the model will increase the time required to process the data. The
last aspect is data accuracy [49]. Data accuracy issues boil down to the lack of labels, the
uncertainty and unreliability in the data, and possible data interferences. Uncertainty in the
data leads directly to uncertainty in the prediction.
1.3.4 Synthesis Motivation
The three motivations (Maintenance, Smart Manufacturing, and Machine Learning)
of the area above are interconnected based on recent history. Figure 1.3.8 shows the
timeline of each motivation. As one can see from the timeline, the idea of predictive
maintenance in manufacturing occurs close to 10 years after the beginning of the third
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industrial revolution. The third industrial revolution was the increased use of data and
robotics in manufacturing. There was an increase in computer integration into the
manufacturing environment also. These two events’ coincidence gives credence that
increased production floor mechanization spurred manufacturers to leverage data to inform
maintenance. However, even with this new drive in manufacturing through the fourth
industrial revolution, it is still 30 years behind the actual development of machine learning
techniques which resurged in the 1980s. [50][51–54][55–58]

Corrective Maintenance
prior to 1950 [50]

First Industrial
Revolution in
1760 [53]

1950s:
“Turing
Learning
Machine”
[55]

Predictive Maintenance
from 1980 to now [50]

Preventive
Maintenance from 1950
to now [50]
Third Industrial
Revolution in
1969 [52]

Second Industrial
Revolution in
1913 [54]

Fourth Industrial
Revolution in
2011 [51]

1960s:
Probabilistic
Inference
[58]

1980s:
Backpropagation
rediscovery [57]

2010s:
Deep Learning [56]

Figure 1.3.8: Timeline of motivations
While there are varying successes in implementing predictive maintenance, the
fourth industrial revolution, and machine learning in manufacturing, the lack of failure data
serves as the main impediment of all three. For example, a smart factory can generate one
petabyte of data a year [59]; there is no problem with data availability. The problem instead
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stems from a lack of quality and variety of data. A review in 2019 by NIST researchers
listed the challenges of implementing Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) [60].
Vogl et al. challenges were the lack of standards in determining data quality, the
inconsistent failure rate of the equipment, and the lack of validation in the diagnosis of
when equipment fails. These challenges follow a vein that without the proper means of
verifying data and algorithms, then applying smart manufacturing systems with machine
learning would not aid predictive maintenance implementation. Vogl et al. aimed to
provide a framework for building testbeds and included a related best practices list. Missing
from this framework, though, is a guide in generating training data for manufacturing
equipment.
There are currently three methods of testing available for gathering failure data to apply
to machine learning techniques. The first method is through run-to-failure testing. Run-tofailure testing involves placing a component or system under constant test until it
eventually fails, giving the complete lifetime of data until failure. The constant test may
mean repeated cycles or continuously running the equipment. An example of this testing
data is the Intelligence Maintenance Systems (IMS) bearing dataset [61]. The IMS bearing
dataset tested bearing data for 35 days. During testing, the equipment ran continuously in
a test rig, and data were periodically sampled. However, this method has several
drawbacks. First, this application does not capture multiple defect points that are
commonly found in components. If components have multiple defect points, then testing
each defect may take multiple months. This application is inefficient and costly in the long
run. The second aspect is the destruction of the component that prevents repair. This aspect
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limits run-to-failure testing to primary components, with run-to-failure system testing
occurring only with the equipment makers.
The second method involves gathering data from the application source in production.
This type of data gathering is used for nonstandard applications in which an experimental
system design is nonstandard—for example, a doser system at an automotive manufacturer
[62]. In the past, this doser system failed around the valve as it dispensed sealant. The
primary reason for this failure was the actual operation, which could not be changed.
Manufacturers and researchers partnered to gather data and attempted to apply predictive
maintenance to prevent further unexpected downtime. The doser system had three sensors
to monitor the inlet valve, outlet valve, and screw bearings. Testing then occurred for six
months. A baseline was established, and data were processed, looking for deviations in the
signal. Features were identifiable to specific valve actions, and car types were identifiable,
but there was no machine defect. Without the means to gather defect data representing the
system, it is difficult to predict when an actual failure will occur. This fact highlights the
issue mentioned previously of a lack of data on manufacturing equipment failures.
If data are not possible to get promptly from run-to-failure testing or the production
source, then accelerated or induced damage testing is the third method of gathering data.
The inducement of damage depends on the failure modes of the equipment. For example,
induced damage may involve thermal degradation and bearing contamination from
particles, as seen with failures in some electrical motors [63]. Induced damage signals may
represent the type of damage seen in manufacturing equipment. An example of proper
safety and damage protocol of a system while collecting data is the destruction of a
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computer numerical controlled (CNC) machine by Mehta et al. in assessing spindle health
[64].
Mehta et al. developed three different CBM architectures in monitoring the coolant
system and spindle system for an Okuma CNC. The first architecture was based on
machining chatter detection and coolant temperature monitoring through an external DAQ
system, monitoring spindle vibration and temperature data. The other two architectures
come from the Okuma controller monitoring the coolant system and the spindle system. A
test protocol was developed for the systematic destruction of the Okuma CN, shown in
Table 1.3.1. The test modes were improper lubrication, coolant contamination, spindle
contamination, and the spindle bearings’ Brinelling. However, not all of these damage
conditions were tested. The test spindle failed after the improper lubrication damage
condition, and subsequent damage conditions could not be tested.

Action/test Description

Table 1.3.1: Test procedure of [64]

A
B

Establish a baseline
Induce an improper lubrication condition

C
D
E
F1
F2
F3

Establish a proper lubrication condition
Induce a coolant contamination condition
Induce powder contamination condition
Light Brinelling of spindle bearings
Medium Brinelling of spindle bearings
Heavy Brinelling of spindle bearings

G

Root cause analysis of bearing failure

Length of test/event
occurrence
Three h
Temperature of 60 °C or
8 dB
#h
One week
TBD
One week
One week
Complete bearing
failure
N/A

This testing and other forms of accelerated testing highlight a few of the problems. The
first problem is the lack of representation and accuracy that these faults are similar to the
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production line defects. In Table 1.3.1, a provision is made for monitoring temperatures
close to 60 °C and ultrasonic noise levels of 8 dB. However, the equipment failed at less
than 6 dB and 45 °C, making this check and provision redundant and preventing subsequent
testing. Denting a piece of equipment is not an accurate defect if that defect cannot occur
in actual operation. In this case, the data are better used as signifying a deviated state rather
than a specific defect. The second problem is the control of the damaged state. Many
induced damage states signify either an early-stage defect or a late-stage defect. However,
in gathering a complete representation of the equipment lifetime, the middle-stage defect
is critical to gather. The third issue is the validation of the data sets. This issue returns to
the question of data accuracy from these generated damage states. A validating failure
method is needed to determine if the algorithm can use the data to predict failure.
The motivation synthesis of this research work served to guide the formulation of this
research in the previously stated research goals, questions, and objectives of Sections 1.1
and 1.2. Table 1.3.2 serves to restate the research goals, questions, and objectives with
tasks added. Continuing into this thesis, Chapter 2 details prior work in this area and the
formulated methodology. Chapter 3 details the component use case of the bearing. Chapter
4 details the system-level use case of the robot. Chapter 5 details the conclusions on the
proposed methodology and the potential future work.
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Table 1.3.2: Research Formulation restated (Research Goals RG, Research Questions
RQ, and Research Objectives RO)
RG1: Increase training data for
manufacturing

RG2: Verify the data set represents the expected
manufacturing equipment failure modes

RQ1: Can the application of purposeful damage to a manufacturing system generate
training data that accurately represent corresponding defects and failures compared
with current state-of-the-art methods such as run-to-failure testing?
RO1: Design a
methodology for inducing
damage

RO2: Generate a training
data set using the
methodology

RO3: Validate the data
set generated in RO2

RO1.T1: Synthesize
literature and identify steps

RO.T1: Generate
training data using the
methodology

RO.T1: Comparison of
independent observations

RO1.T2: Formalize steps of
the methodology

RO.T2: Assess the
accuracy of the dataset

RO.T2: Assess the
accuracy of the algorithm
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CHAPTER TWO: PURPOSEFUL FAILURE METHODOLOGY
2.1 Chapter Purpose
Chapter 2 covers RO1 and its tasks, highlighted in yellow in Table 2.1.1. Section 2.2
will cover the prior research failure methods and methods of damage assessment used in
condition monitoring. Section 2.3 will cover a search through different standards related to
condition monitoring and damage testing of manufacturing equipment. Section 2.4 will
provide an overview of the Purposeful Failure Methodology, and Section 2.5 will provide
an exact reason behind each step.
Table 2.1.1: Highlighted sections of this chapter as they relate to the scope of work
RG1: Increase training data for
manufacturing

RG2: Verify the data set represents the expected
manufacturing equipment failure modes

RQ1: Can the application of purposeful damage to a manufacturing system generate
training data that accurately represent corresponding defects and failures compared
with current state-of-the-art methods such as run-to-failure testing?
RO1: Design a
methodology for inducing
damage

RO2: Generate a training
data set using the
methodology

RO3: Validate the data
set generated in RO2

RO1.T1: Synthesize
literature and identify steps

RO.T1: Generate
training data using the
methodology

RO.T1: Comparison of
independent observations

RO1.T2: Formalize steps of
the methodology

RO.T2: Assess the
accuracy of the dataset

RO.T2: Assess the
accuracy of the algorithm

2.2 Prior Research Failure Methods
For the first task of Research Objective 1, a literature synthesis was conducted of fifty
papers detailing how researchers collected failure data and trained machine learning
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algorithms from failure data. For each paper, a comprehensive list of the steps in terms of
gathering data, the type of defect, the method of assessing the defect, and the paper’s
assessment accuracy was compiled. The initial group of papers primarily addressed rotary
components such as bearings and motors. Bearings and motors are crucial components
found in all rotating equipment. Despite careful engineering, bearings and motors are
susceptible to many failure modes due to their widespread use [65], making condition
monitoring a critical aspect for these components. After this initial search, other
applications were considered after the initial grouping of papers, including material testing,
CNC machine health, and robotics. By addressing various manufacturing applications, the
aim was to make PFailM more generalized. These papers represent an initial grouping, and
subsequent papers are further discussed in Section 2.4.
The initial fifty papers are displayed in a table provided in Appendix A. Figure 2.2.1
shows the breakdown of applications for the tabulated papers. Before expanding the search,
the primary search terms were “Bearing Purposeful Failure” and “Rotary Component
Failure.” After expanding the paper search to include system-level equipment, the search
terms were “System Predictive Maintenance,” “Manufacturing Predictive Maintenance,”
“Accelerated Failure,” and “Training Failure Data.” Of the papers’ breakdown, bearings
were the most heavily cited and tested application, followed by materials and motors
testing. This trend possibly stems from bearings having well-understood failure modes and
act as a critical component in many applications (i.e., anything that rotates). The system
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equipment papers primarily focused on CNC machine health and robotics. The top three
applications sampled were bearings, motors, and material testing for condition monitoring.
First, the synthesis assessed whether the papers identified the defects under test, a

Composition of Papers Based on Applications
1
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16

4
2
1
3
5

6
2

4

Bearings

Motor

Electrical Battery Computers

Robotics

CNC Machine
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Tool Wear

Material

Plasma Etching

Capacitor

Figure 2.2.1: Composition of papers based on applications
criterion which changed based on whether the paper was assessing a component or system
application. For the component, such as rolling element bearing, words describing the
defect location or a specific damage state were identified (e.g., an inner race defect for
bearings). For a system application, the keywords were related to specific components
(e.g., for a robotic arm, defining damage on a specific joint or multiple joints would suffice
for enough identification). Out of the fifty papers, only four did not directly address where
damage was related to the equipment. The four papers that did not identify a defect were
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the fuel cells, the CNC machine health, and bearings categories. Not identifying defects
made it challenging to identify the use of the algorithm or recreate the damage testing.
The following criteria assessed whether the paper labeled and described test equipment.
If someone were to attempt to recreate specific testing, the equipment’s labeling would
guide the user to understand the results better. For example, testing a ball bearing is not the
same as testing a cylindrical roller bearing, a journal bearing, or thrust bearing; they have
different designs and, subsequently, different failure criteria. The labeling also extends to
any other lab equipment used in testing. From the survey of the initial fifty papers, 48
papers correctly labeled their lab equipment. The labeling included the application and
method of sampling. The lack of labeling in the test equipment in the two papers (one
bearing paper and one CNC machine health paper) reflected confusing results.
The third criterion assessed is determining if the paper referenced a standard or
document when inducing damage for their application. Damage can appear in multiple
modes and levels of severity, each with its frequency in manufacturing applications. For
instance, a crack in an engine housing’s outer case can cause the application’s premature
failure. However, if that failure application never occurs, it is pointless to recreate it in
failure testing. Furthermore, the extent of the damage may be infeasible if not properly
referenced against the equipment’s maintenance practices. If a pump fails to pump after
75% damage, testing multiple failure points above 75% is redundant. A reference for this
criteria assessment is denoted as any document about the equipment maintenance or actual
standard such as an International Organization for Standardization (ISO) document.
Roughly 35 papers did not reference any type of documentation when inducing damage.
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The referencing criteria included maintenance documentation, any previous research, or
component or product standards. Even among papers with well-understood failure modes,
there was little reference to the equipment’s expected damage level.
A further criterion assessed whether the papers referenced the amount of damage
observed on components. This criterion was difficult to ascertain and define due to the
various failure modes and measurements available for classifying damage. Overall, this
differentiation was made based on whether a specific metric was mentioned; metric defined
as a quantitative result, such as the damaged area’s length on a part. Anything qualitative
was not considered a suitable reference to the damage size. 26 out of 50 papers did not
reference any size of damage concerning overall system degradation. The data assessment
and acquisition methods were synthesized. Three methods of data assessment were
grouped. The first data assessment method was using algorithmic analysis. Most of the
papers tested some form of an algorithm detailing the classification or prediction of failure
data or remaining useful life. As long as a performance metric was associated with the
analysis, then it was considered algorithmic analysis. An example of an algorithm accuracy
metric is either k-fold cross-validation or the confusion matrix of algorithm classes.
The second method was using statistical analysis. The statistical analysis extends to
techniques such as hypothesis testing, error calculations, and distribution values. Statistical
analysis has predefined expectations [66]. For example, any distribution with a kurtosis
value of greater than 3 is more sensitive to outlier information. If a reference to these values
is included in the paper, then that paper is added to the category. Finally, the last method
of assessing the data is the use of physical equations. Physical equations describe the
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expected response of the system to a set of input conditions. For example, robots are
controlled by a series of inverse dynamic equations. The robot’s torque and force are
calculable at each step of the robot operation. Any deviation potentially indicates the
presence of the fault. The same occurs in bearings. As defects appear, the bearing’s
harmonics will change, and the frequency amplitude will increase at the defect frequency
where the fault is occurring.
A breakdown of data assessment methods in the papers found that 39 used statistical
parameters for assessment, 28 used algorithmic parameters, and 22 papers assessed the data
using physical equations. Of the data assessment methods, the most popular method was
assessing damage using statistical tests. The statistical tests typically generate features that
appear in machine learning algorithms used for other papers. The physical damage
assessments were the least commonly used for two reasons. The first reason is the difficulty
to process and program the dynamic equations. Bearings are a good representation of wellunderstood dynamic equations. However, the plasma etching process may involve a more
detailed analysis to realize these dynamic and physical equations. This aspect makes datadriven prognostic more appealing and, in some cases, more effective than physics-based
prognostics. The second factor is the long training time and modeling time associated with
the physical equations. Ways around these long training and modeling times are periodic
analysis of the equipment instead of continuous.
The papers’ final criteria documented the methods of how papers acquired data. The
first category involved papers that referenced data collected by other papers. The term
“collected” means referencing another paper or using data sources such as public
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repositories. Several repositories of varying quality of failure tested data exist and are
hosted by universities and other entities [67]. Most of these data sets are publicly available,
though a few data sets are only accessible through private means. The second type of data
comes to run-to-failure testing. These papers used data from tests where the components
were placed in a test rig and run until failure or a defined point of failure. Depending on
the test configuration, it can take between a week to a month to gather all the applicable
failure data. The third type of data originates from induced damage. The terms induced
damage, purposeful failure, and artificial data are used when equipment is deliberately
damaged to gather defect data. The defects induced should match those expected in
manufacturing applications. From the analyzed papers, the papers’ breakdown across all
three types of data were: 12 papers referenced other data, 27 papers referenced run-tofailure data, and 21 data sets referenced induced damage data. The run-to-failure tests and
induced damage represent all of the papers. The referenced other data category can apply
to either category—approximately 10 out of the 12 papers referenced other run-to-failure
datasets.
From the assessed papers, four conclusions were drawn and are described below:
i.

For the run-to-failure testing, most papers do not reference documentation such
as ISO documentation or equipment manuals. The top categories that
referenced damage were material testing with five papers, capacitors testing
with four papers, and bearings with three papers. Most bearing papers stated
that damage could occur on the outer, inner race, and rolling element [68].
However, this practice also led to contrived scenario damages that do not
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represent actual manufacturing damage (i.e., drilling into the side of the outer
race). In the search, developed test plans and targets were found for recreating
damage when performing accelerated testing for fuel cells [69] and materials
[70].
ii.

From the first conclusion, subsequent thoughts lead to a second conclusion:
Most of the papers do not reference a specific damage size in run-to-failure
testing or induced damage testing. As stated previously, the referencing of
standards gives targets in terms of damage to meet as the material life
progresses. This standard helps ensure data accuracy during testing. For most
system-level papers (Robotics and CNC), a maintenance event is referenced as
the split between healthy and unhealthy data [71,72]. An argument is made that
the maintenance event signifies “end of life” as maintenance occurs when
machine degradations occur. However, this point can vary based on the
preference of the maintenance staff. This factor leads to difficulty quantifying
the remaining useful life predictions concerning the equipment with actual
physical operations.

iii.

The third conclusion is that data assessment or data verification and validation
is nonstandard across similar applications. Bearings are a good example.
Different parameters of damage assessment are used concerning statistical
parameters [61,73], frequency analysis [74,75], and machine learning [64,76].
Generated bearing damage is not tested with all three. Based on prior research,
these parameters should all reflect the same defect [77]. However, anomalies
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occur that require further validation [74]. A combination of all three techniques
would help increase the robustness of the data in testing. Data assessment using
physical equations is low outside of bearings. One reason for this is due to
complex applications and the fact that some failure modes are not well
understood. Without physical verification, though, it is more challenging to
perform root cause analysis in manufacturing applications.
iv.

The fourth and final conclusion is that the method of applying damage is not
standard. The ranges of generating data go from cycle testing of a bearing in a
test rig to drilling holes in the outer race [78]. The former is more accurate than
the latter, but the latter gathers quicker data than the former.

2.3 Standards and Architectures
A search was conducted of different available references and standards, beginning with
those related to condition-based monitoring. First, a search was conducted for conditionbased monitoring documents. Search words sought through these documents were any
mention of “Condition Monitoring,” “Training Data,” and “Measurement Techniques.”
Measurement techniques would comprise any information on how to measure useful data
for CBM. Table 2.3.1 contains the different ISO standards for CBM based on the search
words stated above [79]. If they did not have any of the search words related to “Training
Data” or “Measurement Techniques,” then they were listed as “Condition Monitoring
Documentation” in the table.
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Table 2.3.1: ISO standards for CBM
Standard
Standard Title
Number
Condition Monitoring
ISO 17359
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
Documentation
machines – general guidelines
Measurement Technique ISO 13373
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – vibration condition monitoring
Training Data
ISO 13379
Data Interpretation and diagnostic
techniques which use information and data
related to the condition of a machine
Training Data
ISO 13381
Condition Monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – prognostics
Condition Monitoring
ISO 18346
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
Documentation
machines – Requirements for qualification
and assessment of personnel
Search Term

Measurement Technique

ISO 18434

Measurement Technique

ISO 16587

Measurement Technique

ISO 29821

Measurement Technique

ISO 14830

Condition Monitoring
Documentation
Measurement Technique

ISO 15909

Measurement Technique

ISO 20958

Measurement Technique

ISO 22096

Condition Monitoring
Documentation

ISO 15531

Condition Monitoring
Documentation

ISO 15926

ISO 13372

Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machine systems – Thermography
Mechanical Vibration and Shock –
performance of parameters for condition
monitoring of structures
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – ultrasound – general
guidelines, procedures, and validation
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machine systems – tribology-based
monitoring and diagnostics.
Software and System engineering – Highlevel petrinets
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – vocabulary
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines systems – electrical signature
analysis of three-phase induction motors
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – Acoustic emission
Industrial automation systems and
integration – industrial manufacturing
management data
Industrial automation systems and
integration – integration of life-cycle data
for process plant including oil and gas
production facilities
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Condition Monitoring
Documentation

ISO 13374

Condition Monitoring
Documentation

ISO 18435

Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – data processing,
communication, and presentation
Industrial automation systems and
integration – diagnostics, capability
assessment, and maintenance applications
integration

This table contains only the ISO standards. There are also standards from the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), Society of Automotive Engineering
(SAE), American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM), and Advanced Technology Attachments (ATA). These additional
standards are provided in Appendix B. The listed ISO standards are attributed in the
research literature as possible starting points for condition monitoring [80]. ISO standard
13372, 13373, 18434, 22096, 20958, 29821, 14830, and 16587 list the different standard
measurement techniques and describe them. The measurement techniques described in the
applicable standard are vibration, thermography, ultrasound, electrical signature analysis,
and acoustics. Each standard describes general terms for the specific technique.
For the vibration standards (ISO 13373), the primary focus is on defining vibration
technique elements and the general procedures around using the technique. The first part
describes the different types of vibration condition monitoring, consisting of different
systems which can be permanently installed (i.e., sensor embedded hardware), semipermanently installed (i.e., replaceable permanent sensors), and portable (i.e., handheld
vibration probes), and describes the difference between continuous and periodic
measurement. From there, the standard describes more on the different transducers
available for vibration monitoring, different types of measurement values, and different
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data presentation forms (baselining, trending, and frequency vibration). This factors into
the documentation of ISO 13373-2, which describes the different data processing, analysis,
and diagnostics available for vibration monitoring. Subsequent iterations detail specific
applications to equipment. Similar steps and topics are discussed in the other measurement
technique ISO standards.
There are some deviations among each standard, although this is dependent on the
technique described. The ISO 20958 standard describes the expected electrical signatures
analysis methods for tested equipment but does not describe data collection methods. It
also does not describe what may be considered severe for the analysis. ISO 18434 describes
more of the background methodology for thermography; this technique is more involved
as it requires more validation from the surrounding area. It gives a short description of a
failure identification method, but there are no metrics associated with it. ISO 29821 details
more on the training requirements of the equipment and also lists possible error sources.
The standard describes as well where the ultrasound generation occurs and the data
interpretations from the data. ISO 14830 describes the manner in fluid analysis in systems
that require oil or grease. This ISO included several examples to detail the process. This
standard adds to other analysis strategies by proposing off-site facilities. ISO 22096
specifies the principles of acoustic emission and the machinery monitored using the
technique. The standard gives a process for installing a system and some preliminary
information on the data analysis.
After detailing different measurement techniques, the next set of ISO documents deal
with data management and transformation. ISO 13374, 15531, 15926, and 15909 detail
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different process data and define the CBM architecture. ISO 13374 details data processing,
communication, and communication. This document defines a block diagram and provides
how users can lay out their maintenance architecture. A few different preprocessing
techniques are given to show how to process data before running machine learning
algorithms. ISO 15531 details what information is needed to manage production and
resources and how to distribute those resources. ISO 15926 describes the method for
integrating data into the production environment. ISO 15909 describes the methods in
detailing how data moves around the manufacturing environment.
The next set of ISO documents detail the different techniques in diagnosing and
predicting manufacturing problems. These documents contained some elements of the uses
of training data in CBM. However, the primary use of training data is establishing
trendlines for either diagnostic or prognostic systems. There is no mention of machine
learning or particular algorithms. ISO 13379 gives an overview of the different approaches
for setting up a diagnostic system. It details the elements needed for diagnosing
manufacturing problems and different diagnostic approaches. ISO 13381 details the
prognostic approaches for CBM, detailing how to model failure modes and then set up a
generic prognostic process. The final set, ISO 13372 and 18346, are miscellaneous
standards. ISO 13372 defines all the terms within CBM related to vibration, and ISO 18346
defines the requirements for training individuals in CBM measurement techniques and data
analysis.
ISO 17539 provides a breakdown of the process of integrating a condition monitoring
system. Figure 2.3.1 breaks down the different steps needed for setting up and using a
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condition monitoring system. The first step is setting up a cost-benefit analysis of investing
in a condition monitoring architecture. There is little point in integrating condition
monitoring if it will cost more in the long run against current measures for detecting
machine failure. The next step is the equipment audit, whereby identifying the equipment
functions and the effect of the equipment failure in the production environment is
determined. Equipment auditing leads to reliability and criticality auditing, used better to
understand the failure modes, the equipment’s reliability, and evaluate the equipment’s

Figure 2.3.1: CBM implementation structure adapted from [270]
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failure mode criticality regarding the equipment functions. Questions to answer regarding
criticality: What is the worst failure for the equipment, and how does it affect production?
These questions are used to guide further failure analysis of the equipment, such as Failure
Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) of the equipment.
The next three steps (monitoring method, data acquisition, and analysis, determine
maintenance action) are the portion of the process that continuously repeats. The
monitoring method determines the measurement technique determined based on the
operating conditions, the feasibility, the monitoring interval, and the measurement
locations for the proper selection of measurement techniques. The step also defines the
measurable operating parameters using the measurement equipment to assess the
equipment condition. The next step is the data acquisition and analysis. Factors to consider
in this stage are the measurement and trending, the system diagnosis and prognosis, and
the comparison to baseline parameters. Depending on the response to these scenarios,
adjustments are made to the monitoring method. Then finally, the last step deals with the
maintenance action. Based on the diagnosis and prognosis information, the operators take
maintenance actions to improve the overall system health. Maintenance actions could
involve scheduling repair for the equipment or replacing equipment in the event of severe
and immediate failures. Maintenance actions force updates to prior FMEAs and
maintenance strategy. As new information is learned based on the maintenance action, it
could discover new failure modes, requiring updates to the risk of existing failure modes,
or change maintenance checks’ periodicity.
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From reading the ISO documents, it becomes apparent that these were meant to outline
more about the data’s expected characteristics rather than a process of how to generate
data. There is little mention of the diagnostic and prognostic approaches other than the
basic description of what they are or how they work from the documentation. This element
could lead to problems when considering the monitoring method if it does not have enough
data for the algorithm to learn and further questions when verifying data. A further search
of data verification seemed there was no set principle in determining machine learning
algorithms’ data quality. The closest mention to differences in data stemmed from
establishing baselines of the data and performing trend analysis.
Another search was conducted for any standards related to purposeful failure or a
variation of that term. The search terms used were “Accelerated Testing,” “Induced
Damage,” and “Purposeful Failure.” Only ISO documents resulted from this search; Table
2.3.2 contains all of the ISO standards that appeared. The primary test method described
was a variation of corrosion testing with materials. The test parameters were clearly
described in each document, given the test conditions, induced damage, and the test’s
expected results. Some product testings were included.
The principal use of accelerated testing was in the testing for materials. ISO 14993,
ISO 2135, ISO 1920-12, ISO 21160, ISO 4666-1, -3, and -4, ISO 196, ISO 12470, and ISO
9227 deal with a type of “material” or “material coating” testing. For example, ISO 14993
is corrosion testing of metals and alloys using salt mist, dry and wet conditions. ISO 1920
– 12 is the method for performing accelerated carbonation testing. ISO 19277, ISO 2126,
ISO 13924, ISO 16963, ISO 10993-13, and ISO 21139 details accelerated testing for
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different products, such as medical devices (ISO 10993-13). In each of these standards, a
certain quality of life is established from testing. ISO 14224 deals specifically with
collecting maintenance data for Petroleum, Petrochemical, and Natural Gas Industries.
While these standards detail the use of accelerated testing, they do not link any of the tests
with actual generation of failure data and subsequent use for predictive analytics.
Table 2.3.2: ISO standards for accelerated testing
ISO Number
Document Title
ISO 14993:2018
Corrosion of metals and alloys – accelerated testing involving
cyclic exposure to salt mist, dry and wet conditions [81]
ISO 2135:2017
Anodizing of aluminum and its alloys – accelerated test of the
lightfastness of colored anodic oxidation coatings using
artificial light [82]
ISO 19277:2018
Petroleum, Petrochemical and Natural Gass industries –
qualification testing and acceptance criteria for protective
coating systems under insulation [83]
ISO 14224:2016
Petroleum, Petrochemical and Natural Gas Industries –
Collection and exchange of reliability and maintenance data for
equipment [84]
ISO 21263:2017
Slow-Release Fertilizers – Determination of the release of the
nutrients – method for coated fertilizers [85]
ISO 1920 – 12:2015 Testing of Concrete – Part 12: Determination of Carbonation
Resistance of Concrete – Accelerated Carbonation Method [86]
ISO 21610: 2009
Corrosion of Metals and Alloys – Accelerated corrosion test for
intergranular corrosion susceptibility of austenitic stainless
steels [87]
ISO 4666-3:2016
Rubber, Vulcanized – Determination of Temperature Rise and
Resistance to Fatigue in Flexometer Testing – Part 3:
Compression Flexometer [88]
ISO 4666-4:2016
Rubber, Vulcanized – Determination of Temperature Rise and
Resistance to Fatigue in Flexometer Testing – Part 4: Constantstress Flexometer [89]
ISO 4666-1:2016
Rubber, Vulcanized – Determination of Temperature Ris and
Resistance to Fatigue in Flexometer Testing – Part 1: Basic
Principles [90]
ISO 196:1978
Wrought Copper and Copper Alloys – Detection of Residual
Stress – Mercury (I) Nitrate Test [91]
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ISO 13924:2000
ISO/IEC
16963:2019
ISO 12470-3:2020
ISO 9227: 2017
ISO 10993-13:2010
ISO/TS 211391:2019

Plastic Pipes and Fittings – Bending-Tensile Cycle Tests for
PE/Metal Transition Fittings, PE Tapping Tees, and PE Branch
Saddles [92]
Information Technology – Digitally Recorded Media for
Information Interchange and Storage – Test method for the
Estimation of Lifetime of Optical Disk for Long-Term Data
Storage [93]
Wood-Based Panels – Determination of Formaldehyde Release
– Part 3: Gas Analysis Method [94]
Corrosion Tests in Artificial Atmospheres – Salt Spray Tests
[95]
Biological Evaluation of Medical Devices – Part 13:
Identification and Quantification of Degradation products from
polymeric medical devices [96]
Performance and durability of commercial prints – Part 1:
Definition of use profiles and guiding principles for
specifications [97]

2.4 Purposeful Failure Methodology Overview
Based on prior research and standards analysis, failure data in condition monitoring is
not well established. From the standards, information that is already available includes:
i.

Different Measurement Techniques are available for gathering data. These
standards detail the criteria for gathering data and the expected results from each
method.

ii.

The general terminology of prognostic and diagnostic approaches is established,
and different ways to implement either method in a CBM system are given.

iii.

The preprocessing, communication, and presentation of data is documented and
provides different paths to moving data and presenting the data as information.

iv.

Different types of failure testing, including accelerated testing, exist for materials.
These types are performed as run-to-failure testing and accelerated failure testing.

Still, elements that are missing are as follows:
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i.

There is little mention of training data in diagnostic and prognostic systems for
different applications outside describing baseline and trend analysis.

ii.

There is little mention of different validation techniques for determining if damage
has occurred outside a trend analysis, besides the general discussion of data quality.

iii.

There is little mention of creating machine learning techniques for components and
systems using accelerated testing and run-to-failure testing to gather testing data.

While the primary failure modes and ISO documents served to identify the gaps in data
creation, the framework of PFailM incorporated aspects of design processes to help
conceptualize and formalize the synthesized step [98]. Pahl et al. created a design process
using systemic design for new products. Figure 2.4.1 shows the breakdown of the Pahl et
al. design process (Pahl and Beitz, or P&B). There are four distinct areas of the Pahl and
Beitz method: Planning and Task Clarification, Conceptual Design, Embodiment Design,
and Detail Design. The four different areas break down further into seven different
“milestones” for designing a product: Task Formulation, Requirements List, Principle
Solution, Preliminary Layout, Definitive Layout, Product Documentation, and Solution.
The task formulation represents the beginning of the product planning stage. Through
the formulation, the question: “What problems is the product solving?” should be
answered. At this stage, a market analysis should occur to help find gaps where a new
product design could fill. From the market analysis, a product proposal should help
formalize the goals and a requirement list. The requirement list represents the beginning of
the conceptual design phase. From the formalized requirement list, the essential problems
to correct should be identified. Addressing these fundamental problems, function structures
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are generated, and work principles and structures are adapted. From the generated working
principles, several different concepts are generated and evaluated. From the different
concepts and dependent on the evaluation criteria, a principle solution is selected.
The selection of the principle solution means the Pahl and Beitz design process user is
in the embodiment design phase. In the embodiment design, mechanical equations,
material selection, and form designs are applied to the solution. The application of these
concepts helps formulate preliminary layouts of the product. After several iterations of
working through the preliminary design, a final layout is selected and evaluated against
user-defined evaluation and economic criteria. From the preliminary layout, designers can
begin to check for errors in the design. Part lists should be generated to help fill in the
functions of the preliminary layout. These lists will help formulate production and
assembly documents.
From the definitive layout, design drawings and part lists should be finalized. These
finalized documents help prepare production, assembly, transport, and operating
instructions. The documents encompass the entire design process and provide
comprehensive product documentation about the proposed solution for which production
can then begin.
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Figure 2.4.1: P&B method from [98]
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Given the condition monitoring adoption architecture given in ISO 17539, PFailM
would coincide with the equipment audit until the monitoring method steps. Given the
design methodology formulated by Pahl et al., the methodology would appear to coincide
with the definitive layout in the detail and embodiment design stage. Using both cases, the
generalized steps of PFailM work alongside both design methodology and the adoption of
condition monitoring.
Based on the literature synthesis and corresponding ISO standards, the steps of PFailM
methodology were formalized. Based on the Pahl and Beitz design methodology, the
formalized steps are placed in sequence. Figure 2.4.2 details the purposeful failure
methodology with steps and sub-steps labeled. As an overview of the methodology, the
step-by-step process describes how to induce damage from the initial damage stage to the
component’s final damage state. The steps describe an overarching part of the process with
sub-steps between each step. Steps 1 through 4 of PFailM help provide the user a process
to configure the damage protocol. The title of each step is: Identify Functions and Failures,
Damage Implementation, Damage Progression, and Methods of Gathering Data.
Following the formulation, the user designs and generates data using Steps 5 and 6:
Experimental Tests and Data Verification and Validation. By using the methodology, the
user should answer the questions:
i.

What function is the user testing on the equipment?

ii.

What type of failure modes appear with this function, and how does damage begin?

iii.

What defect will the user induce?

iv.

How will the user recreate that defect in the system?
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Figure 2.4.2: Purposeful Failure Methodology
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v.

What metric will the user use to apply damage through the system?

vi.

What is the extent of damage through the system?

By answering these questions, the user should use the following information to help
formulate answers to the following questions from Steps 5 and 6:
i.

What is the test plan?

ii.

How is the experimental system designed?

iii.

Does the system allow for repeatable induced damage?

iv.

What are the verification tests (statistical or physical) the user needs to run on
the data?

v.

What algorithms will the user test with the data?

The breakdown of each step occurs in section 2.5. Two test cases were used to test the
methodology: bearings (to serve as a component-level test example) and robots (to serve
as the system-level test example). The data are examined based on the criteria listed in Step
6.
2.5 Steps of Purposeful Failure Methodology
2.5.1 Step 1: Identification of Functions and Failure Modes
Actual Description of the Step: After selecting a piece of equipment to gather failure data,
analyze the different failure modes. First, begin by identifying the specific functions of the
equipment. After compiling a list of functions, compile various failures that affect each of
the equipment functions. From the list of failures, determine both the different causes and
effects of those failures. These steps follow the beginning of ISO 17539.
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Reasoning:
The opening steps of ISO 17539 entail conducting an equipment audit to determine the
equipment’s function modes. Using the Pahl et al. design method, the product function
modes are defined during the embodiment design phase with the preliminary and
embodiment layout. By defining the functions in either method, the user determines how
these functions will fail, leading to eventual equipment/product failure. In ISO 17539,
determining the failure modes helps identify how to select the measurement techniques for
performing condition monitoring. For the Pahl et al. method, applying failure analysis
helps eliminate the design’s weak spots through iterative analysis and redesign. In PFailM,
the purpose of defining the failure modes and effects establishes a starting point for
recreating damage in the system.
The failure modes are formulated using some variation of root cause analysis (RCA)
[99]. RCA is a problem-solving method to identify root causes of failures within the design.
There are four primary steps. The first step involves identifying and describing the problem
clearly. The second step establishes a timeline from the baseline situation up to the time
the problem occurred. The third step distinguishes the root cause from other correlating
factors in the system. The fourth step establishes a relational flowchart between the root
cause and the problem.
The tools for RCA take the form of different tables, charts, or diagrams to organize the
analysis generated. MacDuffie analyzed three different automotive plants’ root cause
analysis methods: General Motors (GM), Ford, and Honda [100]. GM and Ford both used
first-level cause and effect trees. Honda used the “Five Whys” method. The first-level
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cause refers to examining only the immediate causes for failure. The five whys
continuously ask the question “Why?” until the user reaches the root cause. The five is
usually seen as a form of an anecdote. Other RCA forms involve creating
Ishikawa/Fishbone diagrams, Multi-level cause and effect trees, and change analysis [99].
Other failure methods are available for performing a variation root cause analysis
outside of these traditional failure methods. Tumer et al. created a functional-failure
identification and propagation (FFIP) during a new system’s conceptual design [101]. The
graph and process combine prior aspects of system functionality and configuration to track
failure effects through the system. Another aspect of using this method is identifying
possible failure modes before they become problems later. The way that failure is tracked
through the system is by using fault-failure-logic (FFL). Using fault-failure-logic is meant
to remove the need for sensor value inference when applying the logic of what happens as
components fail, failures are tracked.
Regardless of the failure analysis technique used, it should cover the basic tenants of
an FMEA [102]. The automotive industry action group provides a formulation and a stepby-step guide to FMEA. The FMEA is chosen due to the widespread acceptance of the
technique. It is a well-taught technique in design engineering classes and detailed in the
Pahl and Beitz book [98]. The primary questions of a first-phase FMEA cover:
-

What are the functions of the equipment prone to failure?

-

What are the potential failures of each function?

-

What are the effects of the failure?
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-

How severe are the failures based on a rating between 1-10? (1 is considered not
severe, and 10 is considered very severe)

-

What causes the failure?

-

How likely are these causes to occur based on a rating between 1-10? (1 is
considered not likely to occur, and 10 is considered almost certain to occur)

-

What controls already exist to prevent the failure?

-

How detectable are the defects before failure occurs between 1-10? (1 is considered
very detectable, and 10 is not very detectable)

-

What is the total risk priority number (RPN)? (This value is found by multiplying
the previous three numbers)

The valuation of the different failure modes helps designers prioritize which failures to
address and where the likelihood of failure will occur in each application. After the
redesigns, a second-phase FMEA occurs to assess the failure modes after redesigns. As
quoted from Pahl et al., a 125 (5 – severe x 5 – occurrence x 5 – detectable = 125) for the
RPN is considered a critical failure. Figure 2.5.1 shows the layout of the FMEA, allowing
for a description and numerical rating for each of the previously described questions.
The FMEA is selected based on the familiarity within the use of the manufacturing
industry [103]. This list is self-generated. However, an accepted source of failure modes
can also come from ISO standards to generate the list of failures. Several standards for
components, particularly for bearings (ISO 15243) and gears (ISO 10825), govern the
equipment’s failure classification. However, ISO standards for larger equipment are
typically not available due to each application’s specialization and specification. Access to
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Figure 2.5.1: FMEA template
the equipment service manual and maintenance documentation would help generate this
list in that respect. From the FMEA, there is a generated list of potential failures with a
corresponding list of the causes and effects. The defects of the equipment will most likely
appear in the causes section. This list will help with how to implement damage in the next
step. From the generated list of defects, essential questions remain:
-

Which defects are chosen for replication?

-

How is the defect replicated?

-

How is the damage controlled?

-

How is the final damage state determined?

-

How is data gathered?

-

What is the appropriate amount of data to gather?

2.5.2 Step 2: Damage Implementation
Actual Description of the Step: Consider the list of defects generated in the previous step
and add any more missed in the initial formulation. Begin grouping defects based on the
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likelihood of occurrence during operation. Select defects that will maximize the amount of
data during testing and lead to the equipment’s failure modes. Determine the type of
damage to apply to generate these defects.
Reasoning:
A principle aspect of this method is representing defects as seen in the operating
manufacturing environment. The purposeful failure aspect means the damage is induced
rather than occurring naturally, as seen with run-to-failure testing. From Step 1, there is a
list of associated failure modes and defects. Taking the list, the selection of which defects
to replicate should follow the RPN as taken from the FMEA, with the highest number going
first and those defects that have a high rate of occurrence. Testing every defect could take
some time, even for components. For example, a bearing has six different types of failure
according to ISO 15243 [65]. Failures are caused by thirteen different types of defects,
with a total of fifty-nine different defects across each of those categories. An example
breakdown of one of these failure modes is shown in Table 2.5.1. As this will vary based
on application, the FMEA must consider all of the available defects in accordance with the
RPN.
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Table 2.5.1: Breakdown of fatigue failure for bearing according to ISO 15243
Failure
Type of Defect
Defect
Fatigue
Subsurface initiated fatigue Repeated stress changes
Material structural changes
Microcracks under the
surface
Crack propagation
Spalling
Surface Initiated Fatigue
Surface distress
Reduced Lubrication
Regime
Sliding Motion
Burnishing, glazing
Asperity Microcracks
Asperity Microspalls
Figure 2.5.2 shows an example component, a bearing, then lists an example of each
type of defect. To expedite the manner in recording the damage from these components, a
specific set of defects should be studied to ensure the maximum data gathered. Particular
defects are repeated across the different types of failures or use different words to describe
the same damage type. For example, overloading can cause failure that can be characterized
as excessive wear and fracture and cracking in bearings. The location of where the damage
begins can help separate the different failure modes. Consider first the location of the
applied damage and if it will reach the desired failure mode. In the subsequent step, the
user will consider a feasible plan of linking both states.
Another item to consider in this step is the different ways damage can be seeded from
these components. Conceivably, all induced damage is physical. The application’s manner
will change, though, depending on the material properties and access to the damaged
components. For example, cutting or grinding are popular methods of inducing damage
[78,104,105]. However, against some materials, cutting would not work due to the material
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nature and properties. Tungsten components or parts are complicated to machine or cut
unless using nontraditional cutting parameters such as Wire Electrical Discharge
Machining (EDM) [106].
Other methods of inducing damage include thermal, chemical, and electrical. Different
studies exist for accelerated corrosion testing, a common defect that leads to failure
manufacturing equipment [107–109]. In the mentioned experiments, an electrochemical or
chemical reaction accelerates the corrosion on the prescribed application. Thermal and
electrical damage are common defects for manufacturing applications, such as fluctuations
of the power supply or an overdraw in the current [110]. Different data sets exist for battery
testing by modulating the input signal and the electrical stress from charging and
discharging [67]. Thermal degradation and aging cause failures through eventual cracking
or seizing with rotary components [67,111,112]. The damage applied should be repeatable
as testing continues. Damage application goes into more detail in the next step, but it is
something to consider with the defect configuration.
The selection of defects and damage implementation method is similar to selecting the
monitoring method in ISO 17539. In both aspects, the primary goal is maximizing the
amount of information while in operation. Criteria are configured to cover as many defect
areas and failure modes of the equipment. These areas and failure modes are determined
based on the equipment audit. The formulation of these criteria leads to methods to
controlling the damage as it progresses through the test.
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Figure 2.5.2: Example breakdown of failures into sub-failures
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2.5.3 Step 3: Damage Progression
Actual Description of the Step: From the previous steps, defects are identified, and the
means to induce damage are selected. Formulate a strategy with incrementally applying
damage concerning a metric. Define predetermined states of the lifetime. Devise manner
for damage to be applied continuously. For system-level testing, ensure that the damage
state progression will lead to the correct failure.
Reasoning
Based on the generated list of failure causes and methods of inducing damage in Step
1 and Ste 2, the user should have a list linking the failure causes to particular failure effects.
The damage implementation methods are linked to these causes of failure, and the
progression of damage is linked then to the failure effects. These effects inform how
damage progresses through the system and provide a metric for the equipment's damage
state. For example, in the IMS bearing data set, the cutoff point for a defect formation is
after a certain amount of bearing material appears in the system’s lubrication [61]. The
amount of material removed corroborates the formation of a defect on the bearing parts
and the system’s defect progression from the initial stage. In other bearing run-to-failure
testing, the signal's deviation from an expected value cuts off the system [113]. The
deviation in the signal corresponds to the detection of a damaged state, which then shuts
off the system. Components and system equipment under run-to-failure testing are loaded
a certain amount of force load and run at a constant speed. For bearings, the applied load
is a product of the dynamic rated load life. The load helps excite the bearing, making signals
clear for detection.
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Particular damage states are recreated in accelerated testing based on the progression
of the damage from the initial failure causes using these failure effects. For example, as
corrosion occurs on a part, an expected failure effect is the increase in the part surface's
degradation over time. Controlling the damage state as it progresses is a significant step,
however. The application of damage should follow the failure effects from the causes
perfectly. Any deviation from the damage state’s expected progression could introduce
another failure mode [114]. Hence, completing the previous steps (Identify the Functions
and Failure Modes and Damage Implementation) is essential to link the failure causes to
failure effects for the use case application.
Good examples of damage control in accelerated testing are highlighted in the thermal
and corrosion testing for materials in electrical systems and the strength testing of joined
materials [67,70,111,112,115,116]. The method and reason for these accelerated tests vary.
Bierwagen et al. studied and created a new accelerated evaluation method for coating
corrosion resistance through thermal cycle testing [70]. The failure protocol described
deals with periodic data measurements to ensure the failure progresses according to the
expected rate and recording failure effects. The protocol established that the testing time
was reduced from 2000 hours to 200 hours and appeared to follow each corrosion
resistance coating’s expected lifetime. Lim et al. demonstrated the degradation of a
chemical and mechanical membrane in a fuel cell through an accelerated test [115]. Fuel
cells are critical components in the automotive and aerospace industry. The average
lifetime of fuel cells can run into several thousands of hours, making a run-to-failure test
inconvenient due to high costs and time duration. An accelerated testing protocol was
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developed, alternating the methods damage was applied every cycle until the membrane
failed. Periodic sampling revealed that similar failure effects were found similar to those
seen in the industry, denoting the potential of reusing these fuel cells for different
variations.
For components, rapid destruction is feasible since components can be changed easily
on one test rig to demonstrate the multiple failure modes. It requires more control for
systems as once the damage is introduced, it can be challenging to track. One method to
track the system damage comes from fault tree diagrams and FFIP, as discussed in Step 1.
While these methods can determine failure's progression from failure cause to effect, the
methods cannot account for how wear over time might affect the system. Hence, there is a
need for steps defining a damage protocol in the system as seen for materials testing. Due
to this, the establishment of damage stages and control and isolation of damage is critical
for testing with PFailM.
ISO standards for components (i.e., ISO 15243, ISO 10825) contain criteria for
diagnosing the component’s failure stage and its progression over time. For bearings (ISO
15243), the defect's length is associated with damaged surfaces and the gradual removal of
bearing race material as a failure effect. In gears (ISO 10825), the effects of failure are
typically denoted by the progression of cracks and chipping in gear teeth. For larger system
equipment, using service manuals may indicate particular areas to check as damage
increases. Most equipment will give a step-by-step guide to performing rudimentary
maintenance and potential consequences if these steps are not followed. An example is the
service manual for robots. A list of fault and error codes is given alongside the
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documentation of use. These error codes could help identify how the system’s defect
progresses by giving the failure effect (the error code) from the failure cause (what
triggered the error code). Identifiable stages of damage are identifiable between both the
failure cause and effect
After the initial damage is applied in PFailM, that damage should continue to grow by
artificial means. The damage protocol should quantify the damage at each state and provide
a means for growing the defect to the next state. Applying damage may come from taking
apart the test system or building the damage application method into the test application to
increase damage over time. The damage protocol should follow a metric of expected
damage over time. The idea of growing damage on one component is meant to minimize
the variation between switching components and testing them differently. Special care
should be taken not to allow the damage states to progress inaccurately as more damage is
applied. A final stage should be designated of how far damage is to progress within the
system. This final stage can correspond to the operating equipment's safety limits or
correspond to a particular size derived from the damage metric.
A final factor is that any progression of damage should minimize spread to parts not
under test. Uncontrolled damage could lead to failure modes that do not represent the
system damage or mask the actual failure tested. Steps should be taken to minimize the
amount of uncontrolled spread. These steps can involve a repair protocol that would entail
repairing the test system as damage is continuously applied. In this manner, the component
or function under test should fail before the testing system fails. The experimental design
and execution are determining factors in the quality of data. This notion is further discussed
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in Step 5 on how to reduce the amount of damage. Before that, though, the different
measurement techniques should be selected and considered in Step 4. After this step, the
metrics and extent of damage related to failure effects of the system should be finalized.
2.5.4 Step 4: Methods of Gathering Data
Actual Description of the Step: Since the damage progression and protocol are now
determined, the user should define data sources and select methods of measuring data.
Users should consider the number of sensors and what type of data are worthwhile.
Reasoning:
In the embodiment design phase, the FMEA considers what controls are already in
place to detect defects and the beginning of failures. Similarly, in ISO 17539, there are
metrics in place for selecting measurement techniques in manufacturing systems. In
PFailM, selecting the measurement techniques should follow a similar path to what is done
in either of these steps. The focus should entail choosing a measurement technique that
accurately captures the equipment's expected failure causes and effects based on the
previous three steps. Some sensor characteristics to consider are what data sources are
available, the number of sensors to capture that data, and the amount of data from that
source.
Generally speaking, the accuracy of the diagnosis and prognosis increases as more data
sources are measured. Mehta et al. created three different architectures for monitoring a
CNC spindle based on three different data sources [64]. A Naïve Bayes classifier was
trained for each data source. Each data source could detect the potential moment of failure
for the CNC spindle. However, by combining the multiple data sources, the diagnosis could
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be made earlier than using only one data source. The increase in data sources helps identify
and eliminate probable causes for different failure modes. In manufacturing, sensor fusion
is a concept of combining multiple sensor data sources to provide a comprehensive
understanding of the system [117]. The concept relates to the manner animals process
information based on the five senses. Instead of having five senses, though, the equipment
uses multiple sensors scattered at critical points around the equipment to diagnose the
system response. After considering the different data sources, sensor selection can
determine what type of sensors are needed accurately.
First, consider the type of sensor. For example, microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) sensors enable wide-scale integration and diversity use [118]. Due to the small
size, large quantities are available with each batch size. Of course, the use of MEMS
sensors will vary based on the application and the degree of protection afforded by sensor
packaging [119]. Other factors to consider are the sensor bandwidth and measurement
range. These are enhanced with additional hardware and software components, but these
should be factored in before conducting the test system configuration. Another set of
elements are data preprocessing and filtering methods both in the physical and digital
domain [120]. The preprocessing and filtering provided by these methods eliminate noise
and increase the data accuracy and quality for further testing.
Numerous papers have cited the importance and the increase in accuracy of employing
proper sensing techniques and sensor fusion. Tool wear and CNC machine health
monitoring systems utilize sensor fusion to increase diagnostics and prognostics’ accuracy.
Ahmad et al. reviewed papers between 2010 and 2019 on the subject of tool wear [121].
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They made a note of the different data acquisition platforms: vibration, cutting force,
motor, and spindle monitoring, temperature, surface imaging, and smart label monitoring
[121]. Each of these signal acquisition methods provides an equal chance of monitoring
the change in tool wear damage. Each method is proven to diagnose a worn tool as well.
However, in combining the different streams of data, the accuracy of these algorithms
increased. Ghosh et al. created a neural network based on the sensor fusion of cutting force,
spindle vibration, spindle current, and sound pressure level [122]. The model’s accuracy
increased when adding raw data from other sources outside the original from the recorded
results. Another example comes from monitoring the health of spindles. Since multiple
sensors are integrated into equipment nowadays, representative data for each sensor type
should be gathered and utilized in machine learning algorithms.
Dependent on the application, the list of measurement techniques will vary. The list
should provide a set of criteria, such as range, sampling frequency, and cost, for each
measurement technique and type of sensors. The listed criteria should factor into the final
sensor selection. ISO standards are a good source of this criteria and provide more
information about possible error sources when using the techniques. ISO standard 13373,
18434, 22096, 20958, 29821, 14830, and 16587 detail the referenced measurement
techniques for condition monitoring. Detailed in each document are specific sections
related to measurement noise, expected values, and the application to specific equipment
in some. Another source of selecting measurement sensors is using the equipment
controller. In most system equipment, sensors are now embedded in the structure to assist
with control. These sensors can be leverageable to providing information provided there is
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documentation of what the sensor is monitoring. With the formulation of this step, the next
step is creating the test systems and test plan.
2.5.5 Step 5: Experimental Tests
Actual Description of the Step: Choose the type of test system is used: surrogate or actual
application. For the surrogate system, ensure a defined relationship between the damage
propagation and the system output is established. Ensure maximum repeatability of tests
and reliability of the test stand (the ability for subsequent tests). Consider a repair protocol
in the vent damage begins to become uncontrolled in the surrounding test stand. Develop
a test plan based on the previous four steps’ information and the design of the experimental
system.
Reasoning:
The test system can either be a surrogate system or the actual application. The
manufacturing application is the better source of information for testing equipment failure.
However, the cost of damaging the actual system is high and infeasible for some
manufacturers. The infeasibility comes from the lack of extra equipment or the inability to
justify the repair costs of potentially applying permanent damage to the machine. Even if
the equipment’s damage is temporary, there is a cost associated with repairing the
equipment for subsequent tests. These factors lead to the suggestion of using a
prototype/surrogate test rig.
The system’s design for Step 5 should contain the same design steps for prototyping
any other product. Pahl et al. listed out steps to take in ensuring the proper system design
[98]. After the conceptual design step, the design methodology reaches the area of
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functional design and embodiment design. In this step, the user begins to match design
concepts to actual mathematical formulations. For the PFailM, the same process occurs
with defining the surrogate system. The functional requirements and relationships of the
equipment are defined. These elements are broken into smaller components to isolate the
functional requirements and their corresponding mathematical formulations. As this
isolation occurs, nothing in terms of the equations and functional requirements should
change.
One method of scaling down variables is using dimensional analysis. Dimensional
analysis analyzes the relationship between different physical quantities by identifying their
base quantities [123]. The principle of dimensional analysis falls in line with the
conservation laws. The base quantities are in the form of length/time/mass or “LTM.” An
example using dimensional analysis is the application to materials testing for hardness and
stress-strain [124]. The hardness of a material is derived based in part on the indenter
geometry and material properties. There are “simple” models for deriving material
behavior, such as the power-law work hardening and power-law creep. A dimensionless
quantity is formed using both the indenter geometry and models of material behavior. This
dimensionless quantity can relate smaller materials to their larger material counterparts.
Whether testing a prototype application or an actual system, the end application should
correctly model the function under tests and the defect response noted in the previous steps.
From Step 3, there are other requirements to consider. The first is how damage is
applied. Two examples to consider: an assembly and disassembly process for accessing the
equipment or a method of continuously applying damage as testing is occurring. The
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assembly and disassembly process gives time to incrementally damage equipment,
measure the change in the defect’s size, and check for any uncontrolled damage in the
system. These steps are available for the continuous damage state. However, instead of
actual damage applied to the component, the damage applied is defined as whatever is
further added to the system. An example is damage applied in the form of contaminated
grease. This type of test would be similar to the salt spray test in material testing. However,
instead of keeping the injection at the same rate, it would be periodically increased over
time to represent further contamination over time.
Another element to consider is the repair protocol in place. The damage spread to other
parts of the system can cause an early failure mode and generate anomalous data, not from
the actual failure. A system check should be conducted before each test to mitigate this
effect. The system check should comprise a checklist detailing potential failures resulting
from inducing damage to the equipment. The checklist should comprise, at a minimum, a
visual inspection. Further items are at the user’s discretion. Replacement parts for any early
system failure should be available, or a plan to acquire replacement parts should be in place.
After defining the experimental design, all elements should be in place for the data
generation. The test plan should be created based on the previous four steps' information
and inspired based on the experimental design in Step 5. The test plan created should the
information from Steps 1 through 4. The tested equipment failure mode forms a basis. The
method of inducing damage and the different stages of damage creates different
experiments for testing. The number of repetitions is defined for each experiment to
determine the amount of data per experimental stage. The different measurement
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techniques are also defined for each experimental stage. The experimental system is
designed based on the information from the last four steps, and its configuration finalizes
the steps of inducing damage for each experimental stage.
2.5.6 Step 6: Data Verification and Validation
Actual Description of the Step: Compare and validate the data based on statistical and
physics-driven tests in the initial observations. After conducting these initial tests, test the
data with an algorithm to determine class separability and whether overfitting from the data
can occur.
Reasoning:
The data should find similar comparisons to the expected failure phenomena and be
separable from the baseline values. For smaller components, variations are easy to
determine. For example, bearings have a long list of the expected failure criteria when a
bearing begins to fail. For example, Dyer et al. diagnosed that as bearings begin to fail, the
data’s kurtosis value began to increase as well [73]. Other failure criteria for bearings and
rolling element equipment are further explained in Mechefske et al. [77]. Mechefske et al.
analyze the expected vibration data distribution, which begins to change shape as a bearing
begins to fail. The change in distribution goes from a low variance to a high variance in the
data, denoting more significant outliers. Other discussions expound on the data’s frequency
changes using Fast Fourier Transform, Envelope Analysis, and Wavelet Analysis. There
are three different frequencies with bearings to denote if a failure has occurred on either
the outer, inner or rolling element. Phase analysis is a proven method of determining
bearing fault and how it rotates [125].
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For system-level equipment, there is not a cohesive set of validation protocols. From
the review comprised in Sections 2.1, the various methods range from the arbitrary
establishment of baseline and faulty to visual inspection of damage after it has occurred.
The analysis of failure should comprise both statistical and physical tests. If data matches
the expected progression with both types of tests, the data are plausibly valid for datadriven and physics-driven prognostic models. For using statistical tests, one method is
using different hypothesis tests for different aspects of the distribution. There are three
types of tests for statistical hypothesis tests: distribution, location, and dispersion.
Distribution tests determine if a sample came from a specific distribution, such as a normal
distribution or exponential distribution. Location tests determine if the sample data came
from a distribution with a particular mean associated with it. A dispersion test determines
whether the sample data came from a population with a particular variance associated with
it. A combination of these three tests should account for all aspects of the data distribution.
For example, a paired t-test, an Anderson-Darling test, and Levene’s test would be an
acceptable combination of the statistical tests.
After verifying the data through physical and statistical means, the next test will see if
the data are valid in creating a model. Two characteristics are required in model
verification. The first characteristic is the use of k-fold cross-validation [126]. The crossvalidation ensures that the accuracy of the model is the same regardless of the data used.
The cross-validation minimizes the possibility of overfitting occurring in the model. The
second is the use of a confusion matrix [127]. A confusion matrix is a table that is used to
describe the performance of a model when the test data true values are known. Figure 2.5.3
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demonstrates an example of a binary class confusion matrix. The first two categories,
highlighted in yellow, are the true positive and the true negative when the predicted and
actual classes equal each other. The other two categories are the false positive and false
negative when the predicted and actual classes do not equal each other. A confusion matrix
goes a step further than determining right or wrong, as it can help identify if the
misclassifications are occurring more in one class than the other. Subsequently, the matrix
can help identify potential class imbalances and occurrences of overfitting in the data. If
the data passes this stage of the methodology, then the data are deemed valid for subsequent
analysis in other learning algorithms related to equipment health.

Figure 2.5.3: An example confusion matrix
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CHAPTER THREE: BEARING TEST CASE
3.1 Chapter Purpose
Chapter 3 aims to help achieve Research Objective 2 and Research Objective 3, as
stated in Table 3.1.1, using bearings to test the Purposeful Failure Methodology for
component applications. Section 3.2 details background on bearings and the reasons why
they are used to test the methodology initially. Section 3.3 explains the process of using
PFailM to gather knowledge to induced damage on bearings, with each subsection about a
step in PFailM. Step 5 in Section 3.3 details the creation of the expected test plan and the
experimental system based on Steps 1 – 4. Section 3.4 provides an analysis of the generated
data described by Step 6 of PFailM (Data Verification and Validation) in Section 3.3.
Section 3.5 will provide a set of conclusions and lessons learned from the methodology.
As with Chapter 2, this chapter provides an answer for RQ1 and in achieving RG1 and
RG2 from Table 2.1.1.
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Table 3.1.1: Highlighted sections of this chapter as they relate to the scope of work
RG1: Increase training data for
manufacturing

RG2: Verify the data set represents the expected
manufacturing equipment failure modes

RQ1: Can the application of purposeful damage to a manufacturing system generate
training data that accurately represent corresponding defects and failures compared
with current state-of-the-art methods such as run-to-failure testing?
RO1: Design a
methodology for inducing
damage

RO2: Generate a training
data set using the
methodology

RO3: Validate the data
set generated in RO2

RO1.T1: Synthesize
literature and identify steps

RO.T1: Generate
training data using the
methodology

RO.T1: Comparison of
independent observations

RO1.T2: Formalize steps of
the methodology

RO.T2: Assess the
accuracy of the dataset

RO.T2: Assess the
accuracy of the algorithm
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3.2 Test Case Reasoning
A report from SKF estimates that approximately 10 billion bearings are manufactured
worldwide each year [65]. The purpose of a bearing is to constrain and transfer a machine
element’s relative motion and forces within a system. A bearing is made up of two rotating
rings, each containing a raceway that rides a complement of rolling elements. As one of
these rings rotates, the other remains fixed within the system. The applications of bearings
range from simple machines, such as fidget spinners, to large-scale machines such as
turbines. Figure 3.2.1 shows the five main parts in the basic configuration of a roller

Figure 3.2.1: Roller bearing example
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bearing. The first part is the bearing seal which is meant to protect bearings from grease
loss and contamination. The seal covers the rolling elements between the two bearing rings
and can either be rubber or metal. The bearing’s inner and outer ring each contain the
complement of rolling elements spaced by a cage or separator. The rolling elements allow
the inner race and outer ring to rotate relative to one another. The cage keeps the rolling
elements separated by equal spacing as the rotation occurs. Further applications of bearings
include providing support and reducing friction while rotation occurs. Figure 3.2.1
represents a ball bearing. Other bearing configurations are shown in Table 3.2.1, with the
major characteristics defined. The differences in bearings mainly deal with the different
configurations of parts. Some bearings will have no rolling elements or seals (e.g., plain
bearing) or a different rotation pattern (e.g., jewel bearing).
Table 3.2.1: Basic types of different bearings from [128]
Defining Characteristics
Two rubbing surfaces with some lubrication between each
surface to help the rotation, sometimes called a journal
bearing
Rolling Element Bearing
Have rolling elements between either surface to prevent or
minimize rubbing
Jewel Bearing
Specific off-center that rotate like a plain bearing
Fluid Bearing
Same as a plain bearing except with seals to retain fluid
inside the bearing
Magnetic Bearing
Use magnets instead of roller bearings
Flexure Bearing
Flexure to give and constrain the bearing movement
Composite bearing
Not metal and material of the races use as a lubricant
Type
Plain Bearing

Depending on the application, the primary bearing type is chosen from Table 3.2.1, but
the bearing type can be specified into even further sub-categories. For example, rolling
element bearings can change based on the type of rolling element: ball bearings and roller
bearings. Roller bearings are categorized into either cylindrical roller, spherical roller, gear,
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needle roller, and tapered roller. The different rolling elements provide different
advantages. For example, spherical bearings can handle gross misalignment; needle roller
bearings handle high loads in a compact space due to a greater surface area contact. Ball
bearings can also be further categorized into one-race or multi-race applications. The multirace application would allow for increased axial loading in addition to radial loading of the
bearing. Defining the aspect of each application helps establish criteria for bearing
selection. Table 3.2.2 is a table on bearing selection criteria from Koyo, the bearing
manufacturing portion of JTEKT Corporation, ordered based on their selection criteria for
bearing type.
Table 3.2.2: Bearing type selection criteria from [129,130]
Item Consideration
Selection Method
Installation Space
Shaft size consideration and the
surrounding area around the shaft
Load
Consider the amount of load on the
bearing and the direction (axial and/or
radial), consider the vibration and impact
surrounding the shaft
Rotational Speed
Determine the allowable speed dependent
on the size, cage, accuracy, load, and
lubrication
Running Accuracy
Accuracy of the rotation around the shaft
Rigidity
Stability of the bearing to return repeat
performance over time
Misalignment
Consider what operating conditions could
induce misalignment and methods to
mitigate them
Mounting and Dismounting
Assess the methods and frequency of
mounting and dismounting the bearing as
required for possible inspection
Due to the widespread application of bearings, especially rolling bearings, they are
considered critical equipment. Bearing failure stops rotating functions in the equipment.
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Bearing failure can propagate further, depending on the application’s size, operating
condition, and the failed bearing’s location. Due to this criticality, bearings are the focus
of a vast amount of research in condition monitoring. In 1969, Kochanski applied condition
monitoring to gas turbines to diagnose manufacturing problems at General Electric (GE)
since bearing failures were common failures found in the airline industry [131]. Kochanski
conducted a proof of concept on the identification of bearings with external and internal
accelerometers. Also, they considered temperatures to monitor oil temperature as a possible
indication of bearing failure. They discussed using different programs to incorporate
condition monitoring for analytical use. 10 years later, Dyer et al. published work on
detecting rolling element bearing damage. They created a test rig and fitted accelerometers
to the housing of the bearing under test. Using statistical analysis, they were able to
determine the initiation of damage for bearings. They derived the bearing’s impulse nature
as bearing damage increased, using these statistical variations as a reference. Impulsivity
was considered in later research by McFadden et al. in creating models on the bearing
phase [125,132]. These models were able to determine whether a bearing defect appeared
on the inner, outer, or rolling element of a bearing. The phase of a bearing could also
determine whether any misalignment had occurred. The analysis helps with balancing the
shaft. However, one problem with this work was inaccuracy as the number of defects
increased in an appearance on the bearing.
Even as these works were published, the computational techniques far lagged what was
already occurring in computer science. Based on the timeline in Section 1.4, statistical
analysis was used prevalently before 1950. With new machine learning techniques
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introduced to manufacturing, some of the first components tested were bearings [133–137].
Wu et al. created a three-part analysis tool for rotating equipment [133]. The first part
developed a vibration degradation database for the equipment. The second part estimated
and predicted the life percentile of the equipment. The third part provided a cost matrix
and probabilistic replacement model. Wang et al. used a hybrid approach of a random
forest classifier with wavelet extraction features to diagnose faults [134]. Liu et al. made a
cross-comparison of machine learning techniques for bearings [135]. Soualhi et al.
explored the application of Hidden Markov models for performing prognosis among
bearings [136]. Shiroishi et al. collected vibration and acoustical measurements to perform
bearing condition monitoring diagnostics [137]. In each paper, failure data were generated
through an experimental setup targeting either an inner race defect, an outer race defect, a
rolling element defect, or a combination of each defect.
The ISO definition for bearing damage is any visible deterioration of the bearing
operating surfaces or structures, according to ISO 15243. The classification of different
failure modes occurs based on physical changes, with the progression of damage classified
over time based on the increasing change of appearance for the defect. For this reason, no
sensor data were included for failure analysis or separation of failure modes in the
formulation of the ISO documentation. ISO 15243 separates the failure modes well based
on appearance but does not provide any data characteristics to monitor as bearing damage
increases. Research documentation must fill the need of defining measurable data
characteristics for bearing damage. Subsequently, many source documents and research
literature publications categorize the bearing failure modes and measurable damage
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statistics. This simple system provides a starting basis for testing the Purposeful Failure
Methodology based on this prior research and documentation. Several bearing data sets
already exist in the prior literature shown in Table 3.2.3 and contains some information on
the data set characteristics such as the number of defects from each data set, the method of
collecting data, and the type of test run.
Table 3.2.3: Bearing data set characteristics
Source Organization Number of
Bearing
Method of
Defects
Type
Collection
[61]
Intelligence
Two
Ball Bearing Vibration
Maintenance different
Systems
types of
defects:
inner race
and outer
race
[74]
Case Western Three
Ball Bearing Vibration
Reserve
different
University
types of
defects
[78]
Paderborn
Three
Ball Bearing Current
Universität
different
types of
defects

Type of Test
Run-toFailure

Artificial
Damage
Artificial
Damage

The reasoning section is meant to provide background on the reasons why bearings
were selected. Section 3.3 covers the methodology formulation, going through the specific
implementation of the steps covered in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. Working through each step
will help create a test plan for the generation of bearing damage. Two bearing test plans
are provided: one was for spalling damage and the other for contamination damage. The
spalling damage test plan was run first. Based on the lesson learned from the spalling test
plan, the contamination plan was modified. Section 3.3 will cover the analysis of the
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generated data from the spalling test plan. Section 3.4 will cover brief lessons learned from
this test case.
3.3 Purposeful Failure Formulation
This section represents how the purposeful failure methodology, according to the steps
in Chapter 2, is used to compile information to create a test pan that induces damage
systematically in bearings. In Section 3.3.1, a brief discussion on a bearing’s functions is
presented before explaining the bearings' different failure modes, including the causes and
effects. In Section 3.3.2, two different failure effects, spalling and contamination, are
chosen to replicate the damage expected in bearings related to these failures. Based on the
different methods of inducing damage, two methods are selected to recreate aspects of both
testing modes. In Section 3.3.3, measuring damage metrics and the extent of testing damage
are established concerning each damage implementation method chosen in Section 3.3.2.
In Section 3.3.4, the different data gathering methods are established and chosen for each
tested failure. Section 3.3.5 establishes the experimental system's design and test plan, and
Section 3.3.6 explains the different data verification and validation methods. In Section
3.3.5, an initial system design was used to gather data related to spalling damage, designed
primarily for rapid and repeatable tests. Based on a review of the system, the test rig was
redesigned to generate a higher quality of data for the subsequent contamination test case.
In Section 3.3.6, the only data assessed was the spalling test case.
3.3.1 Step 1: Bearing Functions and Failures
Figure 3.3.1 shows an example application of a belt drive for a lift mechanism with
different bearings configurations in three locations. The first location is in the motor, where
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bearings provide rotor support, allowing the shaft to turn [138]. The second location is at
an intermediate support location along the shaft. The third location is the belt drive system,
where bearings reduce the friction between the shaft and belt drive and help provide
support as the car lifts. If properly designed, the bearings will ensure the shaft stays
appropriately aligned between the belt system and the motor to maximize the system’s life.
This application serves as a representation of the variety of different applications where a
bearing is used.

Figure 3.3.1: Example lift system with motor
The bearing chosen initially for testing was the 608Z deep groove ball bearing
manufactured by SKF. The bearing configuration is further described in Section 3.3.5. The
608Z deep groove ball bearing (DGBB) was chosen to test the methodology for three
reasons. The first reason is the accessibility of the bearing, making it easy to acquire large
amounts of bearings at low cost for testing various types and stages of failures. The second
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reason is the widespread application of deep groove ball bearings. The replication of this
testing would be adaptable to other deep groove ball bearings, with variations in application
due to the bearing's size and location. The third reason is the ability for simple disassembly
to apply purposeful damage to the bearing incrementally. This factor eliminates the need
for potential specialty equipment; however, there is an increase in unexpected failure
modes. Due to this fact, another rolling bearing is considered for the contamination test
case that is further described in Section 3.3.5.
After selecting our component from our example application, the other part of Step 1
of PFailM identifies the bearing’s different failure modes. ISO 15243 establishes steel
roller classification bearing failure upon the visible observation of the rolling surfaces’
features and the functional contact surface [139]. ISO 7146 alternatively covers journal and
plain bearing damage analysis [140]. The primary reason to separate ISO standards for
different bearing types is that some of the causes for bearing types’ of failures do not exist
in other bearing types. For example, bearing failure due to misalignment is harder to induce
for spherical roller bearings because they are designed to handle misalignment better than
ball bearings. Studies have found that many failure modes are still similar between different
bearing types [141–145]. However, for this initial validation of the methodology, only the
documentation from ISO 15243 is considered since the tested bearing is a roller bearing.
From ISO 15243, six primary modes of failure are given, with 14 sub-modes of failure
[139]. Table 3.3.1 labels the different main failure modes and sub failure modes. Fatigue
failure occurs from the constant stress of the roller acting on the material. Due to this nature,
failure damage can be initiated on either the bearing parts' subsurface or surface.
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Subsurface initiated fatigue occurs over time based on the load, temperature, and the
number of stress cycles over time as the rolling element makes contact with either the inner
ring or outer ring. This effect is heightened at the load zone entrance for the bearing, where
both compressive and shear stresses can occur. Over time the buildup of these stresses leads
to residual stresses that cause microcracks to form on the subsurface, eventually leading to
surface spalling. Surface initiate fatigue occurs when the rolling contact asperities are
damaged, potentially from contamination or inadequate lubrication that causes roughness
to form in the raceway from metal-to-metal contact. This resulting metal-to-metal contact
causes the surface asperities to shear over each other, creating microcracks, which lead to
microspalls, before turning into full spalling. While the location and cause of damage are
different in either case for subsurface and surface-initiated fatigue, the progression of
damage is the same. Figure 3.3.2 shows an example of spalling damage on the rolling
element and the cylindrical's inner race roller bearing. The initiation of damage for this
bearing was not identified as fatigue, but the figure gives an accurate description of what
bearing damage can look like if left unchecked.
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Table 3.3.1: Bearing classification form ISO 15243
Primary Failure Mode
Sub Failure Mode
Fatigue
Subsurface initiated fatigue
Surface initiated fatigue
Wear
Abrasive wear
Adhesive wear
Corrosion
Moisture corrosion
Fretting corrosion (Frictional corrosion)
False Brinelling (Frictional corrosion)
Electrical Erosion
Excessive current erosion
Current leakage erosion
Plastic Deformation
Overload deformation
Indentation from debris
Fracture and cracking
Forced fracture
Fatigue fracture
Thermal cracking

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.3.2: (a) is an example of late-stage spalling damage, and (b) represents latestage fatigue spalling on the inner race.
The next failure mode is wear damage. Wear damage in bearings is the gradual erosion
of material from bearing parts. Effects of wear failure are similar to fatigue failure, yet the
cause of initial damage separates both failure modes. Abrasive wear represents the removal
of material from the bearing parts, and the gradual removal represents the general
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degradation of the bearing life. Most of the time, this wear occurs due to inadequate
lubrication or solid contaminants in the bearing. As the abrasive particles increase, they
will wear down the bearing surfaces, destroying the bearing’s microgeometry and
destruction of lubrication. Another effect of abrasive wear is the appearance of “shiny”
surfaces signifying polishing wear. Polishing wear demonstrates that the bearing is
undergoing metal-to-metal contact, which over time can cause alteration to the shape of
the raceways and the formation of spalling damage. In adhesive wear, the bearing material
removed is transferred to another part of the bearing. An effect of this failure is the
formation of a smear on the bearing elements, accompanied by frictional heat. Smearing
does not occur under normal conditions, with the cause being that the sliding speed of the
bearing is much higher than the micro slip provided by the bearing geometry. Therefore,
this wear is most prevalent when the element reenters the load zone of the bearing. As the
rolling element enters the load zone, it accelerates since the rings are now driving the
rolling element. If this acceleration causes the bearing to slide, it will generate heat that can
melt the bearing surface and then quickly smear across the raceway and solidify. Figure
3.3.3 shows an example of adhesive wear from [139], highlighting this acceleration's effect
and then forming the smear. The blue shows the initial point of the bearing accelerating
and causing the ring to melt. The orange is the melted material smeared across the raceway
as the rolling element continues. The exposed surface caused by the smearing can further
propagate into spalling damage
The subsequent failure mode is corrosion, which is the conversion process of a refined
metal into a more chemically stable form, such as an oxide metal. It is also described as
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Figure 3.3.3: Adhesive wear damage from [122]
the gradual destruction of material through a chemical or electrochemical reaction with its
environment. Corrosion is a diffusion-controlled process, meaning it can only occur on the
surface of the part. An example of this reaction is rust, which is the formation of iron oxides
from unprotected steel parts. As corrosion occurs, the process degrades the properties of
the material.
There are three types of corrosion concerning bearings: moisture corrosion, fretting
corrosion, and false Brinelling. Moisture corrosion occurs when a liquid contaminant enters
the bearing, usually water, through ineffective seals or lubrication. As the liquid enters the
bearing, it will gather at the bottom of the bearing when it is not rotating. The gathered
water can cause deep-seated corrosion in the bearing rings and the rolling elements in
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contact with the liquid, eventually leading to fatigue. As an example of the moisture
corrosion damage, Kaydon Bearings conducted accelerated corrosion testing by spraying
bearings for over 96 hours with a salt spray (5% sodium chloride, 95% water) at 95 °C to
test how quickly bearings corrode, depending on the bearing ring material, surface treating,
and greasing [146]. Table 3.3.2 shows the resulting damage to the rings as a percentage of
the surface rusted based on the test's duration. 52100 is standard bearing steel, 440C is
stainless steel, and the chromed 52100 is standard bearing steel with a chrome plating on
the outside. After 24 hours, corrosion appears on the bearing surface, except for the
chromed 52100 greased ring. The greased bearings resisted corrosion better than the plane
bearings as grease offers protection as long as the liquid does not penetrate the grease. In
terms of material properties, the steel that had the most chromium (chromed 52100
greased) resisted corrosion best because chromium reacts to the oxygen before the iron in
the steel does, forming a small protective layer. However, over time this layer will also be
penetrated after constant contact with liquid contamination. As soon as corrosion first
occurs, as shown in Table 3.3.2, the damage will increase quickly over time, as shown by
the 52100 plain and greased bearing.

Ring-type

Table 3.3.2: Accelerated corrosion results from [146]
Estimated % of surface area rusted

52100 (plain)
440C
Chromed 52100 (plain)
52100 (greased)
440C (greased)
Chromed 52100 (greased)

8 hr.
50
10
None
25
None
None

16 hr.
90
10
None
75
1
None
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24 hr.
95
25
1
90
5
None

48 hr.
99
60
10
99
20
4

72 hr.
99
70
23
99
25
6

96 hr.
99
88
63
99
43
8

Fretting corrosion occurs from the bearing's relative vibrational motion due to
looseness in a housing (outer ring) or shaft (inner ring). As this motion occurs, the
protective layer of the bearing (the lubrication) is removed, and two metal surfaces are in
contact with each other. As these two surfaces rub against each other, the contact will cause
the bearing material to be removed from the bearing parts. Oxidation will occur both on
the rubbed-off material and in the newly formed worn surface. Because of the oxidation,
the debris material is typically harder than the ring surfaces. Typically, the bearing oxidized
material will appear as either hematite (Fe2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4), which will have a
red or black appearance, respectively. As fretting continues, the accumulation of oxides in
the bearing will increase and begin to form pits or cracks in the material. Figure 3.3.4 shows
an example of fretting corrosion from [139].

Figure 3.3.4: Fretting corrosion from [139]
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False Brinelling occurs due to the bearing elements' micromovements or the rolling
element's elastic contact to the bearing rings under cyclic vibrations, similar to fretting
corrosion. As these movements occur, the rolling elements will form a depression in the
bearing raceway due to the prevention of oil film formation. The worn depressions replicate
the shape and position of the rolling elements, with rust forming at the base of the
depression due to the material removal similar to fretting corrosion. The primary difference
between fretting corrosion and false Brinelling is that false Brinelling can occur in
lubricated applications, and fretting corrosion occurs in contact-to-contact applications.
The cause for false Brinelling is vibration when the bearing is at a standstill, and the
magnitude of the damage will depend on the level and frequency of vibration and the length
of standstill. The name is derived from the Brinell hardness test, which occurs when a small
ball is pushed against a material surface [147].
The subsequent failure mode comes from electrical erosion. Electrical erosion occurs
via two methods: excessive current and current leakage. Excessive current damage occurs
when an electric current arc passes from one ring to another ring via the rolling element,
causing damage. The passage of the electric current is similar to electric arc welding. In
electric arc welding, the current passage between metals happens over a small contact
surface, causing the metal to melt and reform into a welded joint. When excessive current
damage occurs in bearings, the current passes from one bearing ring (“ring 1”) to the other
bearing ring (“ring 2”) through the rolling element. At the contact point of the rolling
element and bearing ring 2 (which could be either the inner or outer ring), the bearing ring's
contact point with the rolling element will melt and resolidify rapidly with some excess
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material from bearing ring 2 attached to the rolling element. The excess material will wear
down over time; however, it will form craters on the raceways and rolling elements. Figure
3.3.5 shows the procedure described in the text in picture representation, adapted from
[139].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.3.5: (a) shows when the current first passes through the rolling element to the
bearing ring, (b) then shows the melting of the material between the ring and the rolling
element, (c) shows the removal of the melted material, where some material sticks to the
surface and the other material sticks to the bearing. Adapted from [139]
The other form of electrical erosion in bearings is through current leakage. This failure
mode was not considered for testing because it mainly occurs in generators, which are not
tested in this application. A brief description of how current leakage damage occurs is
through the flow of current into the rolling elements and raceways of a bearing via Hertzian
contact points. Hertzian contact refers to the frictionless contact of two spheres, sometimes
referred to as the contact before load application [148]. These leaked currents are caused
by asymmetric occurrences in the magnetic field, causing a potential difference in the
generator. As the current flows, sparks will appear and cause small craters through material
removal, eventually taking the appearance of fluting.
Plastic deformation is the fifth primary failure mode. In a materials sense, plastic
deformation is the permanent distortion of material resulting from the applied load. The
same definition applies in bearings, where plastic deformation can occur from either
overloading or indentations from debris. Overload deformation occurs from static
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overloading, shock loads, or improper handling of the bearing. The raceways and the
rolling elements become dented if the mounting force is applied through the rolling
elements or abnormal loading while the bearing is stationary. Since this type of damage
can happen during the handling and installation of the bearing, the formation of any nicks
on the bearing surface is indicative of potential overload deformation. Indentations from
debris are caused by solid contaminants being introduced similarly to wear. As the solid
contaminants are over-rolled, indentations begin to form in the bearing. As these
indentations occur, it initiates fatigue, which in turn will cause the formation of spalling.
The final failure mode is fracture and cracking of the bearing. Forced fractures occur
when the stress concentrations exceed the tensile strength of the material. Two common
causes of this failure are the overstressing and local overloading of a part. Hitting the
bearing ring can cause cracks to develop, which can develop further into through-cracks.
A similar occurrence happens when bearings are heated and mounted on oversized shafts.
The heating causes the bearing to expand for the seating and retracts as it cools, causing
the forced fracture. The second type of fracture is fatigue-based and occurs when the
fatigue strength is exceeded as the material is subjected to cyclic bending. An example of
this cyclic bending is when a bearing is insufficiently supported in the load zone, causing
cyclic bending stress in the ring to develop into a stress crack. The third type of fracture
stems from thermal cracking and occurs when two surfaces slide against each other and
generate frictional heat. An example is an inner ring fitted with a loose fit and subjected to
axial loading. Due to creep (the tendency of a solid material to deform from mechanical
stress over time), a sliding movement occurs between the bearing side face and the shaft
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shoulder resulting in smearing and a build-up of frictional heat. The frictional heat results
in cracks, eventually leading to thermal fracture of the part.
Appendix C contains an FMEA based on the description of these different failure
modes from [139] compiling the information described above into a formalized FMEA
table. This FMEA is meant to represent a more generalized bearing application rather than
a particular application. When conducting an FMEA of a bearing in a specific system,
additional failure modes and effects may become apparent. In most cases of prior research
literature for bearings, the damage is labeled by the failure mode's end effect, such as
spalling, Brinelling, and cracking, and location, such as inner ring, outer ring, or rolling
element [149–151].
From the FMEA, a list of different failure causes was generated and shown in Table
3.3.3, and the list of effects is shown in Table 3.3.4. These failure causes and effects are
not listed in any particular order. As mentioned in Section 2, these lists link the potential
causes of failure to their corresponding effects. The initiation of damage may happen from
the failure causes, but the propagation of damage over time indicates how far the damage
has progressed. Another manner of describing both lists is that the failure causes help to
select the method of damage implementation. In contrast, the failure effects serve to
determine the metric and extent of damage over time.
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Table 3.3.3: List of bearing failure causes
Causes of Bearing Failure
Not enough lubricant
Lubricant viscosity too low
Undesirables’ additives or thickeners
Oxidized lubricant
Solid contaminants in the lubricant
Lubricant contaminated by water
Static or dynamic load too high
Insufficient load
Speed too high
Speed too low
Rapid changes in the direction of load/rotation
Exposure to vibration
Current passage, current leakage
External heat
Inappropriate storage conditions
Exposure to vibration
Wrong clearance or preload
Wrong axial or radial preload
Misalignment
Damage during mounting
Geometrical form errors of shaft
Inconsistent support of rings
Inappropriate first and tolerances
Material, heat treatment
Machining and assembly
Handling
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Table 3.3.4: List of bearing failure effects
Effects of Bearing Failure
Spalling
Moisture corrosion
Colored layer and deposits
Ring fracture
Reddish surface
Polished surface
Surface damage
Surface wear
Surface initiated fatigue
Band marks
Plastic deformations
Vibration marks
Corrosion marks
Spalls
Smearing marks
Local discoloration
Current passage craters
Wear on guiding surfaces
Fracture of parts
3.3.2 Step 2: Bearing Damage Implementation
From [65], SKF lists a broad reason for bearing failure as fatigue (33%), lubrication
problems (33%), contamination (17%), and other reasons (17%). From Acorn Limited
Services Inc., the top five reasons for bearing failure are 1. Fatigue, 2. Lubrication, 3.
Improper handling, 4. Incorrect Mounting, and 5. Contamination [152]. RKB Bearing
Industries states that lubrication defects are the primary failure mode of bearings [153].
Fatigue and lubrication appear as the most common causes of failure for bearings, based
on these companies, and corroborate Table 3.3.3, accounting for 50% of the described
failure causes in bearings (13/26). Based on these failure causes and their corresponding
description of the failure modes, the common indication of damage occurs from spalling
and lubrication contamination.
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Spalling damage is described explicitly in the failure modes of surface-initiated fatigue,
subsurface-initiated fatigue, debris indentation damage, overload damage, fretting
corrosion, and adhesive wear. However, in general, the general erosion of any bearing
material is attributable to spalling. Spalling typically begins small and occurs at the contact
point of the bearing ring and rolling element. As damage progresses, the application of
spalling can cause the bearing to fracture, as the general degradation of the bearing ring
surface causes it to weaken over time. Figure 3.3.6 shows the difference in the early form
and heavily damage form of spalling damage. If left, unchecked spalling damage will
expand to cover the entire surface of the bearing.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.3.6: (a) – (d) shows the defect progression of spalling from [139]
Bearing contamination is the other method of inducing damage in bearings, in addition
to spalling. It is listed as a cause of four different failure modes: surface-initiated fatigue,
adhesive wear, abrasive wear, and debris indentations. However, similar to spalling,
removing bearing material in any of the described failure modes can cause contamination
damage to appear. The entry of harmful particles causes by either the bearing seals or
lubrication contamination in the bearing raceway. The contamination disrupts the
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lubrication and increases the friction between the bearing elements, causing damage to
form.
Spalling is initiated through bearing damage by physical purposeful destruction.
Different manners have been used to represent bearing damage via spalling; one example
is drilling a hole in the outer race of the bearing inside a motor [78,154–158]. Eren et al.
[134], Lau et al. [135], Refaat et al. [136], Corne et al. [137], and Singhal et al. [138] each
used drilling to simulate bearing faults in electric motors. The purpose of each paper was
to test an algorithm variation using motor current analysis. The size of the drilled hole
ranged from 1 mm to 6 mm in diameter through the bearing ring and was located in the
center of the bearing ring width. In each instance, the data generated shows the damage
inflicted and the possibility of determining whether a bearing fault had occurred. However,
in newer papers, the drill method is not used [159]. Corne et al. cited that bearing failure
in production with a through-hole would be an unlikely failure scenario. Instead, they
designed a fault emulator bearing to take the place of drilled wall bearing. Another reason
for discounting the drill method is introducing further contamination since the bearing is
no longer sealed while in operation.
Subsequently, other methods of failure are proposed. Several papers have used an
engraver to indicate further damage on the bearing’s surface [78,160–162]. Lessmeier et
al. used the referenced standard, ISO 15243, in identifying the bearing damage [77].
Lessmeier et al. classified each bearing tested based on adapted criteria from ISO 15243:
the damage combination, the arrangement of the repetitive and multiple damages,
geometrical size, and extent of damage on the bearing. As they damaged bearings, each
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bearing has a corresponding level of damage based on this standard. Table 3.3.5 shows the
questions to answer when categorizing bearing damage, as dictated by ISO 15243. This
section is part of a larger document that details the required information when performing
root cause analysis for bearings and is further described in Appendix D. The primary metric
was the length and width of the damaged area, using the engraver [78,161,162]. Al-ghamd
et al. [161] and Hemmati et al. [162] used the length and width to estimate the bearing
defect size as data were collected. Nienhaus et al. did not label their bearing damage size
and left ambiguity about the size of the damage initiated [160].

Damage

Table 3.3.5: Categorize bearing damage according to [78]
Mode
Type of Damage
Sub-mode
Symptom
Component
Position of damage
Damage Location
Damage Combination
Arrangement of the repetitive and
multiple damages
Length
Extent of damage
Geometry
Width
Depth
Characteristic of damage
Damage Method
Damage occurrence Cause of damage (category)
Cause of damage (detailed)

Another method of inducing spalling damage is by overloading the bearing. The
overloading scenario of the bearing is run-to-failure testing. This method of testing is used
widely in generating failure data [61,113,137,163–169]. The breakdown of testing is as
follows. A test rig is designed to house a bearing under test. The bearing is loaded into the
rig with some load applied, typically a function of the bearing’s dynamic rated load [60,93].
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Loading is applied in the form of angular or translational misalignment. It can also take the
form of hanging weights [137] or the shaft's hydraulic loading [139]. In the case of
overloading, the loading is held constant until damage begins to appear. The eventual
loading will continue to hold until the bearing fails or the test is stopped. In some instances,
the damage is seeded to initiate the overloading test before continuing the test with just the
overload condition [113].
For the spalling test plan, an engraver is used to initiate the damage to generate the
bearing data. The primary reason is that an engraver allows complete freedom of
application based on the user’s choice, which could be detrimental to testing. The
engraving operation must be carefully applied so as not to exceed the initial damage size.
The user also runs the risk of indenting the bearing, introducing false Brinelling along with
the intended damage. An initial state of damage of 1 to 2 mm is chosen for the defect size,
which falls in line with the extent of the damage table shown in Lessmeier et al., adapted
from ISO 15243 [78]. Table 3.3.6 shows the extent of the damage chart for the bearing
application in 6203. A similar chart is generated for testing using a similar formulation
based on the bearing’s inner race, where the initial case of damage is induced and is
highlighted in Section 3.3.3.
Damage Level
1
2
3
4
5

Table 3.3.6: Extent of damage chart from [78]
Assigned Percentage
Limits for bearing 6203
Values
0-2%
< 2 mm
2-5%
> 2 mm
5-15%
> 4.5 mm
15– 35%
> 13.5 mm
> 35%
> 31.5 mm
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For the second test case, contamination of the bearing occurred by introducing abrasive
particles in the lubrication. Prior literature has looked at introducing contamination
material into bearings previously [138,141,143,144,170–172]. In 1993, Dwyer-Joyce
investigated the effect of different contamination sizes in his thesis on lubricant
contamination in rolling bearings [141]. They investigated the effect of selecting materials
considering ductile and brittle materials, recording the material’s particle shape, hardness,
and toughness. Based on the particle damage on the bearing surface, they recorded the dent
depth, width, and damage appearance. Further investigations by Ai summarized the work
of several authors and ran experiments showcasing the effect of the indentation bearing life
[143]. Through the experimentation, they demonstrated further validation of the work
conducted by Dwyer-Joyce. They stated the need for defining the test parameters, such as
the particle size and operating conditions, as these had a significant effect on the bearing
lifetime.
Subsequent research conducted in this field of bearing contamination utilized these
findings for detecting bearing damage. Poddar et al. conducted experiments on the
detection of bearing contamination using a journal bearing and different compound
mixtures of sand and oil using different sizes of sand particles [144]. They collected both
vibration and acoustic emissions of bearings as they are contaminated. As the increase in
the particle concentration occurred, the RMS values of both readings increased. Something
not considered was the visual representation of the damage or measuring of the damage
between particle concentrations.
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To initiate damage for the bearing test of contamination, four different powders were
sized and used. Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) was used because of its nature as a common
abrasive particle and used in previous studies [141]. The four different aluminum oxides
were based on the standard contamination tests referenced in ISO 4406 [173]. ISO 4406 is
meant to classify the contamination level in lubrication systems. The standard reference
rating mandates that three particle sizes are used, and a contamination ratio is associated
with each. In this testing, the nominal particle sizes used are 4 μm, 6 μm, and 14 μm. Each
particle size has a corresponding scale number, detailing each particle's number that can
appear in a milliliter of oil. For example, a lubrication classification may look like this
20/14/9, where the 20 corresponds to the 4 μm, 14 corresponds to 6 μm, and 9 corresponds
to 14 μm. Each of these numbers then corresponds to a scale number in Table 3.3.7, which
is standardized according to ISO. Therefore, 10,000 particles per milliliter of oil are
allowed as long as the size is less than 4 μm. Outside of this range could affect bearing life
and force the equipment to degrade faster.
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Table 3.3.7: ISO classification of scale numbers as they pertain to the number of particles
per milliliter of oil
Number of Particles per
milliliter oil over
2,500,000
1,300,000
640,000
320,000
160,000
80,000
40,000
20,000
10,000
5,000
2,500
1,300
640
320
160
80
40
20
10
5
2.5
1.3
0.64
0.32
0.16
0.08
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.00

Number of Particles per
milliliter oil, including
2,500,000
1,300,000
640,000
320,000
160,000
80,000
40,000
20,000
10,000
5,000
2,500
1,300
640
320
160
80
40
20
10
5
2.5
1.3
0.64
0.32
0.16
0.08
0.04
0.02
0.01

Scale Number
>28
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

The sizes are 3 μm, 9.36 μm, 17.3 μm, and 53 μm. These sizes are chosen for two
different reasons. The first reason is that the distribution of size is similar to what is used
in ISO 4406. The second reason is that these particles all appear in testing during DwyerJoyce’s experiment [141]. The initiation of damage occurs with the 53 μm particle size, as
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done in Figure 3.3.7. During testing, Dwyer-Joyce proved that the particles’ overrolling in
the bearing races broke into smaller particles as they initiated damage. Figure 3.3.7 shows
the distribution of particles before testing and then after testing based on the size. After
testing, 90% of the particles appear between the range of 2.4 μm - 17.7 μm. For this reason,
53 μm particles are used for the initiation and not the final damage state. Based on the
bearing causes and effects list, two different damage states were chosen. Both damage
states consider how damage is induced from the starting position of each bearing. Step 2
of PFailM is now complete. In the next step, the metrics of bearing damage and the different
damage states are established. Since there are two different methods of inducing damage,
two different methods are chosen for inducing damage.

Figure 3.3.7: Example distribution of alumina after contamination testing in [140]
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3.3.3 Step 3: Bearing Damage Progression
As highlighted earlier in Section 3.3.2, an extent and metric of damage table should be
created to showcase the initiation point of damage to the final failure point. The extent and
metric of damage should demonstrate the effects of failure, as these are what indicate the
propagation of damage from the initial cause. For spalling damage initiated by fatigue, the
effect of this failure is a gradual increase of the bearing surface damage size as the bearing
continues to run. The increase occurs each time the rolling element passes over the initial
point of damage, causing the length to increase very minutely. ISO 15243 documents this
phenomenon when detailing the increasing amount of bearing damage—as such, bearing
damage will increase similarly in this application. Bearing manufacturers such as FAG
have noticed this phenomenon [174]. In Lessmeier et al., the length of damage was used
to show the effects of failure and measure the damage state. [78]. Al-ghmad et al. used the
damaged area to differentiate different damage states over time. [161]. In both experiments,
the damage was initially seeded and then ran in an overloading test. Different bearings
were used each time at a different damage stage, and subsequent damage states were not
tested on a previously tested bearing. A differing aspect in PFailM is that each damage
stage is applied on the same component over time. This aspect is meant to meet the testing
requirement from the initiation point to the final failure point.
The extent of damage was divided into three stages. The initiation of damage, also
termed the initial damage state, was set to 10% of the total bearing area. The bearing area
was calculated based on the surface area of the bearing ring. The next stage was defined
as the middle stage damage state and was set to 35% of the total bearing area. 35% was the
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final extent of damage as tested by Lessmeier et al. [78]. The primary reason for the first
two stages was to recreate some of the damage as seen by Lessmeier et al. The variation in
sizes is meant to demonstrate the propagation of bearing failure as seen in the case of Dyer
et al., which saw an exponential increase in the assessed sensor values during damage
testing [73]. The last stage was set to 100% damage, signifying damage covering the
bearing's entire surface. This stage was meant to replicate damage, as seen in Figure 3.3.2
(b). Table 3.3.8 showcases the different stages of damage to the inner ring of the bearing
and the corresponding damage area associated with them. Something not controlled during
testing was the depth of bearing damage across the surface. In real bearing damage, the
increasing depth of damage would be a corresponding defect seen as damage progresses
across the equipment surface.
Table 3.3.8: Extent of damage progression for spalling damage
Damage stage
Damage percentage
Damage Area
Initial stage damage
10%
26.7 mm2
Middle stage damage
35%
93.45 mm2
Late-stage damage
100%
267 mm2
The metric of assessing the amount of contamination damage corresponds to the
amount of contamination per lubrication and how it affects the bearing elements' surface.
The initial particle size used is 53 μm, based on similar experiments conducted by DwyerJoyce [141]. Over rolling of the powder will cause the material to break down into smaller
particle sizes, which will initiate damage in the bearing. Dwyer-Joyce, in this observation,
derived an equation predicting the particles’ theoretical size to cause damage via
indentations. Equation (1) derives the ultimate fragment size of contamination in the
bearing that causes permanent surface indentations. KIC refers to the fracture toughness of
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the material. The variable 𝜈 refers to the materials Poisson’s ratio. H refers to the counter
face hardness. Equation (2) is the formulation of Poisson’s ratio; however, instead of
deriving this value for each particle, a standard range of values is used. The derivation of
Poisson's ratio is the change in the strain in the transverse, 𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 , versus the axial
direction, 𝑑𝜖𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 . For the calculations proposed here, the average change in length was
used to calculate the ratio.

𝑎𝑐𝑐 =

2
1
3 ∗ 𝐾𝐼𝐶
(
)
𝜋 (1 − 2𝜈) ∗ 𝐻

(1)

𝑑𝜖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑑𝜖𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙

(2)

𝜈=−

Based on the material distribution site AZO Materials, Poisson’s ratio is estimated
between 0.21 and 0.33 for aluminum oxide [175]. The fracture toughness is estimated
between 3.3 and 5 Mpa*m1/2. The hardness of the material can vary between 5.5 Gpa and
22.050 GPa. The predicted fragment size is estimated around 3.0 μm when using the
minimum variables, and for the maximum variables, it is predicted as 1.0 μm. The predicted
fragment size for Dwyer-Joyce was found 2.6 μm, and the experimental range was 2-3 μm
for alumina [141]. The next aspect was relating the predicted fragment size to cause
damage to the amount of potential damage as seen on the bearing elements during testing.
Using Equations (3) and (4), Ai derived equations in determining the number of surface
indentations based on the amount of material covering the bearing’s surface based on the
number of expected particles. Nd is the number of damage particles that can cause
indentations based on n, the number of particles, and between the given size, dD. The
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variable 𝜕 is the number of surface indentations based on the volume of lubricant, v, that
sweeps over the surface area, S.
𝐷𝑢

𝑁𝑑 = ∫ 𝑛(𝑑𝐷)

(3)

𝐷𝑙

𝜕 = 𝑛𝑑 ∗

𝑣
𝑆

(4)

The starting concentration was chosen as 25 mg/L, based on prior research from Poddar
et al. [144]. Using a similar particle size for this concentration, they began to see a deviation
in vibration and acoustical signals at that level. The density and volume of particles were
needed to derive the number of particles for this solution. Equation (5) is the density
formula with mass, m, and volume, V. Equation (6) is the volume-based particle size
equation based on sieve analysis and the diameter, D.

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑚
𝑉

𝐷3 4𝜋
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =
∗
8
3

(5)
(6)

The density of alumina oxide is 3 g/cm3 from [176], and the corresponding mass is 25
mg in each liter of lubrication. Therefore based on Equation (5), the total volume of the
aluminum oxide is approximately 0.0083 cm3 per liter of grease. Using Equation (6) and
the particle starting particle's length (53 μm) as the diameter, each particle’s volume is
7.8E-8 cm3. Taking the ratio of the total volume of alumina oxide versus the ratio of each
particle, the number of particles is approximately 107,000. This value is not infeasible as
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scale numbers are covering this size in ISO 4406. However, it does signify very high
contamination.
In this first test, particles’ breakdown, due to over rolling of the particles by the rolling
element, should generate similar distribution found in Figure 3.3.7 [141]. It will not match
completely, as the breakdown of particles occurs based on the configuration's contact
pressure and load. For the initial experimentation of failure effects, this distribution is used.
From Figure 3.3.7, approximately 7% of the distribution falls in the damage area between
1.0 μm and 3.0 μm after the over rolling of particles. The particle volume that encompasses
this is 0.00058 cm3. This factor leads to the subsequent estimation of 17 million particles
between those sizes in the oil lubrication. Using this value, an approximation of the surface
area and amount of grease used leads to the possibility of 120,000 indentations per unit
surface area from Equations (3) and (4). This value may seem infeasible, but then the size
and scale make it more realistic, as each of those surface indentations could correspond to
a maximum depth of 3.0 μm and width of 3.0 μm. If all of the indentations were to occur
in a straight line, it might cover just the bearing race’s width. This fact also assumes they
hit in different spots every time, and every particle leaves an indentation. Based on this
initial calculation, the chosen metric for measuring bearing damage over time is the number
of indentations per unit surface area. Essentially this could be further extrapolated to a
measure of the damage through the area.
Table 3.3.9 shows the particle composition of each test, the amount used, and the
potential number of indentations based on the previous amount. The particle size of 53 μm
is used based on previous studies. Dependent on the experimental accuracy results, it is
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possible to continue using the 53 μm; however, to test a powder distribution of a range of
particle sizes can be used instead. The range within the distribution includes 3.0 μm, 9.0
μm, and 17 μm, with the corresponding percentages given in Table 3.3.9. If the data appears
anomalous or does not exhibit the correct responses associated with the expectation of
increased indentations, a second test plan is used proposed in Table 3.3.10. This test plan
is similar to a test plan proposed by Poddar et al. [144]. The particle sizes are chosen based
on similar test sizes used in lubrication contamination testing in ISO 4406. Table 3.3.10
comprises the additional tests considered for testing; however, the damage metric increases
particle contamination due to the mass, again derived based on Equations (5) and (6). For
the 9.0 μm and 3.0 μm, the amount of contamination particles is excessive at 25 mg, so a
smaller mass was used.
Table 3.3.9: Particle composition in lubrication and expected results
Particle Composition Amount (mgL)
Increase in Indentations per unit
(distribution %)
surface area
53 μm
(100%)

25 mg

120,000 per test

3 μm, 9 μm, 17 μm
(7%, 86%, 7%)

25 mg

120,000 per test

3 μm, 9 μm, 17 μm
(7%, 86%, 7%)

25 mg

120,000 per test
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Particle
Composition

Table 3.3.10: Subsequent test plans for particle distributions
Amount (mg) Amount of
Number of Tests
contamination per test
based on the density
and volume of the
particle

53 μm

25 mg

107,000

3

17 μm
9 μm

25 mg
12.5 mg

3,200,000
11,000,000

3
3

3 μm

12.5 mg

290,000,000

3

3.3.4 Step 4: Methods of Gathering Damage Data
There are several different types of sensors used for detecting defects in roller bearings
[78,138,177,178]. The commonly cited sensors are vibration, acoustic, current, and
temperature sensors in the prior research literature. The collected data were vibration data
for the initial application, typically collected using an accelerometer [66]. Each bearing
emits some form of vibration energy due to the rotating nature of the equipment. As a
defect begins to form, that vibration energy increases. There are four prominent bands of
sampling frequency when using vibration sensors. The first is termed vibration frequency
and ranges from <1Hz to 25 kHz. The second frequency band is the ultrasonic range and
is from 20 kHz to 100 kHz. The third frequency is shock pulses and occurs at 32 kHz, and
the last frequency band is acoustic emissions at 100 kHz to 1 MHz. Accelerometers
typically used in prior research are in the vibration and ultrasonic band [179,180].
Depending on the sensor and the collected data, there are different expected features to
indicate bearing failure. Wang et al. compiled and edited a book that contained different
methods of diagnosing and controlling damage [66]. A section of that book contained a
section on rolling bearing damage and defined several measures and features for the data.
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The first set of criteria assessed in bearings is the use of the bearing deterministic
frequencies. These frequencies are calculated based on the speed of rotation and the
geometry of the bearing. Equations (7), (8), and (9) are used to calculate the bearing
frequencies of the inner race (IRF), the outer race (ORF), and the rolling element frequency
(RF). Nb refers to the number of rolling ball elements. S is the shaft speed in RPM. Bd is
the diameter of the balls. Pd is the pitch diameter of the rolling element, and 𝜃 is the contact
angle of the rolling element. This data comes from the bearing manufacturer.
𝑁𝑏
𝐵𝑑
𝐼𝑅𝐹 = ( ) ∗ 𝑆 ∗ (1 + ( ) ∗ cos 𝜃)
2
𝑃𝑑
𝑁𝑏
𝐵𝑑
𝑂𝑅𝐹 = ( ) ∗ 𝑆 ∗ (1 − ( ) ∗ cos 𝜃)
2
𝑃𝑑
𝑁𝑏
𝐵𝑑 2
𝑅𝐹 = ( ) ∗ 𝑆 ∗ (1 − ( ) ∗ (cos 𝜃)2 )
2
𝑃𝑑

(7)
(8)
(9)

The bearing defect frequencies based on the operating conditions and bearing geometry
were calculated as 200 Hz for the inner ring, 100.104 Hz for the outer ring, and 150 Hz for
the rolling element. The sensor chosen for this test is an IFM VSA001, with a sampling
frequency of 6 kHz. The sampling frequency range is more than double the highest
measurable frequency, ensuring the Nyquist frequency criterion is met. The range of the
sensor is +/- 25 g, with a sensitivity of 142 µA/g. The sensor calibration is verified using a
shaker table oscillating at 60 Hz. A VSE002 is used to collect the data and save some data
offline and other data on the computer, providing visualization of the test readings. This
system provides current and temperature monitoring for possible sensor fusion in future
tests. The vibration sensor was placed perpendicular to the bearing housing along the
loaded shaft.
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Additional sensors were added for the contamination test case to improve the data
accuracy and amount. Acoustic data, current data, and temperature data were collected
using a microphone, a clip-on current sensor, and a temperature sensor. The microphone
used was a Rode NTG-3 Shotgun microphone. The “shotgun” means that the microphone
is directional, meaning it will collect samples in the direction it is pointed towards in a
specific cone. The acoustic sensor collected samples at a rate of 44800 Hz. These are placed
in line with the vibration sensor to corroborate readings from the vibration sensors directly.
JC10F-050A-V electrical current sensors are placed on the motor that rotates the shaft. The
sensors measure current up to 50 A. These sensors will watch for any surge of current in
the shaft during testing. These sensors collect data at a rate of 50 Hz. The MLX90614ESFACC-000-TU temperature sensor records temperatures between -70 and 480 C° and collect
data at a rate of 1 Hz. The sampling frequency is reduced for current and temperature
sampling, stemming from the belief that there are lower variations in the data than in the
time frame of the vibration data.
3.3.5 Step 5: Experimental System
For the spalling test damage experimental system design, a motor was used with a linear
axis table to induce loading on the bearing. Similar configurations have been used in
previous bearing stations from prior literature. The motor had a power output of 250 W. It
was connected to a 24 V power supply and accepted a rated current 14 A. The expected
RPM was configured to 2750 RPM. The motor was capable of generating a torque of 0.87
Nm. This torque was transferred to a 25 mm in diameter and 12” shaft. This torque
translated to a force of 69 N on the edge of the rod based on the shaft size. The force
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increases based on the configuration of the linear table. The end of the shaft was held in
place by an NP205 roller bearing. The accelerometer was placed on the loaded bearing at
the end of the shaft. The accelerometer is the same one chosen in Section 3.2.4. The bearing
under test was placed in the motor housing. This placement was not ideal. However, this
configuration was meant to mimic data taken from an automotive manufacturing facility.
The experimental design was configured in part to mimic this configuration. As mentioned
earlier in Section 3.3.1, the bearing tested is a 608Z DGBB manufactured by SKF. Figure
3.3.8 shows the dimensions of the 608 Z DGBB as measured from SKF and then verified
before testing.

Figure 3.3.8: Drawing view of 608 Z DGBB
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After this configuration, the experimental test plan configured as follows. The motor
inboard bearing was removed. The seals of the bearing were removed. The cage was
removed using hand tools to minimize damage. The bearing parts were disassembled and
were kept clean. Engraving damage was imparted to the inner race, according to the sizes
in Table 3.3.8. The most likely place for damage to occur was at the center point of the
raceway. An initial point was made there with the engraver before marking the size of
damage equidistant from that point along the raceway's length and width. To ensure the
appearance of damage moving from that initial point, engraving happened in one direction
from that initial point. After the engraving damage was applied, the bearing was
reassembled with the damaged inner race. If any other parts were noticeably damaged
(scratches or dents), they were replaced. The damaged bearing was placed back in place on
the motor shaft, and the bearing station was reassembled. Figure 3.3.9 shows the
experimental test station as the damage bearing is installed in the system.
After installing the damaged bearing, the shaft was run in three different configurations.
The first configuration was under 0 mm translational misalignment. In this configuration,

Figure 3.3.9: Bearing spalling test system
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only the shaft load was generated on the bearing. The other two misalignment cases
considered were 20 mm translational misalignment and 40 mm translational misalignment.
The distance variation corresponds to how far the linear table platform was pulled out of
its nominal position. The high degree of distance variation is because the NP205 on the
linear table was self-aligning. The self-aligning bearing could handle excessive
misalignment over time up to a certain degree. 40 mm was the maximum tested distance
variation since any distance greater than this caused the motor to stall. The misalignment
forced the load on the bearing, exciting the signals further down the shaft.
Papers have referenced different amounts of samples in gathering data. Qiu et al.
collected data over 30 days at taking 1 second worth of data with a sensor of 20 kHz [61].
The CWRU bearing data set collected 5 seconds worth of samples at four different damage
states. [74]. Lessmeier et al. collected 20 samples of data at 4 seconds with vibration
sensors at 20 kHz [78]. Nectoux et al. collected bearing data from 1 to 7 hours in run-tofailure tests at 25 kHz [181]. The rate of collection varies based on application. For this
application, a collection was taken 10 seconds for each test at 6 kHz for the sampling
frequency. For each test, there were five collections. There was a short warmup time of 10
seconds before any collection could occur to reduce the possibility of any intrusion in the
data. Each experimental state took approximately 50 seconds and collected approximately
300,000 samples. Based on the prior assessments of the CWRU and Lessmeier et al., this
was considered enough data. An example set of data taken from an automotive lift could
diagnose a bearing rolling element fault with around 300,000 samples. Table 3.3.11
contains an overview of the list of steps for the test plan for the spalling damage test case,
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split into two phases of damage the test equipment and experimental test. The information
collected from the PFailM steps are shown where they affect the decision making in the
spalling tests plan. Note: PFailM is not a test plan by itself, but it helps formalize the
information into a test plan as shown in Table 3.3.11.

Experiment

Table 3.3.11: Test plan for the spalling damage test case
Number of
Number of
Duration Collected Damage
Misalignment Test Runs Per
of Test
Data
Test Plan
Stages Tested
Misalignment
Stage

1

2

5

2

3

5

3

4

5

10
seconds
10
seconds
10
seconds

Vibration

Spalling

Vibration

Spalling

Vibration

Spalling

After collecting and analyzing data from the spalling test case, changes were made to
the bearing contamination test rig shown in Figure 3.3.10. The motor configuration was
the same as the spalling damage case. It drove a shaft through three bearings. Two bearings
were held in place to provide rigid support of the shaft. The third pillow block was placed
at the end of the shaft on top of a linear table. The pillow block bearing was a double-row
ball bearing. The double row was meant to provide better resistance to any potential thrust
load. The damage protocol was initiated on the bearing on the linear table as this was the
bearing under load. The bearing's loading is controlled with a linear axis motor (TSM23S
– 4RG) from applied motion products. These bearings are not self-aligning, and the load
configuration is instead on the order of 0 mm, 0.5 mm, and 1 mm. The rigid support of the
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other two bearings on the shaft also prevents a high degree of misalignment, as was
previously achieved.

Figure 3.3.10: Bearing contamination test rig
For the second test case, the bearing was changed to a 3205-insert bearing
manufactured by SKF and held in a pillow block. The 3205 is a double-row ball bearing,
allowing it to resist axial load while it resists radial load. The additional row of rolling
elements was considered necessary to provide better resistance to any additional failure
modes unexpectedly appearing in the system. Figure 3.3.11 shows the major dimensions
of the bearing. The frequency calculations changed due to the change in bearing
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dimensions: inner race frequency is 243 Hz, outer race frequency is 169 Hz, and rolling
element frequency is 215.208 Hz. These frequencies are still covered by the IFM vibration
sensor selected in Section 3.3.4 because the sampling frequency is double the Nyquist
frequency.

Figure 3.3.11: Dimensions of 3205 Insert Bearing
The contamination damage states were given in Section 3.2.3. The bearing first was
removed any grease already within the bearing. The grease was removed using degreasing
fluid and mineral spirits. Both are recommended methods of removing grease by auto
shops. New grease was pumped into the bearing to gather a baseline representation of the
grease before contamination occurred. This test case served as a means to ensure the proper
amount of grease was pumped into the bearing as contamination occurred over time. Over
greasing the bearing could introduce another failure signal that is not representative of the
induced test damage. After the baseline was captured, grease was cleaned out of the bearing
before adding grease that contained the powder mixtures.
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The contaminated grease was mixed using an electric hand mixer. The primary reason
was to ensure an even distribution of powders throughout the mixture. Different methods
of agglomeration are used in the food and the manufacturing industry [182–184]. For the
food industry, the aspect comes with mixing food particles with different mediums to create
a hot product, such as hot chocolate or coffee [182,183]. The manufacturing industry
prepares particles for conducting manufacturing processes, such as powder metallurgy
[184]. For the application of contaminating bearings, a similar process is used to the actual
tumbling of powders in some protein drinks. Using this method, the Van der Waal forces
are broken down and reformed to create new bonds between the grease and powders. This
extra step helps ensure a more even mix of contamination and grease.
The grease is removed between damage states and then regreased, increasing the
contamination each time according to the extent of damage in Section 3.2.3. A fifth of the
previous bearing grease does remain in the bearing. Some grease is left in to help the
bearing run as regreasing occurs. Regreasing occurs while the bearing runs to ensure an
even distribution of grease around the entire bearing. Keeping some grease in the bearing
reduces the introduction of new failure modes. Unfortunately, the damage is unable to be
checked without destroying the bearings permanently. Due to this, multiple bearings are
tested and stopped to check damage along the way. Bearing 1 tests stage 1 of the
contamination test, and then the bearing is checked for damage. Bearing 2 will test both
stages 1 and 2 of the contamination tests; the bearing is checked for damage. Steps are
repeated until it reaches the next part of the test plan. This form of testing is not as rapid as
the application of spalling damage. However, it will serve as a measure of checking the
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damage induced as it is applied. The configurations of tests were the same as those used
for the spalling damage case in data collection. Table 3.3.12 shows an overview of the list
of steps for the test plan of inflicting contamination damage on a pillow block bearing,
preparing the contaminated grease, testing the test equipment, implementing damage, and
evaluating the damage.
Table 3.3.12: Contamination bearing test plan
Experiment Number of
Number of
Duration Collected
Misalignment Test Runs Per of Test
Data
Stages Tested Misalignment
Stage

Damage
Test
Plan

1

2

5

10
seconds

Vibration
Spalling
Acoustic
Temperature
Current

2

3

5

10
seconds

Vibration
Spalling
Acoustic
Temperature
Current

3

4

5

10
seconds

Vibration
Spalling
Acoustic
Temperature
Current

Damage is measured using vibration, acoustic, current, and temperature sensors. Two
vibration sensors are placed in a 90-degree phase perpendicular to the bearing. This
configuration allows for the application of phase analysis. Phase analysis is conducted
based on the difference in position between two vibration waveforms. The acoustic sensor
is placed in the same configuration as the vibration sensor and checks the vibration
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readings. The current sensor is placed on the motor lead wires. As the damage increases,
the current should draw more current to force the shaft to move. This phenomenon should
also occur when the bearing table is moved into misalignment. The temperature sensors
are used to monitor any potential increase in the bearings. As damage increases and the
lubrication is disrupted, the friction of the bearing should also increase. The increase in
friction then corresponds to an increase in temperature. Figure 3.3.12 displays a
representation of the sensor configuration for the contamination test case.

Figure 3.3.12: Placement of sensors for the contamination test case with sensor legend.
The arrow indicates the direction. The x with the circle symbolizes the sensor going into
the page.

3.3.6 Step 6: Data Validation and Verification
Frequency analysis is conducted using two methods with this data. The first is using
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The use of this transformation is converting the signal
from the time domain to the frequency domain. Using this analysis should reveal the peaks
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of the data within the frequency domain. As a means to check that analysis, envelop
spectrum analysis is the second method used. The first step of the envelope analysis is to
find the portion of the signal with the highest resonance. In bearings, the highest resonance
point will refer to when the rolling element hits the defect point. As this occurs, the
envelope analysis will capture that signal and perform a Hilbert transform to convert the
data from the time to the frequency domain. The Hilbert frequency transform should
remove noise around the lower frequency signal. The expected defect frequency should
appear as a peak and then subsequent decreasing harmonics over time.
Outside the frequency method, there are also data-driven methods used to indicate
damage increases. Table 3.3.13 details several time-domain features referenced in literature
[66,180]. Generally, as these values increase, the damage is also increasing on the
components. Each of these values is plotted within their specific damage case. They should
increase not only as damage increases but as the bearing misalignment increases. The trend
for the misalignment case should also increase.
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Table 3.3.13: Time-domain features
Formula

Feature Name

𝑁

1
𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √( ) ∑ 𝑋𝑖2
𝑁

RMS

𝑖=1

2
∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑚)
(𝑁 − 1) ∗ 𝜎 2

Variance

𝑉𝑎𝑟 =

Skewness

3
∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑚)
𝑆𝐾 =
(𝑁 − 1) ∗ 𝜎 3

Kurtosis

4
∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑚)
𝐾𝑢 =
(𝑁 − 1) ∗ 𝜎 4

Three different statistical tests are used. Three different statistical tests are used to
determine the features’ statistical significance before use in the algorithm. The three tests
are a two-sided t-test, the Anderson-Darling test, and Levene’s test. The two-sided t-test
evaluates the individual sample means for two different sets of data. The Anderson-Darling
test evaluates if the data features come from a specified distribution. The tested distribution
was normal. Levene’s test determines if two different samples of features have equal
variances or not. Leven’s test was chosen over Bartlett’s test due to its ability to handle
nonparametric distributions better. In using Levene’s test, each set of data is tested against
each other to ensure all data separability. Using these three different statistical tests should
identify different parts of the data distribution that are separable enough to provide
algorithmic testing information.
For algorithmic testing, two different algorithms are used. The first algorithm is a
support vector machine (SVM). The second method chosen is a random forest regression
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(RFR). SVM is effective in high-dimensional spaces, and different kernels are testable.
RFR is also versatile and can handle a large number of features as well. The regression can
also account for any potential missing data. Statistical features are chosen for the model
based on the trend analysis and statistical tests conducted. Models are created based on
different combinations of features. Frequency and time-domain are considered. Five-fold
cross-validation is considered with the model building, and confusion matrix analysis is
also conducted to assess the accuracy of any models generated.
3.4 Generated Data Analysis
3.4.1 Frequency Analysis
After data collection, the data were imported to MATLAB 2019 for analysis. The data
were separated by test and loading case and processed individually. The downtime between
each test and the motor startup and ramp down was removed from consideration as this
could potentially skew the results. Each set of test data was processed through a bandpass
filter, with the cutoff frequencies set at 60 Hz and 300 Hz. The cutoff frequencies were
chosen to filter out potential noise from the motor and shaft at a lower frequency level and
any other higher-level frequency, such as aliasing that may have permeated through the
system. The bearing defect frequencies based on the motor configuration and bearing
geometry were calculated as 200 Hz for the inner ring, 100.104 Hz for the outer ring, and
150 Hz for the rolling element. The expectation is to see the bearing frequency line up at
200 Hz and have a more distributed frequency response as damage increases. The expected
frequency response should have sidebands appear in the data. Another expected occurrence
is a change in the amplitude of the FFT signal as damage increases.
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Figure 3.4.1 shows the baseline data FFT for each loading configuration and how the
data peaks compare to the expected bearing frequencies. Table 3.4.1 shows the bearing
frequency peaks for each loading condition. The variation in the peak height is not
substantial except for the inner race frequency, where it appears to shift 10 degrees to match
the inner race frequency. The amount of sidebands increases with the loading
configuration. The appearance of these frequency sidebands is indicative of the
misalignment and potential loading case for the equipment. Another indication of the
change in damage comes from the change in amplitude of each frequency peak. The
variation in amplitude indicates the change in the bearing state as the misalignment case
changes between experiments. For checking the frequency analysis, an envelope analysis
was conducted and displayed in Figure 3.4.2 of the maximum load case for the baseline
data. From the envelope analysis, the same peaks appear as for the FFT. However, a peak

Figure 3.4.1: Bearing baseline at various stages of misalignment
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is seen around 50 Hz, which is typically associated with the motor or shaft in similar testing.
This observation leads to a concern that the motor vibrations were not filtered from the
FFT signal representation after using the bandpass filter. It is possible to assume that there
are potential motor vibrations that were not filtered in the FFT response of the data due to
data preprocessing.
Table 3.4.1: Bearing frequency peaks for all the baseline data
Loading Condition Outer race
Inner race
Rolling element
frequency
frequency
frequency
0 mm
20 mm
40 mm

102
101.4
99.64

204
202.7
199.5

153
152
149.5

Figure 3.4.2: Envelope analysis maximum misalignment case of initial defect stage
Figure 3.4.3 shows the FFT for each different loading case at the initial stage of induced
damage. As the loading increases, the appearance of more sidebands around the defect
frequencies indicates the potential appearance of the defect induced. In this frequency
response, the inner race frequency is distributed and is not clearly defined, an unexpected
occurrence in the data. An inner race frequency is clearly defined from the 20 mm loading
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Figure 3.4.3: Initial Bearing damage at various stages of misalignment
case, indicating the damage's potential appearance through the frequency response.
Another reason for this unexpected distribution response is the stall out of the motor. As
mentioned earlier, 40 mm was the maximum misalignment before the motor stalled
intermittently. While the same amount of data was collected at the 40 mm loading case as
in the previous cases, there were instances in which the motor had difficulty running. These
“stalls” of the motor may have contributed to the appearance of an unexpected failure in
the data. Table 3.4.2 shows the bearing frequency peaks for each of the different loading
configurations and how they correspond to the inner race frequency, outer race frequency,
and rolling element frequency. The inner race frequency does not appear in the initial stage
of the data. A potential cause of this may be an additional failure mode's appearance with
the initial damage application. The envelope spectrum analysis of the maximum
misalignment case of 40 mm in Figure 3.4.4 shows a higher number of sidebands than in
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the previous configuration of Figure 3.4.2, another potential indication of a defect.
However, there is no defining frequency peak, indicating that the damage is not
substantially attributable to just the inner race frequency.
Table 3.4.2: Bearing frequency peaks initial stage bearing damage
Loading Condition
Inner race
Outer race
Rolling element
frequency
frequency
Frequency
0 mm
101.9
153.7
20 mm
203
101.4
152.4
40 mm
200
97.03
147.8

Figure 3.4.4: Envelope analysis maximum misalignment case of baseline data
Figure 3.4.5 shows the FFT response for each misalignment case of the middle stage
damage state. There is a higher amplitude over time in this data, indicating a fault at the
different stages of misalignment. The bearing characteristic frequencies line up at the
expected frequencies; however, there are fewer resulting sidebands in the frequency
response than in Figure 3.4.1 or Figure 3.4.3. Residual harmonics are coming through the
data at 200 Hz and 250 Hz, even in the misalignment case of 0 mm. These harmonics could
stem from the motor or shaft and indicate an unexpected failure mode. Table 3.4.2 shows
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that the defect frequencies do appear around the expected failure frequencies. However,
Figure 3.4.6, showing the envelope analysis of the maximum misalignment case of 40 mm,
follows the earlier concern, giving the impression that the motor frequency affects the
signal, despite the attempt to filter it out in the data. The reason is due to the perfect
sequence of harmonics appearing to come from 50 Hz.

Figure 3.4.5: Middle bearing damage stage at varying misalignment cases

Table 3.4.3: Bearing frequency peaks middle stage bearing defect
Loading Condition
IRF
ORF
RF
0 mm
203.9
101.6
152.4
20 mm
201.8
100.9
151.4
40 mm
199
99.06
149.5
Figure 3.4.7 shows the late-stage defect FFT response for the different misalignment
cases. In the frequency response, the outer race frequency appears as the highest amplitude.
As misalignment is induced, the inner race frequency experiences a higher amplitude in
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Figure 3.4.6: Envelope analysis maximum misalignment case middle stage damage
the subsequent frequency responses. There is a higher frequency of sidebands in the
maximum misalignment case than in the 0 mm misalignment case, indicating damage
presence. The reappearance in the expected sidebands gives further credence that the
middle stage damage may have experienced unexpected failure modes in the data. The
bearing frequency peaks are shown in Table 3.4.4 for each of the different misalignment

Figure 3.4.7: Late bearing damage stage at varying misalignment cases
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cases and follow a similar trend in Table 3.4.3 from the previous tabulated results. The
envelope analysis in Figure 3.4.8 follows a similar expectation as to the initial bearing
defect. There are sidebands in the data, signifying a damage presence. A deviation in the
response is that the outer race frequency amplitude appears to have a higher amplitude than
the inner race frequency as expected with the envelope analysis.
Table 3.4.4: Bearing frequency peaks late stage damage misalignment cases
Loading Condition
IRF
ORF
RF
0 mm
206.4
103.2
154.8
20 mm
205.8
102.9
154.3
40 mm
202
101
151.5

Figure 3.4.8: Envelope analysis maximum load misalignment late stage damage
There are deviations along the bearing lifetime in each stage of damage from the
frequency analysis of the bearing data. The initial and late stage damage to the bearing
appears to fall in line with the expectation from literature with more excitations in the
frequency stream with sidebands’ appearance [74,77]. The nominal characteristic
frequencies appear at each of the calculated bearing frequencies. After this point, though,
more anomalies appear in the data. The first anomaly is the middle damage stage, which
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deviates from both the initial and late stage damage with the lack of frequency sidebands.
The second anomaly is the inconsistent bearing harmonics from the envelope analysis. The
appearance of these anomalies casts doubts on the subsequent generation of data. The lack
of expected frequency failure phenomena does not immediately discount the damage
induced. In the IMS bearing dataset, the statistical and algorithmic analyses were still
considered valid despite the frequency data reservations [185]. A similar occurrence
appeared in some of the cases tested in the CWRU data [74].
3.4.2 Statistical Analysis
From Section 3.3.6, Table 3.3.13 contains the statistical values that were computed to
determine if there is any indication of failure. These values are calculated for each test,
based on removing any resting data (when the test equipment is not running), and then start
up and ramp down sequences for each test. Table 3.4.5, Table 3.4.6, Table 3.4.7, and Table
3.4.8 show these statistical values for each damage and misalignment case. As
misalignment increases, the RMS and variance of the data increase with each damage state
in the maximum misalignment case [61,66]. However, in the 0 mm and 20 mm
misalignment cases, there is a decrease in the data from the middle damage stage to the late
stage damage. As the damage increased, the kurtosis and skewness remained the same. An
expectation from [61] was that the kurtosis value would increase with the bearing damage
state deviation. This observation did not appear in our data. From the kurtosis and skewness
values, the data appears to take a normal distribution because data normality is defined
when kurtosis is below 3. The skewness of the data is within a range of 0.06 to 0 [186].
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Loading Case
0 mm
20 mm
40 mm

Table 3.4.5: Baseline average time-domain values
RMS
Variance
Kurtosis
0.0243
0.0008
2.1360
0.0397
0.0029
2.3134
0.0199
0.0005
2.1398

Skewness
0.0002
-0.0009
0.0007

Table 3.4.6: Initial-stage inner race damage state average time-domain values
Loading Case
RMS
Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
0 mm
1.4962
0.2994
2.0986
0.0047
20 mm
4.4854
1.8828
2.0964
0.0238
40 mm
8.7413
5.190
2.0655
0.0041

Table 3.4.7: Middle-stage inner race damage state time-domain values
Loading Case
RMS
Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
0 mm
4.3613
1.7951
2.0797
-0.0511
20 mm
10.9278
6.0561
2.0308
-0.0278
40 mm
9.8128
7.5344
2.0871
-0.0210

Table 3.4.8: Late-stage inner race damage state average time-domain values
Loading Case
RMS
Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
0 mm
3.6286
0.8868
2.0676
0.0235
20 mm
8.5312
5.1383
2.0555
0.0017
40 mm
13.86812
20.7018
2.1214
0.0059
After observing the statistical variables, hypothesis testing was conducted using the
stated tests from Section 3.3.6. For each test, the criteria for rejecting or accepting the test
hypothesis are based on a 95% confidence interval. Table 3.4.9 comprises the AndersonDarling test conclusions and p-values. A “0” means the test conclusion failed to reject the
null hypothesis. A “1” means the test conclusion rejects the null hypothesis. For all cases,
the Anderson-Darling test rejected the null hypothesis. This understanding leads to the
belief that none of the cases were from a normal distribution. However, using a t-test, the
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p-values and test conclusions fail to reject the null hypothesis in Table 3.4.10, signifying
the data distribution is potentially normal for each situation. This observation falls in line
with the kurtosis’s expectations and skewness values calculated in Tables 3.4.5 through
3.4.8. The normality of the vibration data would also fall in line with the expectation from
Mechefske [77].
Table 3.4.9: Anderson-Darling Test: Conclusions/p-Values
Loading Case Baseline
Initial-stage
Middle-stage
Late-stage
damage state
damage state
damage state
0 mm
1/0.005
1/0.005
1/0.005
1/0.005
20 mm
1/0.005
1/0.005
1/0.005
1/0.005
40 mm
1/0.005
1/0.005
1/0.005
1/0.005

Loading Case
0 mm
20 mm
40 mm

Table 3.4.10:t-test: Conclusions/p-values
Baseline
Initial-stage
Middle-stage
damage state
damage state
0/0.9783
0/0.9880
0/0.9751
0/0.9942
0/0.9686
0/0.8948
0/0.9989
0/0.9253
0/0.9239

Late-stage
damage state
0/0.9261
0/0.9389
0/0.9175

The last statistical test considered was Levene’s variance test in each damage case. For
each misalignment case, there is a cross-comparison using Levene’s test between each
misalignment case. Table 3.4.11, Table 3.4.12, Table 3.4.13, and Table 3.4.14 show the pvalues for each equipment’s damaged state and the subsequent cross-comparison
misalignment cases. In each misalignment cross-comparison case, the tests rejected the null
hypothesis with a 95% confidence interval, meaning the variance was statistically
significant between each loading state for each damage state. Subsequently, the second
iteration of Levene’s Test was conducted looking at the variance between the different
damage states at different misalignment states. Table 3.4.15, Table 3.4.16, and Table
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3.4.17 show the p-values cross-comparison between the different damage progression of
particular misalignment stages. In each case, the null hypothesis was rejected again with a
95% confidence interval, signifying that the variance was separable between the damage
states, regardless of the misalignment case.
Table 3.4.11: Baseline Levene’s variance test: p-values
Loading Case
0 mm
20 mm
40 mm
0 mm
0
0.003
20 mm
0.005
40 mm
Table 3.4.12: Initial-stage damage state Levene's variance test: p-values
Loading Case
0 mm
20 mm
40 mm
0 mm
0
0
20 mm
0
40 mm
Table 3.4.13: Middle-stage damage state Levene's variance test: p-values
Loading Case
0 mm
20 mm
40 mm
0 mm
0
0
20 mm
0
40 mm
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Table 3.4.14: Late-stage damage state Levene's variance test: p-values
Loading Case
0 mm
20 mm
40 mm
0 mm
0
0
20 mm
0
40 mm

Stage
Baseline

Table 3.4.15: p-values Levene’s variance test for the 0 mm case
Baseline
Initial
Middle
Late
0.01
0.02
0

Initial
Middle
Late

0

0
0

Table 3.4.16: p-values Levene’s variance test for the 20 mm case
Stage
Baseline
Initial
Middle
Late
Baseline
0
0
0
Initial
0.03
0
Middle
0
Late
Table 3.4.17: p-values Levene’s variance test for the 40 mm case
Stage
Baseline
Initial
Middle
Late
Baseline
0
0
0
Initial
0.01
0
Middle
0
Late
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Based on the statistical analysis findings, there is statistically significant damage in the
system as damage increases on the bearing. The damage falls in line with reports from
Mechefske that state as the increase in damage occurs, the variance of the data will increase
[77]. Figure 3.4.9 shows the variance in data for each damage state as the misalignment
increases, termed the loading case in this graph. Figure 3.4.10 shows the variance in data
for each damage state as the misalignment increases, termed the loading case in this graph.
Error bars are placed for each misalignment case based on a 95% confidence interval.
These values were not proven statistically significant in the hypothesis testing phase;
however, there is a general increase over time for the maximum misalignment case.
However, even as these trends occur, there are still anomalies within the data. The first
anomaly is that the kurtosis variable's increase does not appear in the data as expected from

Figure 3.4.9: Average bearing variances from Table 3.4.5, Table 3.4.6, Table 3.4.7, and
Table 3.4.8
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prior research. The second anomaly is the rejection of the hypothesis testing for the
Anderson-Darling test hypothesis versus the t-test analysis hypothesis’s acceptance. Based
on the Anderson-Darling test's conclusions, the t-test conclusions may be considered
invalid because one of the underlying conditions for the t-test is the assumption of
normality. However, based on the kurtosis and skewness data, the data is considered
normal, leading to a potential error in the Anderson-Darling test.

Figure 3.4.10: Average bearing RMS from Table 3.4.5, Table 3.4.6, Table 3.4.7, and
Table 3.4.8

3.4.3 Algorithmic Analysis
Based on the statistical and frequency data analysis, two features are chosen to
determine the data’s damage state: RMS and the variance. Only the data from the maximum
misalignment case is chosen to reduce the amount of potential error by using differing
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misalignment. These features are created based on aggregating every 100 points of the data
and are subsequently used in an SVM classifier and RF regression. The configuration for
the SVM and RF regression are described in detail for re-creation. The kernel chosen for
the SVM is a Gaussian type, based on the kurtosis and skewness values in Table 3.4.5,
Table 3.4.6, Table 3.4.7, and Table 3.4.8. The stopping criterion is kept at 0.0001 to prevent
an increase in run time for the classifier. For the RF regression, the number of estimators
is set at 100. The estimator number is a standard number for initial training to prevent an
exponential increase in the training time. As an initial starting point, this is kept relatively
low, which also, therefore, reduces the risk of overfitting the data. In future applications,
each algorithm's hyperparameters are optimizable to assess the best configuration
regarding training time and accuracy. A 5-fold cross-validation was used to check the
accuracy of the data. The cross-validation offers a less biased assessment of the data than
other metrics. A confusion matrix is generated for both configurations also.
Table 3.4.18 contains each cross-validation model’s accuracy for a 60% training and
test split and an 80% training and test split. The algorithm performed very poorly, based
on the accuracy values. Figure 3.4.11 shows the average confusion chart over the different
models created in the cross-validation. The confusion chart provides a better representation
of where the errors in the algorithm occurred. Class 1 represented the baseline and
accurately predicted 88% of the time. Class 2 through 4 were the different damage cases.
Class 2, the initial-stage damage state, was predicted accurately 66% of the time. Class 3,
the middle-stage damage state, was predicted accurately only 16% of the time. Class 4, the
late-stage damage state, was predicted accurately 61% of the time. The middle-stage
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damage state represents the largest area of misclassification. This misclassification could
be due to the similarity between the initial- and late-stage damage state. The reason for the
potential skewing of the damage towards the initial-stage damage state may come from the
closer relation to the 10% damage state than the 100% damage state. Another observation
of the matrix is, in a diagnostic sense of damaged versus undamaged data, the accuracy is
improved to 98%. The separation of these classes is denoted by the addition of the black
lines in Figure 3.4.11, showing the different potential classes.
Table 3.4.18: SVM classifier accuracy using k-fold cross-validation
Test-Train Classifier 1 Classifier 2 Classifier 3 Classifier 4 Classifier 5
Split
60%
0.53
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.53
80%
0.53
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.53

Figure 3.4.11: Average confusion chart for the SVM classifier
Table 3.4.19 displays the k-fold cross-validation for the training data split percentage
and listing each trained model’s accuracy for the RF regression. There was a drop in
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accuracy by changing the model from an SVM to an RF. The accuracy did not rise above
50% for any of the trained models. Even changing the model configuration to the standard
configuration given by sklearn did not improve the accuracy overall. Figure 3.4.12 shows
the confusion chart for the average RF regression cross-validation with each value
corresponding to the number of correct labels in each class. In this configuration, the
middle-stage damage state is better represented than it was for the SVM. Each class had a
specific range in which the predicted regression value appeared in one of these ranges. The
different classes were:
•

Class 1: 0 ≤ 𝑥 < 0.5

•

Class 2: 0.5 ≤ 𝑥 < 1.5

•

Class 3: 1.5 ≤ 𝑥 < 2.5

•

Class 4: 2.5 ≤ 𝑥

Based on these class configurations, the confusion chart for the RF regression was
calculated. The largest misclassification came from the middle-stage damage state, which
was misclassified as initial-state damage than late-stage damage. The reason for this
considerable misclassification could be the result of the overfitting of the data. A possible
method to fix this problem is to increase the number of estimators and to increase the
number of values assigned to each estimator in the learning process. These classes are
subjective based on the extent of damage to the bearing in Table 3.3.8. However, the size
of damage was expected to be separable enough based on Lessmeier et al., who used
similar sizes [78]. Another observation from the matrix is that the accuracy is 98 % when
assessing the data in a diagnostic sense of damaged versus undamaged data, similar to
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Figure 3.4.11. The separation of these classes is denoted by the addition of the black lines,
showing the different potential classes in Figure 3.4.12.
Table 3.4.19: RF regression accuracy using k-fold cross-validation
Test-Train Classifier 1 Classifier 2 Classifier 3 Classifier 4 Classifier 5
Split
60%
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.39
80%
0.42
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40

Figure 3.4.12: Average confusion chart for the RF regression
3.5 Test Case Summary and Lessons Learned
Table 3.5.1 tabulated a synthesis of information generated from the steps of PFailM
and was used to create a test plan shown in a brief overview of Table 3.3.11 and Table
3.3.12 for generating failure data in bearings. Two different effects of failures were chosen
for re-creation: spalling and contamination, due to their subsequent appearance after
numerous failure causes. Only the spalling test data were collected based on the generated
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test plan. A future goal involves the generation of training data from the contamination test
case. From the data analysis, the data viability in future machine learning applications is
questionable. The SVM and RF algorithms' accuracy support that it does not match the
expected failure progression while damage was applied to the system. This data could
potentially determine deviations from an anomalous state but should not be used standalone
for training machine learning applications. Production line data were not obtained with
failure documentation for data or system comparison.
A possible source of error lay with the experimental system design. The first error was
oversimplifying the bearing station design in that key elements were left out, specifically
additional support bearings and dampening elements. The original design concept focused
on making the test repeatable and rapid for quick changeout of test bearings. Upon further
review of bearing test stations, most stations have multiple bearings placed along the shaft
instead of just having one [61,113]. Another element was that the linear table was not
sufficient to hold the position of the bearing under test. The oscillation of the linear table
possibly brought in anomalous conditions with the data as well. In an updated version of
the test rig, a linear motor maintains the misalignment stages instead of the hand crank,
increasing the misalignment positioning's accuracy. In the new test rig, only one bearing is
still subjected to the degradation plan; however, the other bearings' additional sensing
allows the filtration of subsequent degradation events from other elements of the bearing
station. The primary aim is to allow for better isolation of particular failure signals from
testing.
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Another possible deviation factor was the sensor placement. Each component of the
bearing test station should have been instrumented with vibration sensors instead of just
the test components undergoing the degradation plan. The expectation is to instrument each
bearing for the new system rig, as seen in Figure 3.3.10, even those not subjected to the
damage test plan. Another change for the contamination test rig is the inclusion of the
different types of sensors. Acoustic, temperature, and current sensors are labeled in ISO
documentation as viable measurement techniques for condition monitoring (ISO 22096,
ISO 18434, and ISO 10958). These sensors provide a starting point from which additional
sensors can be incorporated as subsequent failure modes are tested. Data from these
different data sources will increase the confidence in measuring the damage of the system.
Currently, vibration-only or motor signature data sets are widely cited in the research
literature [61,74,78]. A comprehensive data set may provide more widespread use with
multiple different data sources to sample.
Based on these lessons learned, the contamination test case was improved:
i.

The bearing test station was improved, and additional bearings were added to
see how the propagation of the damage in one bearing possibly affected
subsequent bearings in the test rig;

ii.

Additional sensors were added to study how the damage appears in other forms
of data and to provide a means of testing sensor fusion with these sensors;

iii.

A method was created for applying automatic damage through re-greasing the
bearing during operation to minimize the potential abnormalities of opening
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the bearing after each test. This method does increase the amount of time the
system is under test but should help achieve a higher quality of data.
Unfortunately, data has not yet been collected from this station despite having the
mechanical configuration completed.
Table 3.5.1: Synthesis of Information from the Purposeful Failure Methodology
Main Step
Substep
Information
Identify Functions and
Failure Modes

Damage Implementation

Equipment Selection
Equipment Functions

Bearings
- Transfer of motion and
forces between
different aspects of the
system

Equipment Failure

-

Fatigue
Corrosion
Wear
Electrical Erosion
Plastic Deformation
Fracture and Cracks

Equipment Failure Effects

-

Spalling
Lubrication
Contamination

Damage Methods

-

Physical Damage:
engraving, drilling
Chemical: abrasive
particles, salt spray
Electrical: Current
passage
Thermal

Implement Damage

-
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Spalling damage with
engraving
Contamination with
abrasive particles

Main Step

Table 3.5.1 (cont.)
Substep

Information

Damage Progression

Damage Metrics

-

Damage Extent

Methods of Gathering Data Measurement Criteria

Select Sensors

-

Three stages of
damage: initial, middle,
late based on
established damage
metrics

-

Covers frequency range
Expected subsequent
damage criteria

-

IFM VSA001
Current Sensor – 50A
coverage
Temperature Sensors –
up to 400 C
Acoustic Sensors – up
to 44800 Hz

-
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Spalling with size
measurement
Contamination with the
measure of the number
of indentations
Contamination with the
measure of the number
of particles in the
system

Main Step

Table 3.5.1 (cont.)
Substep

Experiment Tests

Test Plan

-

Amount of data
Number of repetitions
Different loading cases

Isolate Functions

-

A loaded system under
rotation

Design System

-

Mockup motor with a
linear table to induce
misalignment

Run Experiments
Physical Data Analysis

- Table 3.3.11
- Table 3.3.12
- Frequency analysis:
FFT, Envelope
Analysis

Statistical Data Analysis

-

Data Verification and
Validation

Information

-

Algorithmic Data Analysis

-

Generated Data

Decision

-
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Statistical Trends of
RMS, Variance,
Kurtosis, Skewness
Statistical Tests:
Anderson-Darling, ttest, Variance test
Algorithms: Random
Forest, SVM
k-fold cross-validation
and confusion matrix
Does not pass the
validation

The conclusions from Section 3 as a whole are:
i.

The PFailM method described in Chapter 2 was applied to a bearing system to
characterized failure patterns over a range of sensing modalities applied to
known typical failure mechanisms;

ii.

Based on PFailM, a bearing spalling test plan identified how the bearing was to
be damaged, where the bearing damage would occur, and how the bearing
damage changed over time;

iii.

Based on the quality of data from the bearing spalling test case, several lessons
learned were established, and subsequently, a new test plan was created to test
the effects of bearing lubrication contamination;

iv.

As part of creating this test plan, a metric was established for assessing damage
over time. More sensors were added to increase the amount of data flowing off
the test rig, and a new test rig was created to minimize abnormalities in the data.

Chapter 4 extends the lessons learned through bearing testing to explore the application
to a more complex system. This application also serves as additional validation of the
PFailM approach.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ROBOT TEST CASE
4.1 Chapter Purpose
Chapter 4 provides another test case to address RO2 and RO3, as highlighted in yellow
in Table 4.1.1, using robots to test the Purposeful Failure Methodology from RO1. Through
Section 4, an answer is still being sought for RQ1, as stated in Table 4.1.1. The primary
motivation behind using robots is to demonstrate the methodology's potential applicability
to more complex manufacturing equipment. One item to note is that this use case
demonstrates the methodology on only one type of robot. While elements may apply to
other types of robots, the application in Section 4 is intended for the UR 10. Section 4.2
provides short reasoning behind using the robot test case to test PFailM. Section 4.3 details
the generation of information by going through PFailM to create a test plan for inducing
damage and generating training data. Section 4.4 reviews the data generated from the
created test plan using a similar validation protocol as the previous one applied to the
bearing test case. Section 4.5 contains a section of conclusions and lessons learned from
this chapter.
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Table 4.1.1: Highlighted sections of this chapter as they relate to the scope of work
RG1: Increase training data for
manufacturing

RG2: Verify the data set represents the expected
manufacturing equipment failure modes

RQ1: Can the application of purposeful damage to a manufacturing system generate
training data that accurately represent corresponding defects and failures compared
with current state-of-the-art methods such as run-to-failure testing?
RO1: Design a
methodology for inducing
damage

RO2: Generate a training
data set using the
methodology

RO3: Validate the data
set generated in RO2

RO1.T1: Synthesize
literature and identify steps

RO.T1: Generate
training data using the
methodology

RO.T1: Comparison of
independent observations

RO1.T2: Formalize steps of
the methodology

RO.T2: Assess the
accuracy of the dataset

RO.T2: Assess the
accuracy of the algorithm

4.2 Test Case Reasoning
The introduction of robotic usage for manufacturing happened in the 1970s during the
Industry 3.0 boom [187]. In automotive manufacturing, the first robot use was in the 1960s
at General Motors (GM) for spot welding, freeing humans from dangerous tasks. Robots
could complete these tasks at a higher accuracy rate, with no risk to the human operator
overseeing the process. Besides freeing humans from dangerous tasks and increasing
process accuracy, Saveriano et al. list several observations from the incorporation of robots
in the manufacturing industry [188]. First, there was the initial aspect of increased
productivity from the introduction of robots. The second is the flexibility of tasks after
programming that the robot can perform. There is also precision associated with robots
accomplishing specific tasks within a certain tolerance level every time. These benefits
helped justify the investment in robots for manufacturing.
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These benefits, though, bring forth new challenges as the configurations and
applications of robots change over time. For example, one challenge is the adaptive control
of robots. While precise in repeated tasks over time, robots could not adapt to new scenarios
unless provided for their programming. An example of the configuration is programming
the control of the robot end-effector [189]. Unlike humans, a robot does not understand the
amount of force required to grip an object unless explicitly coded and accounted for in the
robot programming. This aspect is compounded as more different parts or configurations
appear in the robot workspace. A human can adapt based on prior learning of picking up
objects and real-time feedback of touch sensing. Initially, robots were only able to learn
based on what was in the programming.
To solve this challenge, robot manufacturers and researchers devised new teaching
methods to adapt their gripping strength. One example of robots learning to adapt their grip
strength is using force-torque sensing [34,190]. Force-torque sensing provides feedback on
the linear and rotational forces acting on the sensor. When connected to the robot’s endeffector, these sensors could detail the amount of force used to grip an object. Using this
feedback, the robot can effectively control the amount of force used to grip and move the
object. This algorithmic adaptive control allows the robot operation to accept more
variation in the parts that enter the workspace.
Another challenge is the incorporation of robots into shared spaces with humans.
Initially, robots were separated from humans to prevent worker injury during the initial
adoption. Green et al. divide human-robot interaction into three categories [191]:
1. Robots used as tools to complete physical tasks
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2. Robots used as guides and assistants
3. Robots used to mimic the behavior of humans
Based on these different categories, they review the application of augmented reality in
teaching the robots through a visual, audio, and environmental channel [191]. These three
channels are similar to the manner how humans learn, according to Davis, through using
vision, aural, haptic, and kinesthetic learning [192]. Another aspect is safety within the
robot environment reviewed by Robla-Gomez et al. [193]. Safety is redefined due to the
incorporation of robots within the robot environment. Different technologies are proposed
to help ensure worker safety, such as using visual systems and applying sensor skins.
To speed up robot adoption in manufacturing, researchers and industry experts are
integrating more robust robot control. Mobile robots, termed autonomous ground vehicles
(AGVs), are examples of different control applications to make them more adaptable and
dependable for manufacturing integration. Initially, mobile robots were constrained to
guidance by following some objects along the ground [194]. The lines would comprise
either laser, painted, magnetic, or barcodes laid against the manufacturing floor for the
robot to follow. In turn, the robot would move in a known and circuitous route as it
completes this operation. As with previous robot applications, this guidance delivers a high
level of precision but low adaptability to other applications.
The incorporation of using vision systems in AGVs helped provide adaptation and keep
precision. The idea of using vision systems in AGVs is not necessarily new [195]; simply,
the hardware and software were not there to provide the full integration. However, with
lower sensor and computational costs, it is easier to integrate this hardware into AGVs.
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The problem now stems primarily from the control logic side. Researchers have created
different control methods to utilize this hardware for more robust control [196–198].
Alatise et al. combined IMU and vision data to perform pose estimation of AGVs [196].
Both types of data were used to perform object and position recognition before adjusting
the perceived objects’ path. The robot was able to adapt its path to these objects or prevent
a collision. Other methods involve the training neural networks for target-guided AGVs
[197]. Other applications consider the optimization of a fleet of autonomous vehicles
sharing a swarm mentality [198]. Based on the current position and destination of a robot,
the control algorithm generates a trajectory. This trajectory changes based on the
configuration of other robot trajectories in the swarm to prevent collisions.
This new hardware helps provide new control methods for robots and provides different
system health feedback methods [72,110,199–210]. In each application, the type, rate, and
collection of data will change, however several data sources remain constant across each
paper: vibration [203,206,209], electrical [72,110], and torque data [72,199,204]. Another
form of data not previously introduced is joint kinematic data for measuring the increase
in degradation [201,207,210]. The measurement comes from the introduction of joint
rotary encoders, vision systems, or external positional sensors. The leveraging of this
hardware provides an existing basis for the integration of predictive maintenance
algorithms.
However, even with improvements in industrial robots and collaborative robots
(cobots), there is still the risk of unexpected downtime. With the advancement of humanrobot calibration, new failure modes exist in manufacturing processes regarding potential
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collisions between humans and robots. Figure 4.2.1 shows a lightweight UR10 model
cobot from Universal Robots (UR), a six-axis six joint robot. The UR10 represents the type
of robot used in human-robot configurations and testbed applications [208]. The top three
joints (Wrist 1, Wrist 2, Wrist 3) represent the robot manipulator’s adjustment factor, while
the bottom three joints (Base, Shoulder, and Elbow) represent the arm portion. These joints
configure the position of the robot depending on the application and starting and destination
positions. For our tests on system damage in manufacturing equipment, the UR10
represents the system architecture, which will be carefully and purposefully damaged to

Figure 4.2.1: UR 10 Robot Locations and Joint Names
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explore accelerated learning for identification approaches. The test plan for implementing
damage on the equipment is further discussed in Section 4.2.
Figure 4.2.2 shows the robot joint representation in terms of cartesian reference frames
and how each frame is related to each other using Denavit-Hartenberg parameters for the
UR10. The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters use four different parameters to attach and
relate the robot links to one another in terms of spatial linkage [211]. Table 4.2.1 contains
the corresponding parameters for translating and rotating between reference frames. θ
refers to the angle about the previous z-axis, the length a refers to the translational along
the common normal axis (i.e., the axis that stays consistent between reference frames), d
refers to the offset along the previous z-axis to the common normal axis, and α is the angle
about the common normal axis that relates the new z-axis to the old z-axis. For example,
the z0 and x0 axes refer to the world reference frame (WRF), where the physical footprint
of the robot is located. Joint 1 refers to the base joint reference frame (BJRF), as shown in
Figure 4.2.1. To relate the WRF to the BJRF using DH parameters, a translation occurs

Figure 4.2.2: Denavit-Hartenberg layout for a UR10
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along the z0-axis from the origin point of the WRF to the origin point of the BJRF, where
the translation distance corresponds to d from Table 4.2.1. A rotation of 90°/ 1.57 radians
occurs about the old x0-axis to finish relating both reference frames. These steps are
repeated until the last joint in the robot is reached (Wrist 3, Joint 6). Table 4.2.2 contains
the technical specifications of the UR10. These technical specifications are factored into
the selection process of robot operations. In addition to the kinematic constraints, UR
makes five different size joints that dictate the maximum allowed torque shown in Table
4.2.3. Table 4.2.4 contains the joint torque limits according to UR for each robot. These
settings are configured and confirmed in the safety panel of the robot.
Table 4.2.1: UR 10 DH parameters [212]
UR 10
Kinematics

θ [rad] a [m]

d [m]

α
[rad]

Dynamics

Mass
[kg]

CoM [m]

Joint 1

0

0

0.127

π/2

Link 1

7.1

[0.021,0,0.027]

Joint 2

0

0.612

0

0

Link 2

12.7

[0.38,0,0.158]

Joint 3

0

0.572

0

0

Link 3

4.3

[0.24,0,0.068]

Joint 4

0

0

0.164

π/2

Link 4

2

[0.0,0.007,0.018]

Joint 5

0

0

0.116

-π/2

Link 5

2

[0.0,0.007,0.018]

Joint 6

0

0

0.092

0

Link 6

0.36

[0.0,0.0, -0.026]
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Table 4.2.2: UR 10 Technical Specifications [213]
Technical Specifications – UR10
Weight
28.9 Kg
Payload
10 kg
Reach
1300 mm
Joint Ranges
+/- 360
Speed
Base, shoulder: 120°/s, Elbow, Wrist 1,
Wrist 2, Wrist 3: 180°/s
Repeatability
+/- 0.1 mm
Footprint
190 mm
Degrees of Freedom
6 Rotating Joints
Calculated Operating Life
35,000 hours
Temperature
0 – 50° C
Universal robots are programmed using a teach pendant, an input device that translates
physical commands into machine code for the robot to execute. Another method of
controlling the robot is through programming using the robot operating system (ROS).
ROS is a set of open-source, user-developed software packages for simulating and
configuring robots [214]. ROS’s goal is to provide a flexible framework for writing robot
software to simplify this task across robotic platforms. Inherently the development of robot
software is complex as the programmer must account for multiple variations the robot may
experience on a day-day basis. Other researchers can interact with each other through the
ROS framework and share knowledge with these software packages. For example, a
specialized computer vision person can share a computer vision library with a robot
programmer with a robot path planning library. Sharing these libraries creates a functional
robot program that can detect objects and plan paths around these objects. This system is
not strict to one type of robot, e.g., ROS packages exist for the control of KUKA, Puma,
and FANUC robots, in addition to UR.
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Table 4.2.3: Max torque for each joint size [215]
Joint Size
Torque
Size 0
12 Nm
Size 1
28 Nm
Size 2
56 Nm
Size 3
150 Nm
Size 4
330 Nm
Table 4.2.4: Maximum Joint Torques according to UR [215]
Joint Name
Joint Torque Joint Torque Joint Torque Joint Torque
Limit UR3
Limit UR5
Limit UR10 Limit UR16
Wrist 3
Wrist 2
Wrist 1
Elbow
Shoulder
Base

12 Nm
12 Nm
12 Nm
28 Nm
56 Nm
56 Nm

28 Nm
28 Nm
28 Nm
56 Nm
56 Nm
56 Nm

56 Nm
56 Nm
56 Nm
150 Nm
330 Nm
330 Nm

56 Nm
56 Nm
56 Nm
150 Nm
330 Nm
330 Nm

4.3 Test Plan
Each subsection of this section contains reasoning behind the generated information of
the Purposeful Failure Methodology’s different steps as described in Chapter 2. Section
4.3.1 details the identification of the different robot functions and subsequent failure causes
and effects. Section 4.3.2 details the process of selecting a method for inducing damage on
the equipment. Section 4.3.3 details the metrics to measure the data over time. Section 4.3.4
details the method of gathering data, and Section 4.3.5 details the creation of the test plan.
Section 4.3.6 details the methods used for data verification and validation.
4.3.1 Step 1: Robot Functions and Failures
The main subsystems for a robot are the joints and links. The joints control the robot’s
motion while the links connect and support. Figure 4.3.1 shows the main drive components
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in a UR joint regarding the gearbox and motor used (UR3, UR5, UR16 use a variation of
these parts). The gearbox in a UR10 reduces the speed while increasing the speed. A
harmonic drive is used instead of serial or planetary gearboxes, as these are too heavy for
a lightweight application. The UR10 joints are driven by a KBM series AC brushless
motor, which uses the joint as a housing unit for the motor's stator and rotor [216]. Two
encoders help control the robot's motion. One encoder is placed on the joint's reducing end
to monitor the joint's position, and another encoder is placed before the motor to control
the joint speed. The robot joint's bearings help transfer the load, control friction, and enable
high rotational speeds while reducing noise, heat energy consumption, and wear.
[216,217]

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3.1: Main drive components of a UR joint: (a) is a harmonic gear
drive from [193], and (b) is an AC brushless motor from [194]
For the identification of failure modes, two sources of information were considered.
The first source was a master’s thesis written by Scriboni, who conducted a Failure Modes,
Effects, and Causes and Fault Tree Analysis of the UR robot [200]. The second source of
failure documentation comes from the UR service manuals, which provide knowledge on
repairing parts of the robot and the different error codes [218]. There are approximately
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480 different error codes related to software problems to common errors in the service
manual. Scriboni breaks down UR failures into five main areas, as shown in Figure 4.3.2,
which corresponds to the breakdown of the error codes. Some areas are initially eliminated
from consideration. The first area is the control unit area. The primary control unit faults
are related to software or improper wiring during manufacturing. These faults are possible
in the production environment but have a small risk priority number associated with
production. Another area not considered was failures related to power units. The power
fluctuations would occur at the startup of the robot after a shutdown. Typically, power
surges are the source of other problems in the manufacturing environment, such as
improper wiring or grounding [219]. The number of potential failure areas is reduced to
the joint, link, and external factors.

Figure 4.3.2: Robot failures by area
The external factors failure area was discounted. An external factor was considered an
accident occurring related to human intervention, such as a collision. Ideally, in a robot
workspace, the system prevents these failures from occurring by detecting obstacles in the
robot path or is isolated from human interaction and environmental obstacles. Link and
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joint failures provide the most likely and numerous types of failure modes during
production. In the re-creation of damage, there are different aspects to focus on for either
application. Scriboni states that joint failure will come from one of the different robot joint
components [200]. For robot links in general, the primary failures are related to robot
movement control components, mechanical breakage, and wiring issues. An example of a
robot movement control component is a transmission belt, which helps provide motion but
not control like a joint. These failures are corroborated furthermore with the error codes in
the service manual [218]. Components like transmission belts are not found in URs because
the complete movement is encapsulated in the joints. Due to the nature of these failures not
naturally occurring in production, they were not considered viable failure modes for testing
in the application.
Hence, the joints were only considered for different failure modes. Bearings,
gearboxes, motors, and encoders have well-understood failure modes as distinct
components. Scriboni provides a comprehensive breakdown of the different failure modes
for each component [200]. Bearings were earlier investigated in this thesis, and different
methods to induce damage for these components. These failure modes are still applicable
here, encapsulated in the system. From Scriboni, there are approximately 95 different
unique failure modes related to the joints. The top 3 failure modes over each component,
based on the risk priority number is:
i.

Winding shortage turn-to-turn (Electric Motor)

ii.

Winding shortage phase-to-phase (Electric Motor)

iii.

Insulation failure (Electric Motor)
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iv.

Rim crack (Harmonic Drive)

v.

Cracks on the rear cross-section of the flex spline of the harmonic drive
(Harmonic Drive)

vi.

Cup Diaphragm failure (Harmonic Drive)

vii.

Seal failure (Encoder)

viii.

Misalignment of internal component (Encoder)

ix.

Interference (Encoder)

x.

Adhesive Wear (Bearings)

xi.

Abrasive Wear (Bearings)

xii.

Plastic Deformation (Bearings)

Scriboni makes a note of this and lays out the different configurations of each
component [200]. The literature synthesis described that the primary failure modes involve
the gear teeth' stress distribution on the motor's gears [220–225]. Any deviation from the
expectation of the stress distribution leads to the eventual wear or chipping of gears. Motors
have well-defined failure modes [78,149,225,226]. These faults primarily point to bearings
as the components that typically fail inside electric motors. These failures are caused by
contamination, wear, or overheating. Further failure causes are identified by [225,227] by
the rotor bar, external conditions, stator winding, and shaft coupling. Even with the
introduction of these other failure modes, bearings still encompass the largest portion of
failure modes at 50%, according to ABB [227]. In terms of encoder damage, the most
prevalent failure modes are associated with electrical output and bearing failure [200]. Of
these failable components in the joint, bearings are chosen due to the system’s number of
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bearings and the breadth of failure modes associated with bearings. If a bearing fails in any
of the components, then the robot arm fails to actuate.
The cause of these joint failures eventually leads to degradation in the control of the
robot joints over time. A review of the failure effects in robots from a robot soccer world
cup corroborated this reasoning, citing the major symptoms (effects) of failure were
immobility, unpredictable behavior, and reduced controllability of the robots [228]. These
effects were linked to failure causes, such as the faults with bearings and gears in each
robot. The same reasoning for the failure effects applies to industrial robots' components.
Bittencourt et al. modeled and diagnosed the accumulation of robot wear by corresponding
it to the robot's frictional torque over time [229]. If the joint cannot handle the frictional
torque combined with the expected torque, there are variations in the robot’s speed and
positioning. The robot’s speed and positioning variations lead to poor process quality and
the possible occurrence of product defects. Weiss et al. developed a sensor to monitor these
variations over time by assessing the robot end-effector as it moves through space [230].
Subsequently, the variations of the robot kinematics are the indicators of potential fault to
some extent. For example, the primary effect of bearing failures as described in Section
3.3.1 and 3.3.2 is the gradual erosion of bearing material on the surfaces due to failure
causes related to fatigue and contamination. A robot bearing is also susceptible to these
effects from similar causes, although the probability of the different failure causes may
change. A new effect is added as the general degradation of bearings will lead to the lack
of control of a robot joint and inaccurate process variations. Similar occurrences can
happen for the gearboxes, the motor, and encoders encapsulated in the joint.
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From the first part of Step 1 of PFailM, the robot's different functions and drive
components are briefly explained. The second part of Step 1 involves compiling the
information and identifying different failure modes of the equipment. The causes of the
robot damage are linked to each joint's components, with the most common cause of failure
listed as the bearings. Due to the degradation of these joint components, the most prominent
failure effect is the unreliable robot control over time. These failure effects and causes are
considered when re-creating robot damage and choosing to implement that damage.
4.3.2 Step 2: Robot Damage Implementation
As explored in prior literature, the most prominent failure effect is the reduced
controllability of robot joints and movements over time. Different methods have been
proposed in simulating this uncontrollable failure effect over time. The first factor is that
this failure mode is documented in prior robot literature [72,110,204]. Yuan et al. placed a
joint limiter on a robot, leading to the over-draw of current in robot arms [110]. Using the
robot’s current and expected configuration, they measured each joint's power efficiency
and measured the backlash from this. Bittencourt et al. and Yang et al. monitored robots
with known defects relating to the robot's loading issues in a similar case [72,204].
Bittencourt et al. monitored a single joint as it completed its motion and looked at the
friction variation in the healthy and faulty state. Yang et al. assessed a ball screw and
noticed increases in torque and load as the component began to fail. From the data, the
variation in robot operation was differentiable between the healthy and faulty states.
Another factor is that overloading is an attributable cause of failure in each component,
not only bearings. From overloading, bearings can damage fatigue, wear, and plastic
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deformation [65]. As for gearboxes experience overloading, the excessive load can cause
early wear out of gear teeth through chipping [169]. In a survey of motors in industry,
Thorsen et al. found that overloading was the highest cited cause of motor failure [231].
Encoder bearings can fail if they are subject to higher than expected loads [232].
The final factor is the number of references in the service manual related to the end
effector’s loading element [218]. For the UR robot, the end effector is configured as the
tool center position (TCP). The robot controls monitor the speed, position, and torque
output of the robot. For that to work, the robot is aware of the different limitations and
specifications it must operate. However, the end effector does not have constant
specifications. It will change based on the tool used. Depending on the gripper
configuration, the orientation, the position, and the mass will change. Each of these
elements has then a direct effect on the control of the robot. If not correctly accounted for,
then the robot cannot correctly control itself. While an error may not appear immediately,
it can build over time until the eventual breakdown of one of the joints. Out of a possible
480 error codes, 30 different error codes refer to an incorrect TCP configuration's possible
effect in the end-effector as a possible source of error. Figure 4.3.3 shows the lockup of a
robot joint due to the overloading of a robot end-effector. The lockup prevents the robot
from starting up. It even prevents the mechanical lock from disengaging, as seen in Figure
4.3.3 in the blue circle.
To simulate damage in this experiment, mass weights were hung on the end-effector to
simulate an increase in load on the robot without configuring the robot’s TCP configuration
in the control panel. The incorrect configuration leads to a direct controllability issue for
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Figure 4.3.3: Robot Joint Manual Brake Release on Shoulder Joint shown in blue
the robot. Without the correct mass configured in the robot controller, the proper torque is
not allocated for each robot joint. As an example, a simulation is generated in MATLAB
2019. The UR10 robot is used for the simulation robot. There is a coordinate axis for each
joint that shows the reference frame concerning the entire structure. The system coordinate
axes then correspond to the different labels of the graph. Figure 4.3.4 shows the starting
and ending positions of the robot. During the movement, the joint position and velocities
change at a consistent rate. In this simulation, the base and writs joints stay fixed. The
elbow and shoulder positions change at a speed of 0.01 radians/s. The elbow and shoulder
joints change from 0 radians to -1.57 radians.
The end-effector mass was changed for the simulations to see if the mass change would
affect each robot joint’s torque outputs. A baseline mass of 0 kg was considered first. The
end-effector mass was changed to 1 kg and 10 kg. A torque value was taken for every step
position between the starting and ending positions shown in Figure 4.3.4. Figure 4.3.5
shows the different torque curves for each joint as the position changes. Each line
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corresponds to a different mass load on the end effector. There was a clear difference
between 0 kg and 1 kg in each joint except for the Wrist 3 configuration. For the 10 kg,
there was a measurable and separable difference in each joint. For Wrist 3, there was some
form of weird variation. Based on these measured deviations, it is possible to measure the
overloaded mass on the end-effector and see each joint’s effect. However, while this works
in simulation, there are still aspects of the system not tested. For example, one of the failure

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.3.4: (a) Starting and (b) ending position of the robot
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modes related to the deviation in TCP configuration is the build-up of heat in the robot
joints. A limitation of this simulation is that it does not accurately consider the difference
in kinematic, electrical, or thermal data. From the robot's service manual, as degradation
of the joints occurs, there are thermal and electrical warnings put in place. This simple
simulation does not consider these effects in the selection of this damage method. However,
based on prior literature, these effects should become apparent as damage is applied to the
robot [110,204,205,230].
Considering these limitations, placing a weight on the robot’s end-effector constitutes
a measurable deviation in the torque based on the response seen in Figure 4.3.5. The mass
change on the robot end-effector appears to affect the shoulder and torque components the
most based on the variation seen in Figure 4.3.5. The simulation solidifies the damage
implementation selection of inducing damage by hanging weights on the robot end-

Figure 4.3.5: Torque graph for robot simulation
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effector. Other reasons for selecting mass weights were considered. Each one represents a
known weight acting on the robot, and multiple iterations are testable using different
weights. A limited simulation was conducted to prove a measurable difference in the
robot's dynamic response, although the kinematic, thermal, and electrical configurations
were not considered. In Section 4.3.3, the damage metric and extent of the damage are
defined based on the robot limitations
4.3.3 Step 3: Robot Damage Progression
Step 3 details the manner in assessing damage between different experiments. For the
bearing spalling test case and bearing contamination test case, the damage was assessed by
the percentage of the surface area damaged, the number of indentations per unit surface
area, and the number of particles inside the bearing. For the overloading case in the UR10,
the metric chosen for measuring damage is the mass variation on the end-effector. This
mass variation should correspond to the electrical, thermal, kinematic, and dynamic data
variations. The metric is chosen because it is controllable and causes a noticeable effect for
the robot, as demonstrated in Section 4.3.2.
The maximum tested mass on the end-effector was 1 kg to mitigate permanent damage
to the robot. Based on the UR10 technical manual, the robot controller can tell the
difference between 0.01 kg [213]. Additionally, the positioning of the robot end-effector
tool center of gravity is accurate within 10 mm. The positioning of the mass on the robot
end-effector will also cause a deviation in mass. Figure 4.3.6 displays the payload mass as
the distance between the center of mass and tool point center of the end-effector in the
home configuration shown in Figure 4.2.1. As the tool center of gravity moves away from
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the initial tool center position, the payload decreases even before the robot begins its
operation. This relationship was factored into selecting the upper limit of 1 kg. The
maximum payload of the robot is 10 kg. However, as the robot moves further away from
the home configuration, the maximum allowable mass on the end-effector decreases to 4
kg. 1 kg represents 25% of this 4 kg at the full extent of the robot (800mm according to the
graph).
Table 4.3.2 shows the extent of damage used for this test. Weights in increments of 0.2
kg were added to the mass end-effector to simulate the deviation. 0.2 kg increments were
used to exacerbate the response seen in the data. 0.2 kg is feasible to judge by the weight
change of the UR10 when it handles parts and gives a lower likelihood of permanent
damage to the UR10 by using the smaller weights. This payload is well within the range of
the maximum possible load of the end-effector. The weight accounts for the maximum
possible speed motion the UR10 may encounter (120°/s). If these weights do not provide

Figure 4.3.6: Payload versus center of mass in the home configuration
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a measurable occurrence in the data, the upper mass limit will increase and incorporate an
offset center of mass to increase the payload without increasing the actual mass values.
Currently, the mass block center of gravity is kept at 0 mm in the TCP configuration. The
programmed mass in the TCP settings of the robot is also kept at 0 kg. The robot will think
it is operating with no load but will have some load on the end-effector. This difference
should be indicative of potential damage over time as the bearings and joints are
overloaded.
Table 4.3.1. Extent of damage experiments and number of tests
Experiments
Tests
Additional Mass
Location
B

5

0 kg

Wrist 6

1

5

0.2 kg

Wrist 6

2

5

0.4 kg

Wrist 6

3

5

0.6 kg

Wrist 6

4

5

0.8 kg

Wrist 6

5

5

1.0 kg

Wrist 6

4.3.4 Step 4: Methods of Gathering Data
For the UR10 robot, sensors are embedded into the robot structure, comprising
electrical, temperature, and kinematic information about the joints. The sensors collect data
at a rate of 250 Hz as prescribed by the ROS architecture. For some of the electrical and
kinematic data, there are two different types of data. The first type of data is the target
values. The target values are the expected values of the robot based on the path calculated
by the controller. The actual values are what is measured by the robot at that timestep. For
our first series of experiments, nine different data streams were collected from the sensors
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and encoders. A further six variables are computed based on the preceding nine variables.
Table 4.3.2 lists the different data variables gathered. Variables that are computed have the
tag “- computed” next to their variable name.
At each time step, the joint torque and force are computed using the inverse and forward
dynamic equations 11 and 12. Equation 11 is the inverse dynamic equation to calculate the
torque 𝜏𝑖 at joint i. Variable 𝑚𝑖𝑗 refers to the mass matrix component and references the
moment about joint i concerning joint j and the angular association about joint j, 𝜃𝑗̈ the
angular acceleration for joint j, and n for the number of joints. The second portion accounts
for the Coriolis effect on the torque, 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑘 and the angular velocities about joint j and k, 𝜃𝑗̇ 𝜃̇𝑘 .
The last portion is the gravitational torque dependent on the position and velocity of each
component, 𝑔(𝜃).
Equation 12 is the forward dynamics to derive the acceleration value to derive the angular
acceleration for Equation 11. Fi,i-1 refers to the force acting at one joint between robot links
i and i-1. Fi,i+1 refers to the force acting on the joint between links i and i+1. mi is the mass
of the link, and g is the gravity constant. 𝑥𝑖̈ refers to the acceleration at the center of the
link. Equation 13 calculates the MTC based on the torque from Equation 11 and the current
at that joint, 𝑖𝑎,𝑖 . This equation adapts the back electromotive force (EMF) equation from
system dynamics, which calculates the motor’s electrical torque based on the motor torque
constant, Kt,i. Equation 13 is using the mechanical torque of the joint. MTCi serves as a
ratio between the mechanical torque and the current of the joint ia,i.
For preliminary testing of the data in algorithmic use and feature selection, approximately
200,000 samples were chosen across the course of five different damage levels, as shown
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in Table 4.3.1. Extent of damage experiments and number of tests. The number of samples
gathered equates to five tests run at each experiment level. The data were collected via PC
connected directly with the UR10.
Table 4.3.2. Data variables for each joint
Data Type
Units

Sensors
Target Position Sensor

Rotational Position

θ

Target Speed Sensor
Target Acceleration Sensor
Target Current Sensor
Actual MTC - computed
Target Torque – computed

Rotational Velocity
Rotational Acceleration
Current
Torque Constant
Torque

ω
α
A
N*m/A
N*m

Target Force – computed
Actual Position Sensor
Actual Speed Sensor
Actual Current Sensor

Force
Rotational Position
Rotational Velocity
Current

N
Θ
Ω
A

Actual Temperature Sensor
Actual Joint Voltage
Actual MTC - computed
Actual torque – computed
Actual force – computed

Temperature
Voltage
Torque Constant
Torque
Force

°C
V
N*m/A
N*m
N

𝑛

𝑛

𝑛

𝜏𝑖 = ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑗 (𝜃)𝜃𝑗̈ + ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑘 (𝜃)𝜃𝑗̇ 𝜃̇𝑘 + 𝑔(𝜃)
𝑗=1

𝑗=1 𝑘=1

𝐹𝑖,𝑖−1 = 𝐹𝑖,𝑖+1 + 𝑚𝑖 ∗ 𝑔 + 𝑚𝑖 ∗ 𝑥𝑖̈

(10)

(11)

𝜏𝑖 = 𝑀𝑇𝐶,𝑖 𝑖𝑎,𝑖

(12)
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4.3.5 Step 5: Experimental System
Step 5 details the test system and plan for executing damage testing on the equipment.
For this case, no experimental system was designed, as an actual UR10 system was used.
A benefit of testing on the UR10 was the ease of repair should a joint fail, as detailed in
the service manual [218]. Replacement joints were identified in the event early failure
occurred to make adjustments and continue testing. The operation configured would
involve moving all robot joints to a defined end position and then returning all joints to
their original position, similar to the simulation.
The operation entailed starting in the configuration, as shown in Figure 4.3.7 (a). The
robot would receive a start command from a connected offline computer using ROS from
that starting position. The robot path was verified before experimentation using ROS to
simulate the robot controller. The robot would move to a configuration, similarly shown in
Figure 4.3.7 (b). After reaching this position, the robot returns to the configuration in
Figure 4.3.7 (a). This way, the robot automatically resets itself for the next test. The robot
will continue to move until it finishes the number of programmed tests. The weights on the

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.3.7: (a) shows the starting position of the operation, (b) shows the final probe
position of the operation.
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end effector are mass blocks instead of an actual end-effector to provide precise
measurement of the weight and reduce the center of gravity variation. They were placed
flush to the end-effector to minimize additional torque due to mass deflection. No further
modifications were required before testing since the robot's embedded sensing hardware
was used instead of external sensors. Table 4.3.3 contains an overview of the experiments
conducted to generate the data. The operations between each experiment were kept the
same, with only one type of operation was conducted. This decision is a limitation of the
testing conducted, as in the production environment, a robot could have multiple
operational paths. However, a robot could also have just one operation conducted, such as
in pick-and-place operations.
Table 4.3.3: Experimental test plan for overloading robot joint
Experiments Number of
Number of
Duration of Type of
Damage
Operations
Test Runs
test
Data
plan
per
Operation
1
1
5
30 sec.
Table 4.3.2 Mass plan
2

1

5

30 sec.

Table 4.3.2

Mass plan

3

1

5

30 sec.

Table 4.3.2

Mass plan

The first experiment provides a proof-of-concept that a measurable difference is seen
in the data as expected with the simulation conducted and ensures no unexpected errors
appear while running the robot under the test plan. The following two experiments serve
to verify the initial run's data and reinforce the learning conducted. Future testing could
potentially involve different operations and changes in the mass during the operation.
However, to introduce controllability and establish a baseline for this type of testing, these
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particular parameters are kept constant. A constant startup sequence was used before each
experiment. The robot arm was powered on, and the joints initialized for 15 minutes before
operations occurred. After the 15 minutes, the test runs occurred with a 5-second pause
between each test to check for the robot joints' controller warnings. If a severe warning
occurred, the robot was stopped, and an evaluation was conducted for that joint to
determine if a repair was needed.
4.3.6 Step 6: Data Validation and Verification
Step 6 comprises the different methods used to verify and validate the generated data.
The analysis occurs in the same manner as the bearing data. The data are tested physically,
statistically, and algorithmically to assess the data capabilities for later machine learning.
For the physical tests, current, torque, force, and temperature for each experiment are
compared against each other. Previous studies note that as damage increase in the robot
joints, the torque at each joint increases, requiring a higher torque to complete the operation
[40,110,204,230]. These torque increases should correspond to an increase in current,
force, and temperature. T The failure to hold the torque steady should coincide with
deviations in the joint position and speed as it completes its motions. If there is enough
statistical change in the data, then the data are tested for use in different machine learning
algorithms. The algorithms are checked based on k-fold cross-validation and confusion
matrices.
Three statistical tests were used to test the data: the Anderson – Darling test, the paired
t-test, and Levene’s Variance Test. Each of these tests is classified as a different type of
hypothesis test. The Anderson – Darling test is a distribution test. The paired t-test is a
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location test. Levene’s test is a dispersion test. The data sources that experience trends in
any of these tests are converted to features. The Anderson-Darling test was used to
determine whether a given sample of data comes from a specific distribution and generally
tests the normal distribution. Kolmogorov-Smirnov's (K-S) test was also considered but
was rejected because the test weights the center of testing more than the tails, unlike the
Anderson-Darling test. Another reason was that the K-S test applies only to continuous
distributions for random data. There are known limiting points of the data, and this
characteristic does not seem applicable in this application.
The subsequent statistical test is the paired t-test. The t-test returns a decision to
determine whether the data in x comes from a normal distribution with a mean equal to 0.
While it doubles over the Anderson – Darling Test, it reinforces whether the data
distribution is normal or not. Even if the data is not normal, the t-test is robust enough to
overcome nonnormal distributions initially. The other focus is where the mean of the data
lies as the data increases. The shift of the mean could signify skewness in the data in a
particular direction. This observation could denote the higher presence of damage as the
anomaly increases.
The final statistical test is Levene’s Variance Test. The test returns a decision about
whether the data tested against each other have the same variance compared against each
other. For this test, each set of damage data are compared against each other as a group.
Since the increase in damage denotes a rise in outliers, the data variance should increase,
leading to a deviation from the previous experimental set. Bartlett’s Variance test was
considered initially but was not chosen because the underlying observation must have a
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normal data distribution as a stipulation. Levene’s Variance test is seen as an alternative to
that stipulation. Subsequently, kurtosis, skewness, RMS, and variance are computed to
confirm the subsequent hypothesis testing. Because there is not as much literature
describing the comparison of robot paths in terms of statistical valuation, the hypothesis
testing occurs first to understand the data better before using the statistical variables.
The machine learning algorithms used for testing are the RFR and the SVM. The
reasons for choosing these algorithms were stated earlier in the bearing test case. The
amount of data generated and saved from each test is 90 data variables for each input. The
90 data variables then break down into 15 data variables for each joint. These raw data are
converted into features by preprocessing the data. There are six types of features considered
for the model-building: kinematics, voltage, current, temperature, torque, and force. Based
on the physical and statistical test results, features are then selected for the actual training
process. Each data feature is created based on the difference between the actual and target
values for that parameter, as shown in Table 4.3.4. Acceleration, temperature, and voltage
features were not created because there were no target values for this data. Instead, the raw
data were used alongside these the generated features if there was measurable variation in
the data.
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Table 4.3.4: Data features and their type
Data Feature
Type of data
Current Difference

Electrical

Torque Difference

Dynamic

Position Difference

Kinematic

Force Difference

Dynamic

Speed Difference

Kinematic

MTC Difference

Dynamic

In each test, the accuracy of the model is assessed through k-fold cross-validation. Fivefold cross-validation was used for each test. The best selection of each model’s features is
selected based on the accuracy characteristics and the confusion matrices metrics. The first
model detects what joint operation the robot is using. The second model detects whether
each joint is experiencing an anomalous state. The third model predicts the progression of
the anomalous state concerning the increase in mass on the end-effector.
4.4 Generated Data Analysis
After going through the steps of PFailM, data are generated according to the
experimental test plan in Step 5. Section 4.4 contains the analysis of the generated data
using the methods described in Step 6 of PFailM. Section 4.4.1 discusses the physical
analysis of the data. Section 4.4.2 discusses the statistical analysis of the data. Section 4.4.3
discusses the algorithmic methods to assess the data.
4.4.1 Physical Analysis
During testing, the robot path was changed due to concerns with the end-effector
possibly striking portions of the car and introducing different failure modes. The new
operation simulated tracking of the vehicle, instead albeit from a removed distance. The
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data checked first was the joint current. From the earlier proof of concept simulation, the
electrical current was not derivable. However, based on Equation (12), the expectation is
that the current would rise or decrease with the expected deviation in mass. Figure 4.4.1
shows a comparison of the target current and the actual measured current during operation.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4.1: (a) target current and (b) actual current for each robot joint
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During the operation, the current appeared to fluctuate more as the arm attempted to correct
itself. However, there was a measurable increase in the amount of current signifying the
shoulder and elbow’s overloading. The mass deviation is not enough to cause permanent
damage to the robot. However, some unexpected pulses appear as the robot attempt to
correct the expected amount of current, especially in Wrist 1 and Wrist 3. These unexpected
impulses can then translate over into variations in the expected torque output.
Figure 4.4.2 shows the comparison of target torque and the actual torque. These
calculations are computed using the inverse dynamic equations in Equations (10) and (12).
The joint positions and velocities for the calculations are taken as the robot moves. From
the target torques, there are more considerable variations in the deviations than in the
current data. For the most part, there is no deviation in the target data, more extensive than
0.1 Nm. However, there are shorter spikes of greater than 15 Nm, seen in both the Base
and Wrist 2 joints. There is not a discernible pattern to the data, however. The deviation is
noted, but no further learning can take place. There are more consistent variations in the
actual torque data, as expected, from the Shoulder, Elbow, Wrist 1, and Wrist 2 joints.
These variations are like the general increase in the current data. They do not precisely
match the current data variations by considering gravity and mass between each joint. The
increase in torque can then translate to an increase in force as well.
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Figure 4.4.3 shows the target and actual force for each joint acting along the joint’s
rotation axis. There are virtually no noticeable fluctuations for the force in the robot’s arm
portion (Base, Shoulder, and Elbow joint). This observation was unexpected due to the
variations seen in the torque data. However, in the robot’s wrist portion (Wrist 1, Wrist 2,

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4.2: (a) target torque and (b) actual torque of each robot joint
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and Wrist 3 joints), some variations range up to 40 N in some portions. The torque data
appeared to affect the robot's arm portions more than the wrist portions, while the opposite
is true of the force data. In Wrists 1 and 2, the force at the end position shown the most

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4.3: (a) target force and (b) actual force of each joint output
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significant deviation. The deviation appears to correspond to the distance from the endeffector to the robot's center changes. In Wrist 3, the deviation is the most significant at the
start position. A possible explanation is that the mass directly affects each joint's force
more as it is attached to the wrist joints rather than attached to the arm joint. However, that
explanation would not explain the subsequent variations in the arm joints forces.
Figure 4.4.4 shows the actual temperature data collected from each joint. While there
is a general increase in temperature data, none of the temperatures appears to reach the
critical temperature (80°C) as referenced by the service manual [218]. Temperature does
not appear to increase in terms of a linear trend, depending on the end-effector's mass. Two
possible explanations stem from this fact; first, the mass variation is too low. Even if the
deviation is measurable in the current and torque, the mass deviation is not enough to
immediately generate a high enough temperature response. The second explanation is the
length of tests. The temperature has not yet reached a steady-state, as seen from Figure
4.4.4. In each experimental run, temperature increases over time but never reaches that
steady-state value. A solution to this problem is increasing each experiment's length to
establish a steady-state temperature before running the experiments.
The current and torque data follow the prior research literature’s expectations [110,204].
However, there are still noticeable deviations from the force and temperature data. The
kinematic variables of position and velocity were not assessed because the robot is
positionally controlled. By being positionally controlled, the robot will account for any
noticeable changes in the process by changing the dynamic data rather than the robot's
expected path. This fact means there are no variations as expected in the robot torque data.
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This fact does not mean that damage or anomalous condition is not present. Many
researchers cite the torque and current variations as effects of failure and the parameters
for assessing degradation [110,229]. In subsequent runs of this experiment, a method
should be devised to work around the controller to see these variations in the kinematic
data. The voltage data did not change outside of a standard deviation of +/-0.05 V, leading
to this data being discarded. A future experiment could entail changing the controller to
simulate the effects from a variable voltage. However, an experimental system may need
to be constructed since there is programming to prevent variable voltage in industrial
systems, such as the UR10. The MTC variables were not considered in the physical
analysis since they are constructed based on a ratio of torque and current data from the
robot. There is already a measurable difference in the data as they are separated, and to

Figure 4.4.4: Actual temperature data
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transform the data using this ratio may not provide any new learning. Based on the data
tested, statistical analysis was conducted on the current, force, and torque data.
4.4.2 Statistical Analysis
Table 4.4.1 shows the data features created from the actual torque data. The data features
are the remaining features from the original list in Section 4.2.6, with the other features
eliminated in the data's physical analysis. Hypothesis testing is conducted first using the
Anderson-Darling (AD) test, t-test, and Levene’s Variance (LV) test to better understand
the data. Independent observation testing is done afterward using the kurtosis, skewness,
RMS, and variance values of the data, confirming the hypothesis testing's conclusions.
Table 4.4.1. Statistical features for each joints’ data
Statistical Feature
Data Variables Used
Current Difference
Target and Actual Current
Torque Difference

Computed Target and Computed
Actual Torque
Computed Target and Computed
Actual Force

Force Difference

Table 4.4.2 contains the AD test conclusions and p-values. A “0” means the test failed
to reject the hypothesis. A “1” means the test rejected the hypothesis. “Ex” refers to the
experiment number, and “B” refers to the baseline case of 0 kg from Table 4.3.1. Based on
this hypothesis, none of the data distributions could be considered normal. There was also
no change in the data distribution from normal to nonnormal. For example, each joint's
baseline data did not begin as normal before moving to a nonnormal distribution as the
mass increased. Table 4.4.3 contains the conclusions and p-values for the current difference
t-tests. The same aspects of the previous table apply to this table as well. Here, the data are
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also not considered normal and not centered at 0 for any tests. Based on the data
conclusions, a future work item to consider is using nonparametric statistical tests to see if
there is a discernible difference between damage states in terms of the data distribution
shape and location.
Table 4.4.2: Anderson-Darling test current difference: Conclusion/p-value
Joint
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Name
Base
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Shoulder
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Elbow
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Wrist 1
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Wrist 2
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Wrist 3
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

Joint Name
Base
Shoulder
Elbow
Wrist 1
Wrist 2
Wrist 3

Table 4.4.3: t-test current difference: Conclusion/p-value
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0

Ex. 5
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0

Table 4.4.4, Table 4.4.5, Table 4.4.6, Table 4.4.7, Table 4.4.8, and Table 4.4.9 show the
p-value for LV’s test as a cross-comparison of the variance between the damage levels. A
95% confidence interval was used to determine if the test rejected the null hypothesis or
not. The aim is to determine if there is statistical significance between the damage states as
they compared against one another. For the arm joints (Table 4.4.4, Table 4.4.5, Table
4.4.6), the test fails to reject the null hypothesis along the lines of a step up in the mass in
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a few instances (e.g., going from 0 kg to 0.2 kg). The reason for this failure to reject the
null hypothesis is because the data is closely related at the operation beginning before the
arm reaches close to the full extension. For the wrist joints (Table 4.4.7, Table 4.4.8, Table
4.4.9), the test fails to reject more randomly rather than in the arm portion pattern. These
factors fall in line with the expectations from Figure 4.4.1. The rejection of the null
hypothesis for most values gives rise to the belief that there is a statistically significant
difference between the different damage sets when looking at the difference between the
target and actual data for each parameter.
Table 4.4.4: Levene’s Variance test for Base joint current difference: p-value
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0.005
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0.2535
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0.2261
Ex. 5
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Table 4.4.5: Levene’s Variance test for Shoulder joint current difference: p-value
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0.6534
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0.5032
0.2046
0.0000
Ex. 3
0.5530
0.0000
Ex. 4
0.0001
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.6: Levene’s Variance test for Elbow joint current difference: p-value
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0.7932
0.9084
0.0001
0
0
Ex. 1
0.8831
0.0002
0
0
Ex. 2
0.0001
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.7: Levene’s Variance test for Wrist 1 joint current difference: p-value
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0.0001
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.8: Levene’s Variance test for Wrist 2 joint current difference: p-value
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0.8990
0.0000
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0.0000
0
0
Ex. 3
0.0000
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
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Table 4.4.9: Levene’s Variance test for Wrist 3 joint current difference: p-value
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0.0792
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.10 contains the conclusion and p-value for the torque difference AD tests. The
torque difference data follows a similar pattern to the current difference data. The data
remains nonnormal, and there is no deviation in the data suggesting a particular trend.
Table 4.4.11 contains the t-test values for the torque difference of each joint at each damage
level. A similar pattern emerges except in two cases. For the 1 kg (Ex. 5) case, the Elbow
joint and Wrist 1 joint fail to reject the null hypothesis, meaning the data distribution was
“normal” in these cases. This deviation could signify a potential trend towards normality.
However, subsequent experiments are needed to verify that conclusion. Table 4.4.12, Table
4.4.13, Table 4.4.14, Table 4.4.15, Table 4.4.16, and Table 4.4.17 show the LV test values
for the torque difference data in the different experimental states. The variance was
statistically significant in each joint based on a 95% confidence interval and rejected the
null hypothesis in each case.
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Table 4.4.10: Anderson-Darling test torque difference: Conclusion/p-value
Joint
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Name
Base
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Shoulder
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Elbow
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Wrist 1
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Wrist 2
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Wrist 3
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

Joint
Name
Base
Shoulder
Elbow
Wrist 1
Wrist 2
Wrist 3

Table 4.4.11: t-test torque difference: Conclusion/p-value
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4

Ex. 5

1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

1/0.0005
1/0.0005
0/0.4710
0/0.5321
1/0.0197
1/0.0005

1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

Table 4.4.12: Levene’s Variance test for Base joint torque difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.13: Levene’s Variance test for Shoulder joint torque difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
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Table 4.4.14: Levene’s Variance test for Elbow joint torque difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.15: Levene’s Variance test for Wrist 1 joint torque difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.16: Levene’s Variance test for Wrist 2 joint torque difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.17: Levene’s Variance test for Wrist 3 joint torque difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.18 shows the AD p-values and conclusions for the force differential data. The
force differential data give similar readings as to the feature data from the current data.
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There were no changes from normal to nonmoral in the data. Table 4.4.19 shows the t-test
p-values and conclusions for the force differential data. There is a similar response in the
data shown to the current data. From this statistical test, the failure to reject the hypothesis
means the data are not centered around 0. Table 4.4.20, Table 4.4.21, Table 4.4.22, Table
4.4.23, Table 4.4.24, and Table 4.4.25 show the variance comparison test between each
joint’s experimental stages. Based on the response, it is safe to assume that the variances
are statistically not the same, and the deviation reflects the mass attached to the endeffector.
Table 4.4.18: Anderson-Darling test force difference: Conclusion/p-value
Joint
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Name
Base
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Shoulder
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Elbow
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Wrist 1
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Wrist 2
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
Wrist 3
1/0.0005 1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

Joint
Name
Base
Shoulder
Elbow
Wrist 1
Wrist 2
Wrist 3

Table 4.4.19: t-test force difference: Conclusion/p-value
Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4

Ex. 5

1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
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1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005
1/0.0005

Table 4.4.20: Levene’s Variance test for Base joint force difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.21: Levene’s Variance test for Shoulder joint force difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5

Table 4.4.22: Levene’s Variance test for Elbow joint force difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.23: Levene’s Variance test for Wrist 1 joint force difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
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Table 4.4.24: Levene’s Variance test for Wrist 2 joint force difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Table 4.4.25: Levene’s Variance test for Wrist 3 joint force difference: p-value
Joint Name Ex. B
Ex. 1
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. B
0
0
0
0
0
Ex. 1
0
0
0
0
Ex. 2
0
0
0
Ex. 3
0
0
Ex. 4
0
Ex. 5
Based on the statistical feature analysis, the data are not separable in terms of means
and distribution. There was some deviation in the torque data response, but not enough to
accept the possibility that it can be helpful to separate the data. The data variance was
enough to establish statistical significance in the data, based on the statistical tests'
variance. As mentioned earlier, a future work item includes using other hypothesis tests,
especially nonparametric testing, which may discern other trends of the data. The last
statistical aspect checks if there is any trend over time for the kurtosis, skewness, RMS, or
variance of the data.
Kurtosis should be below 3 for the data to be considered univariate normal distribution.
The skewness of data should be 0 for the data to be considered symmetric; however, the
likelihood of 0 is low. Hence the acceptable range of skewness for a univariate normal
distribution is +/- 0.5 [186]. Table 4.4.26, Table 4.4.27, Table 4.4.28, Table 4.4.29, Table
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4.4.30, and Table 4.4.31 show the kurtosis, skewness, root mean square (RMS), and
variance values for the current difference data in each joint. The statistical values remained
level within a range of +/- 0.2 value for each robot arm joint. Based on the kurtosis and
skewness values from the arm joints, the hypothesis testing conducted with the AD test and
t-test should have indicated a normal distribution was present. However, outliers could
have skewed the data not accurately captured in these statistical variables since these values
represent the entire dataset rather than specific windows. In the wrist joints, there is a
higher degree of fluctuation between kurtosis and skewness. This trend is corroborated
based on the physical analysis in Figure 4.4.1, where the data appears in an almost random
configuration. The RMS and variance variables appear to remain steady in comparison,
which is odd since the hypothesis testing indicated statistical significance between the
variance.
Table 4.4.26: Base joint current difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
2.4140
-0.2115
0.2483
0.0616
1
2.6098
-0.2348
0.2215
0.0490
2
2.5077
-0.0022
0.2550
0.0647
3
2.5108
-0.0106
0.2537
0.0640
4
2.1986
-0.2568
0.2436
0.0592
5
2.2256
-0.01618
0.2447
0.0598
Table 4.4.27: Shoulder joint current difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
2.1462
-0.1191
0.3377
0.0616
1
1.9885
-0.0645
0.3406
0.1140
2
1.8843
-0.0794
0.3659
0.1136
3
1.9164
-0.0765
0.3804
0.1251
4
1.939
-0.0107
0.4002
0.1245
5
2.0256
-0.0491
0.4225
0.1208
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Table 4.4.28: Elbow joint current difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
2.7288
0.23002
0.3054
0.0734
1
2.7506
0.2477
0.2756
0.0736
2
2.7800
0.01923
0.2731
0.0735
3
2.8107
0.1358
0.3033
0.0767
4
2.8092
0.0854
0.3629
0.0809
5
2.8119
0.0334
0.4369
0.0860
Table 4.4.29: Wrist 1 joint current difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
1.6160
0.3432
0.1140
0.0119
1
3.1269
-0.0298
0.1193
0.0136
2
1.8915
-0.3842
0.0920
0.0073
3
1.6973
-0.3172
0.1107
0.0060
4
1.6973
0.0197
0.1492
0.0085
5
2.5367
0.5218
0.1406
0.0071
Table 4.4.30: Wrist 2 joint current difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
1.8685
-0.0594
0.0908
0.0082
1
1.9430
-0.0605
0.0890
0.0078
2
1.9131
-0.1023
0.0919
0.0082
3
2.0122
-0.1282
0.0949
0.0085
4
2.0294
-0.1178
0.0980
0.0088
5
2.1305
-0.1162
0.1048
0.0097
Table 4.4.31: Wrist 3 joint current difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
2.9596
1.0928
0.1446
0.0047
1
2.0823
-0.0484
0.0940
0.0044
2
2.3662
0.0545
0.1204
0.0052
3
1.3932
0.1370
0.1000
0.0059
4
2.5261
0.8523
0.1257
0.0044
5
2.2209
0.3492
0.1062
0.0025
Table 4.4.32, Table 4.4.33, Table 4.4.34, Table 4.4.35, Table 4.4.36, and Table 4.4.37
show the kurtosis, skewness, RMS, and variance values for the torque difference data. The
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Base (Table 4.4.32) joint started nonnormal according to the kurtosis values before moving
towards a normal distribution. The skewness increased with kurtosis until it reached a
flatline point. This observation falls in line with the hypothesis testing as seen in the AD
test and t-test, where the skewness in this event is a clear indication that the data does not
have a normal distribution. The RMS data did increased over time, but the variance data is
low. This small value is not unexpected based on the overall values, though, from Figure
4.4.2.
The Shoulder (Table 4.4.33) joint was indicated to have a nonnormal distribution, but
as mass was added, kurtosis moved below 3, signifying a normal data distribution.
However, the skewness moved further from 0, indicating that data distribution is not
considered “normal” in the longer run. The RMS and variance increased with the increased
mass of the data, which was expected based on Figure 4.4.2. The Elbow (Table 4.4.34)
joint has similar trends as seen in the shoulder data and is further supported based on Figure
4.4.2. A potential reason for the similarities is the similar motions both joints experience
as they move.
For Wrist 1 (Table.4.4.35) and Wrist 2 (Table 4.4.36), the data appears to follow a
similar pattern as the elbow and shoulder joint. For Wrist 3 (Table 4.4.37), the data
decreased for the RMS values and the variance values. The values are low due to the
minimal movements that occurred in these joints during the operation. It is possible that if
the operation were to change to involve these joints more, the torque variation would
increase. Nevertheless, LV’s test indicates these data points are statistically significant
despite the low values.
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Table 4.4.32: Base joint torque difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
65.1835
-3.2897
0.0005
0.0002 E-3
1
6.6226
-1.5237
0.0010
0.0009 E-3
2
2.4696
-0.8017
0.0014
0.0010 E-3
3
2.4737
-0.8031
0.0020
0.0030 E-3
4
2.4671
-0.8000
0.0027
0.0050 E-3
5
2.4686
-0.8012
0.0034
0.0090 E-3
Table 4.4.33: Shoulder joint torque difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
3.4128
-0.2128
0.0078
0
1
2.9580
-0.6214
0.6530
0.0459
2
2.9468
-0.6169
1.3021
0.1836
3
2.9471
-0.6141
1.9523
0.4137
4
2.9482
-0.6201
2.6051
0.7325
5
2.9445
-0.6158
3.2556
1.1486
Table 4.4.34: Elbow joint torque difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
7.6129
0.1946
0.0030
0
1
3.5356
1.3401
1.1060
0.0967
2
3.5052
1.3324
2.2099
0.3918
3
3.4997
1.3311
3.3138
0.8855
4
3.5143
1.3347
4.4220
1.5571
5
3.5034
1.3319
5.5243
2.4502
Table 4.4.35: Wrist 1 joint torque difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
3.8027
0.1363
0
0
1
3.1330
1.1089
0.1984
0.0050
2
3.1414
1.1124
0.3970
0.0201
3
3.1451
1.1134
0.5955
0.0451
4
3.1379
1.1107
0.7938
0.0803
5
3.1390
1.1117
0.9923
0.1255
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Table 4.4.36: Wrist 2 joint torque difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
12.3902
-1.6584
0
0
1
2.0069
0.8023
0.0859
0.0045
2
1.9943
0.7960
0.1724
0.0180
3
1.9909
0.7943
0.2589
0.0405
4
1.9999
0.7989
0.3443
0.0717
5
1.9936
0.7957
0.4312
0.1123

Table 4.4.37: Wrist 3 joint torque difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
18.1338
-0.0316
0.003 E-4
0.009 E-11
1
12.1235
0.1838
0.003 E-4
0.009 E-11
2
8.4062
-0.0303
0.005 E-16
0.003 E-37
3
6.38777
0.0012
0.003 E-16
0.002 E-37
4
8.2925
-0.0619
0.001 E-16
0.001 E-37
5
0
0
0
0
Table 4.4.38, Table 4.4.39, Table 4.4.40, Table 4.4.41, Table 4.4.42, and Table 4.4.43
shows kurtosis, skewness, RMS, and variance of the force difference data. The force
difference data for the Base, Elbow, Shoulder, and Wrist 1 follow a similar trend between
each other and based on what was observed for the torque difference data. There is a high
initial kurtosis value in the baseline case before dropping and then rising slightly in each
case. The most significant drop in value after mass is added in the elbow data, and the
highest rise occurs in the shoulder data after the initial mass is added. Since these joints
experience the most motion during the operation, they experience the most variation in the
data. A similar trend occurs in the skewness data; however, after the initial drop, the data
in the shoulder joint appears to return to the baseline level. For the Elbow and Wrist 1 joint,
the data appears to increase further in the skewness of either data set.
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Based on the kurtosis and skewness, the data does not have a high statistical variation.
The RMS and variance appear to increase as the mass increases. For Wrist 1, there is a
significant increase in the RMS and variance of the data, indicating a higher acting force
concerning the robot's base. For Wrist 2 (Table 4.4.42), the kurtosis value generally
declines as the mass increases. The skewness value increases after the baseline case, then
remain flat for the subsequent iterations similar to the primary arm joints. The RMS and
variance values do increase drastically as the mass is added, similar to Wrist 1. For Wrist
3 (Table 4.4.43), the kurtosis increases with the mass increase, but the skewness decreases
after the initial weight is added before remaining at a flat line. The RMS and variance also
increase, but not at an expected steady rate.
Table 4.4.38: Base joint force difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
19.5328
1.5293
0.0035
0
1
3.1803
1.2376
0.1594
0.0140
2
3.3409
1.2965
0.2996
0.0502
3
3.4684
1.3397
0.4234
0.1015
4
3.5557
1.3696
0.5344
0.1631
5
3.6443
1.3987
0.6323
0.2305
Table 4.4.39: Shoulder joint force difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
14.3959
1.2692
0.0032
0
1
3.523
0.7020
0.0507
0.001
2
3.9513
1.0657
0.0996
0.0029
3
4.2196
1.2274
0.1457
0.0069
4
4.3643
1.3173
0.1884
0.0123
5
4.4549
1.3673
0.2271
0.0187
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Table 4.4.40: Elbow joint force difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
21.8951
-1.9747
0.0060
0
1
3.3697
-1.1930
0.1557
0.0123
2
3.4189
-1.2188
0.3092
0.0547
3
3.4528
-1.2271
0.4529
0.1253
4
3.4597
-1.2252
0.5862
0.2192
5
3.4771
-1.2263
0.7068
0.3294

Table 4.4.41: Wrist 1 joint force difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
15.2709
1.1463
0.0040
0
1
4.1768
1.4676
3.7408
13.5267
2
4.2333
1.4823
5.8470
32.2835
3
4.3106
1.5033
7.2318
48.2294
4
4.4264
1.5308
8.1947
60.2739
5
4.4724
1.5452
8.9822
71.1048

Table 4.4.42: Wrist 2 joint force difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
7.6919
0.5601
0.0011
0
1
3.0543
-1.1181
6.2961
24.2156
2
2.7990
-1.0264
9.9251
56.5006
3
2.6175
-0.9608
12.3660
83.6230
4
2.4935
-0.9159
14.1095
104.9524
5
2.3818
-0.8764
15.5481
123.6722

Table 4.4.43: Wrist 3 joint force difference: Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS, Variance
Experiment #
Kurtosis
Skewness
RMS
Variance
Baseline
5.6098
0.0105
0.0023
0
1
5.5974
-1.9118
2.9670
8.6737
2
5.7181
-1.9361
4.5054
20.1838
3
5.8521
-1.9612
5.4426
29.5865
4
6.0530
-1.9957
6.0223
26.2676
5
6.1147
-2.0057
6.5152
42.3995
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For the statistical tests, the current difference Anderson-Darling tests and the t-tests
seemed to support the consensus that the data did not have a normal data distribution for
any cases. For Levene’s variance test, some general overlap was seen between damage
states in the elbow and the base joints. In future testing, a higher significant mass difference
between experimental stages may eliminate this issue. The torque and force difference
Anderson-Darling tests, t-tests, and Levene’s Variance test seemed to signify that there
was separability between the different damage states, and there were fewer instances of
overlap.
A subsequent check of the hypothesis testing was conducted by calculating the average
kurtosis, skewness, RMS, and variance of each damage state for each joint. From the
calculation of these average data points, the nonnormal data distribution was caused by the
skewness of the data. Generally, the kurtosis values were around the univariate normal
distribution value (3) for each damage state, except in the force difference data. The RMS
and variance seemed to support the expected deviation as seen in LV’s test. However, it
was found in some instances that the data variance was close to 0.
4.4.3 Algorithm Analysis
Table 4.4.44 shows the different model types, the different tests, the model output type,
and the model output interpretation. Three different model types were tested; joint
operation, joint diagnosis, and joint prognosis. For joint operation, the primary purpose
was identifying which joint was in motion at particular times to match up the damage to
possibly particular joint operations. In this instance, the purpose was if the joint was
moving in a clockwise or counterclockwise rotation. For joint diagnosis, the primary
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purpose was determining if a fault had occurred or there was an anomalous condition on
the robot. This output was a binary indication of either “fault” or “no-fault.” The third
model was a prognosis determining the extent of the anomalous condition. In this event, it
was how much weight was added to the robot.
Each test used a different combination of data types using the difference data similar
to the prior section. Test 1 involved the use of current and torque data. Test 2 used the
current and force data. Test 3 involved the use of torque and force data. Test 4 served to
use all the different types of data for testing. The two tested models are the SVM
classification algorithm and the RF regression algorithm, similar to the bearing test. For
measuring the accuracy of each model, five-fold cross-validation is used for measuring the
accuracy. The final prognostic model includes a confusion matrix to assess accuracy.
Table 4.4.44. Model test list
Model Output Type Interpretation

Model Type

Model Tests

1

Test 1, Test 2, Test 3, Test 4 Class Percentage

Joint Operation

2

Test 1, Test 2, Test 3, Test 4 Class Percentage

Joint Diagnosis

3

Test 1, Test 2, Test 3, Test 4 Value Prediction

Joint Prognosis

Table 4.4.45 contains the RF regression accuracies for model type 1 according to the
cross-validation. SVM classification does not support multilabel data, so it was not
considered for this model type. The SVM regression model was considered as a substitute,
but the same problem occurred as well. The only model that did not score high was the
current and torque data combination. However, combining the force data increased the
model accuracy. An interpretation of these results means that 91% of the time, the robot’s
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motion is determined as either a clockwise or counterclockwise rotation as
diagnostics/prognostics are run. As faults are determined on the robot, it is possible to link
them to specific joint operations.
Table 4.4.46 and Table 4.4.47 show the accuracy values for the cross-validation of
model type 2. In this instance, the determination is just whether the data is anomalous
compared to the expected baseline. The SVM and RF have a high accuracy associated with
this type of model. The SVM is used in this instance since the diagnostics occur over the
entire robot state rather than the individual joint operations. The accuracy does leave some
room for concern due to the potential overfitting in the random forest regression. However,
cross-validation is meant to address those concerns. Due to each model test’s repeated
accuracy, there is a low probability of overfitting.

Test #
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test #
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4

Test #
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4

Table 4.4.45: Random Forest Regression Accuracies for Model 1
Accuracy 1 Accuracy 2 Accuracy 3 Accuracy 4 Accuracy 5
0.64
0.64
0.63
0.63
0.64
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
Table 4.4.46: SVM classification Accuracies for Model 2
Accuracy 1 Accuracy 2 Accuracy 3 Accuracy 4
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

Accuracy 5
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

Table 4.4.47: Random Forest Regression Accuracies for Model 2
Accuracy 1 Accuracy 2 Accuracy 3 Accuracy 4 Accuracy 5
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
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Table 4.4.48 and Table 4.4.49 show the cross-validation for the SVM regression and
the RF regression. For a similar reason as model 1, the SVM classifier cannot predict final
values. Instead of not testing the algorithm, the SVM regressor (SVR) was used. The same
classifier configuration is used for the regression model. In comparing the cross-validation
of both algorithms, the SVR did not perform as well as the random forest algorithm. Figure
4.4.5 and Figure 4.4.6 contain the confusion matrix for the average test in model 3. A
confusion matrix is used traditionally to determine classification inaccuracies. In this
instance, it was meant to help determine the accuracy of a prediction within a particular
bin range around its label. The classes in the subsequent figures correspond to the
experimental stages as detailed in Section 4.3.3:
i.

Class 1: baseline – 0kg, where x >= 0.1 kg

ii.

Class 2: Experiment 1 – 0.2 kg case, where 0.1 kg < x<= 0.3 kg

iii.

Class 3: Experiment 2 – 0.4 kg case, where 0.3 kg < x<= 0.5 kg

iv.

Class 4: Experiment 3 – 0.6 kg case, where 0.5 kg < x<= 0.7 kg

v.

Class 5: Experiment 4 – 0.8 kg case, where 0.7 kg < x<= 0.9 kg

vi.

Class 6: Experiment 5 – 1.0 kg case, where 0.9 kg < x

The inclusion of the confusion matrix shows that the SVR has an accuracy closer to
99%. For the RF regression, the accuracy is closer to 85%, according to the confusion
matrix. The deviation between the training and testing dataset for the RF regression
signifies a high variance, indicating potential overfitting in the model. The primary source
of misclassification came from the 0.4 kg case, which was misclassified as the baseline
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data, the 0 kg case. A possible reason for the misclassification is the close separability at
the beginning stage of each robot operation. Another method would be to include
normalized data or potentially a more generalized model approach, such as the SVM.

Test #
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test #
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4

Table 4.4.48: SVM regression Accuracies for Model 3
Accuracy 1 Accuracy 2 Accuracy 3 Accuracy 4
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95

Accuracy 5
0.92
0.92
0.96
0.95

Table 4.4.49: Random Forest Regression Accuracies for Model 3
Accuracy 1 Accuracy 2 Accuracy 3 Accuracy 4 Accuracy 5
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.96
0.96
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.96

Figure 4.4.5: SVR confusion matrix
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Figure 4.4.6: RF regression confusion matrix
According to the k-fold cross-validation, the model accuracy was high in determining
the robot operation and diagnostic state. The force and current data both had high model
accuracies for both models; however, the torque data did not perform as well for
determining robot operations. For determining the extent of the anomalous state, the
prognosis model (Model 3) predicted the amount of mass on the end-effector. Based on the
cross-validation data, the RF regression model performed at a higher rate when compared
to the SVM regression model. However, the SVR performed better than the RF regression
when using the test data and assessing it through a confusion matrix. The variance between
the cross-validation and the confusion matrix accuracy for the random forest regression
signifies potential overfitting of the algorithm. Potential methods to reduce overfitting are
using a less complex model or further increasing the training data set.
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4.5 Test Case Summary and Lessons Learned
Table 4.5.1 shows the information used to create a damage protocol for the robot test
case generated using PFailM. In the first step, the robot’s failure modes were identified
based on prior literature and the service documentation for the UR10. Based on the
configuration of the UR10, the joints were chosen as the main failure point. From a
mechanical standpoint, the links could also serve as potential failure points—however, both
the links’ criticality and devising methods of implementing damage focused primarily on
the joints. Overloading was chosen since this damage mode can affect any of the
components inside the robot joint. The system’s damage was measured using mass weights,
which corresponded to an increase in the nominal amount of torque based on a simulation.
The increase in torque leads to the robot's incorrect overdraw of current, leading to possible
erratic control over time.
As experiments were run, the damage was detectable in the force, torque, and current
data. The temperature and voltage data did not see any noticeable variations based on the
length of testing and environmental conditions. The physical analysis appeared to follow
the expected data characteristics from Yang et al. and Bittencourt et al. [110,229]. There
was statistical variation in the data leading to the conclusion that the data were separable.
The data could be deemed useful in monitoring the data’s control variations based on the
algorithmic analysis. However, there was variation in the accuracy since the confusion
matrix deemed the RF and SVM were accurate 85% of the time. The k-fold cross-validation
deemed the algorithms accurate 95% of the time. Still, the data were deemed applicable
and a potential starting base for other machine learning applications.
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Table 4.5.1: Generated information for the test plan creation based on PFailM
Main Step
Substep
Information
Identify Functions and
Failure Modes

Damage Implementation

Equipment Selection
Equipment Functions

Robot Joint
- Rotation concerning
prior robot joint
- Components of the
system: electric motor,
harmonic drive,
encoder, bearings
- Bearings: key failure
point

Equipment Failure

-

Fatigue
Corrosion
Wear
Electrical Erosion
Plastic Deformation
Fracture and Cracks

Equipment Effects

-

Overloading
Variation in movement
Uncontrollability of the
robot

Damage Methods

-

Overloading the TCP
Cracks in harmonic
drive
Bearing damage

-

Damage Progression

Implement Damage

-

Overload TCP of endeffector

Damage Metrics

-

Overload with known
mass blocks and
expected torque outputs

Damage Extent

-

five stages of damage:
0.2 – 1 kg deviation of
the mass
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Main Step

Table 4.5.1 (cont.)
Substep

Methods of Gathering Data Measurement Criteria

Select Sensors

Information
-

Cover expected damage
criteria of force, torque,
and current

-

Sensor embedded
hardware: current,
encoder, temperature
Future hardware:
Accelerometer,
Acoustic Sensors

-

Experiment Tests

Data Verification and
Validation

Test Plan

-

Amount of data
Number of repetitions
Different loading cases

Isolate Functions

-

Joint

Design System

-

Actual application: no
mockup design

Run Experiments

-

Table 4.3.3

Physical Data Analysis

-

Physical analysis:
Cross comparison
using ID equations

Statistical Data Analysis

-

Statistical Trends of
RMS, Variance,
Kurtosis, Skewness
Statistical Tests:
Anderson-Darling, ttest, Variance test

-

Algorithmic Data Analysis

-

Generated Data

Decision

-
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Algorithms: Random
Forest, SVM
k-fold cross-validation
and confusion matrix
Passes Validation

While the damage was measurable for the system, the damage was not attributable to
one system component. The overloading was experienced by all joint components,
requiring more target testing similar to the bearing testing in Chapter 3. The small mass
variations were due to the risk of damaging the overall system in a permanent manner that
prevents future testing. Even with the small mass element, there is still a considerable risk
as the arm operates further from its body.
Another part of designing a future test plan is the inclusion of external sensors. This
round of testing involved only internal sensors. The first reason was to mitigate the amount
of system modification to the robot by including these external sensors. The second reason
is that the internal sensors were already included in the robot's overarching control
structure. The inclusion made it seamless to integrate collection methods as the operation
information passed between computer, controller, and robot. In future testing, robot joint
vibration and acoustic information should also be collected. The torque and control
variation should produce vibrations as the robot attempts to maintain its position while in
motion [207]. Qiao et al. proposed an end-effector positional sensor to monitor variations
in the robot position as it moves. A similar case could be made for using vibration sensors
and acoustic sensors.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Restatement of the Work
Table 5.1.1 contains the restated scope of work. Chapter 1 detailed the formulation of
work and the primary motivations behind the work. Chapter 2 laid out the steps of the
Purposeful Failure Methodology. Chapter 3 contains the bearing test case and findings of
the data. Chapter 4 contains the robot test case and the findings of the data. Chapter 5
contains the results and conclusions of the overall thesis.
From the formulation of the research in Chapter 1, two research goals were identified.
Research Goal 1 entails increasing the amount of training data for manufacturing
equipment, which would lead to more accurate predictions for manufacturing diagnostics
and prognostic systems. Research Goal 2 entails using the generated data to predict the
equipment’s remaining useful life using the generated data. If the prediction were to prove
to have a higher accuracy over a prior calculation using run-to-failure testing, the data could
be used to test further iterations of the technique and the data generated.
A research question was formulated, as shown in Table 5.1.1, based on these goals. The
research question leads to the formulation of three objectives to answer these questions.
The objectives are to:
i.

Design a methodology for inducing damage in manufacturing equipment to
recreate damage related to a failure mode

ii.

Generate a training data set from manufacturing equipment applications using the
methodology

iii.

Validate the data set generated in RO2
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A list of tasks was generated to fulfill these objectives, as shown in Table 5.1.1.
Table 5.1.1: Scope of Work
RG1: Increase training data for
manufacturing

RG2: Verify the data set represents the
expected manufacturing equipment failure
modes

RQ1: Can the application of purposeful damage to a manufacturing system generate
training data that accurately represent corresponding defects and failures compared
with current state-of-the-art methods such as run-to-failure testing?
RO1: Design a
methodology for inducing
damage

RO2: Generate a training
data set using the
methodology

RO3: Validate the data
set generated in RO2

RO1.T1: Synthesize
literature and identify steps

RO.T1: Generate training
data using the
methodology

RO.T1: Comparison of
independent
observations

RO1.T2: Formalize steps of
the methodology

RO.T2: Assess the
accuracy of the dataset

RO.T2: Assess the
accuracy of the
algorithm

5.2 Conclusions
5.2.1 Research Objective 1
As described earlier, Chapter 2 details the formulation of PFailM. A literature synthesis
was performed to cover both research literature and existing standards for condition
monitoring and failure testing. The initial survey was conducted on over fifty papers related
to condition-based monitoring in manufacturing. Standards were investigated to see if an
existing method already existed in practice for manufacturing groups to consider. A general
formulation does not exist for purposefully inducing damage in manufacturing equipment
to generate training data based on the survey results.
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However, based on the synthesis results, some steps and knowledge in the art's current
state can be leveraged. Gaps were found in the existing standard structure between
integrating different condition-based monitoring applications and the different
measurement techniques. A generalized methodology was formulated to generate training
data for creating prognostic manufacturing systems from these gaps and steps in research.
The generalized methodology is formulated into six steps detailed below:
1. Identification of defects and failure modes of the equipment
2. Damage implementation
3. Damage progression
4. Methods of gathering data
5. Experimental tests
6. Data verification and validation
5.2.2 Research Objective 2
PFailM was tested using two types of equipment: bearings and a collaborative robot.
Bearings represent critical manufacturing components well-integrated into manufacturing
equipment. Robots have seen continually increased usage in critical manufacturing
applications. Three different damage protocols were created: two for bearings (spalling and
contamination) and one for the robot (overloading). The test plan for bearing spalling
damage was gathered for further analysis in RO3. The spalling damage was initiated and
created using an electric engraver with predefined test scenarios. The entire test plan is
shown in Chapter 3, with a summary table provided in Section 3.5. For the contamination
damage protocol, a redesigned test rig was built, and more sensors were included to
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corroborate the stages of damage as defined in spalling damage case. The summary table
provided in Section 3.5 provides this information as well. Based on the bearing test case
formulation, another damage protocol was created using robots, specifically a UR10. An
experimental system was not used, choosing instead to use the actual system to minimize
data deviations. The end-effector of a UR10 was incrementally “damaged” by overloading
the robot arm with mass weight blocks to incorrectly configure the mass load on the robot
arm. The damage data generated was used for analysis in RO3.
5.2.3 Research Objective 3
For verifying the data generated in both test cases, three different types of analysis were
used: physical, statistical, and algorithmic analysis. In the bearing test case, there were
anomalies in the physical and statistical analysis of the data. The algorithmic analysis did
not perform at a high accuracy either to determine different damage states, having a high
bias associated with the accuracy. Still, there was statistically significant damage gathered
in terms of variance and RMS. The algorithm analysis did perform well in terms of binary
classification of “healthy” and “not healthy” data. There was some variance associated with
the random forest regression model in this algorithm but was deemed inconsequential since
both algorithms performed at a low rate overall.
The physical and statistical analysis of the robot data appeared to follow the nominal
trends, indicating damage was present. From the statistical analysis, though, a future item
to consider is using more nonparametric tests to represent the data distribution better. Three
different models were created when using the generated robot data. The first model created
was determining joint operation to link robot damage to specific parts of the robot path.
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The second model created was to determine whether the overall state of the robot was
“healthy” or “not healthy.” The third model was for determining the progression of robot
damage concerning the increasing mass on the end-effector. The joint operation and
diagnostic state's accuracy were high (92% - 98%), indicating the ability to link damage
back to specific robot configurations potentially. The progression of damage did not
perform as well with the random forest regressor. The accuracy metrics determined there
was a high variance associated with the model, signifying overfitting. Overfitting did not
occur in the SVR model, indicating that the data were indeed separable and helpful for
future machine learning applications.
5.2.4 Research Question and Goals Summary
Research Question 1 asked: “Can the application of purposeful damage to a
manufacturing system generate training data that accurately represent corresponding
defects and failures compared with current state-of-the-art methods such as run-to-failure
testing or use cases from industry?” Research Objectives 1, 2, and 3 were deemed
completed as a purposeful failure methodology was designed, and data sets were generated
from the methodology. Subsequently, the data sets were tested using verification
techniques to determine if they contained the expected failure indications. For the robot
testing, the damage states were deemed separable, and the algorithm could determine the
damage state's difference in the case of the SVR. The bearing data were not considered
differentiable based on the damage states. As a result, Research Goals 1 and 2 were
achieved to generate training data and verify the expected data analysis. Thus, the answer
to Research Question 1 would be that proper induced damage can be as accurate as run-to-
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failure testing based on the proposed damage protocol for the robot data. However, further
testing and formulation of experiments are required to determine the extent of damage and
linkage to remaining useful life. An equal emphasis should be placed on the experimental
systems as deviations within these systems can significantly affect data generation quality.
5.3 Future Work
Further testing is required in terms of statistical analysis and the application of
nonparametric testing, such as the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Nonparametric testing may
reveal trends in the statistical data that are not discernible in parametric testing. Another
future work item uses different robot paths and operations to determine if the features and
changes in data are adaptable to other paths. Another aspect is the inclusion of an external
sensor network for the robot during testing. The external sensors could assist in
corroborating the expectations from the robot embedded hardware. The final aspect is
creating a test plan based on the generated information in PFailM in creating an experiment
that proves variation in the kinematic data and leads to a greater degree of uncontrollability
in the robot.
Bearings have a well-thought-out structure in relating damage between different types
of components [125,132,233]. The McFadden analysis could theoretically work on any
rolling-element bearing. The same standard should apply to the data generated in PFailM.
During Step 5, dimensional analysis and physical equations are suggested to build
experimental test stands. This dimensional analysis could serve as a component to relate
data between different components. Furthermore, other components and applications
should be considered for testing. Gears are a critical application in rotary equipment for
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bearings. Other system-level applications such as CNC machines should be tested. Further
testing could lead to subsequent sub-steps between the main six steps as covered in this
thesis. Future work will work to reintegrate the methodology with existing methodologies
for condition monitoring and product design. The existing methodology was formulated
based on principles from both topics. To increase this principle's use, it should be coupled
with the design and implementation of condition monitoring. Another possibility is the
derivation of a new dimensionless number for relating damage between different
experimental systems and their actual applications.
The formulation of the data into a digital twin is also an eventual goal. A digital twin
is a cyber representation of a physical piece of equipment [234]. Equipment could
automatically adapt to adverse situations using the data as a representation of failure
modes. As another point towards this goal, the data could incorporate means of
reinforcement learning. Instead of the equipment having to self-learn, the equipment and
algorithm could use this data as a starting case. As new information flows into the
repository, the data could change to represent failure better.
Another area of future work involves the optimization of damage testing. Optimization
should be conducted to determine the amount of data collected per class. However, another
potential optimization is the number of failure modes tested until a complete representation
of equipment failure is collected. A possible solution is to optimize the equipment’s
application and pinpoint the likelihood of failure based on that component in the
application. Another method is to use the optimization generally and apply the optimization
of failure modes to equipment of all the same type, regardless of application.
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APPENDIX A: BREAKDOWN OF FAILURE PAPERS
Ref.
#

Application

[149] Bearings

[136] Bearings

[61]

Bearings

[235] Bearings

[236] Turbine
Bearings

[237] Bearings

Steps in to
acquire
defect data
Seeded
Damage Drilling Hole
in Bearing
Wall, False
Brinelling,
Pitting of the
Bearing
Taken from
IMS data
[61]
Run-toFailure
Testing –
Rexnord
Technology
Services
Taken from
IMS data
[61]

Provided by
Siemens
Wind Power
A/S – 3
different fan
turbines
Taken from
IMS data
[61]

Defect

Method of
Prediction/
Assessment
Frequency
Spectrum
Comparison

Accuracy of
Prediction/
Assessment
Not Assessed
except
visually

Inner Race
Bearing
Defect, Outer
Race Bearing
Defect
Inner Race
Bearing
Defect, Outer
Race Bearing
Defect

HMM

95% accuracy
of bearing
damage state

Wavelet filter
based weak
signature
detection

Comparison
of raw data to
wavelet

Inner Race
Bearing
Defect, Outer
Race Bearing
Defect

ANN –
prediction
model

Not specified
– termed
Bearing Overtemperature

State prediction
model

Minimum
75% accuracy
dependent on
the amount of
simulation
time.
33 days ahead
of failure

Inner Race
Bearing
Defect, Outer
Race Bearing
Defect

RUL based on
Paris model,
exponential
model,
Improved
Exponential
model

Inner Race
Bearing
Defect, Outer
Race Bearing
Defect
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Doubled
accuracy over
the existing
method

[168] Bearings

[238] Fans

Taken from
IMS data
[61]

Real-life data
– specified
method of
collecting
historical,
maintenance,
and operating
time data
[239] Computers
Synthetic
Data / Reallife data –
369 drives, a
mix of faulty
and nonfaulty
data
[240] Plasma
Chamber leak
etching
induced
process
failure meant
to replicate
an eroded Oring in the
gas delivery
system
[241] Laminate
Artificial
Manufacturing damage
Testing
selecting
three sizes
based on
manufacturer
advice
[242] Composite
Run-toStructures
failure
testing,
collected
through pzt
sensor every
50,000
cycles,
followed

Inner Race
Bearing
Defect, Outer
Race Bearing
Defect
Not specified

PCA to LSSVM, GA

Comparison
of Root mean
square

Wiener Process

Assessment
using RMSE,
Mean
Absolute
percentage
error

Not specified

Gaussian
Analysis by
Box-Cox
transformation

Percent Error

Chamber leak

Modular Neural Not clear
Network

Cut holes
Optical
based on cured Measurements
laminates cut
with a water jet

Significant
error above
10%

Delamination
of the Material

Significant
increase as
the cycles
progress
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Area of
delamination
after a certain
number of
cycles

[243] Gearbox
Failures

[244] Composite
Structures

[245] Tool Wear

[246] Lithium-Ion
Battery
Capacity
Depletion in a
Particle
Filtering
Framework

[247] turbofan
engine data
from PCoE

ASTM
standards
D3039 and
D3479
Run-toFailure
testing, and
accelerated
cycle tests,
the initial test
failed before
expectation
Seeded
damage and
accelerated
damage –
temperature
ranges and
humidity
variations of
10% to 95%
over 30 days
Artificial
Tool Wear –
Material not
specified,
significant
cuts
Run-tofailure testing
run through 3
different
operational
profiles
charging was
carried out in
a constant
current mode
at 1.5 A
Run-tofailure –
different
operating
conditions

Hotspot high
strain location

Decreasing
material
damping
ability,
dynamic
stiffness

The number of Original
cycles exceeded designed
failed to reach
the goal, and
the second
design
exceeded the
goal.
Impact force
Stochastic
and
based model
deformation
analysis
trending

Not specified –
assumed flank
wear

Neural – fuzzy
model

Based on the
accuracy of
the
parameters

Degradation of
increasing
charge

RUL until Endof-Life
prediction

Difficult to
define true
end-of-life

Safety
parameter
exceeded

RUL, SVM,
Quad-BLR

k-fold crossvalidation
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[248] turbofan
engine data
from PCoE

[249] Composite
Structures

[250] IC Circuit
Damage

[74]

Bearings

[78]

Bearings

simulated
until-run-tofailure test
was reached
Run-tofailure –
different
operating
conditions
simulated
until-run-tofailure test
was reached
Accelerated
damage –
through
thermal
overstressing,
root-cause
questionable
Accelerated
damage
applied
through
metallization
of corrosion
damage
CWRU
seeded
damage different
bearing
dataset such
as the CWRU
Seeded
Damage Drilling Hole
in Bearing
Wall, False
Brinelling,
Etching of
the Bearing

Safety
parameter
exceeded

RUL estimation
based on a
distance
function and
deterministic
model

Fatigue

Voltage and
Temperature
peak compared
to degradation
time

Trend seen;
root cause
analysis not
discerned

Corrosion

Corrosion
damage area

Not specified

Inner Race
Defect, outer
race defect,
rolling element
defect

NA

NA

Inner Race
Defect, outer
race defect,

Comparative
study of
different
algorithms –
NN, RF,
CART, kNN

Motor current
signals and
confusion
matrices
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[113] Bearings

Seeded crack
and then run
to failure at
high speed
and load
FEMto
Bearing
dataset – 17
failure runs
with three
different
operating
conditions
run until
vibration
signal
exceeded 20
g
Seeded
damage –
Dremel, run
to failure
Seeded
damage –
crankcase
loading of the
bearings,
spark erosion
Specified tool
wear in the
early, middle,
late-stage

Outer race
defect, inner
race defect,

Spectrum
envelope
analysis

Visual
inspection

Not specified

Random Forest
Regressor

Percent Error

Inner Race
Defect and
Outer race
Defect
Inner Race
Defect and
Outer race
Defect

ANN

100%
accuracy –
not crossvalidated
Measured
empirically

Wear on
cutting edge

HMM

[107] Material
Corrosion
Testing

Accelerated
Corrosion
Testing in
Steelreinforced
Concrete

Corrosions

[254] Bearings

Seeded
damage –
defective

defective outer
race, inner

Visual
inspection of
corrosion,
testing Acoustic
Emission as a
valid form of
detection
Wavelet
Reasonable
inspection –
inspection
comparison

[251] Bearings

[226] Bearings

[252] Bearings

[253] Tool Wear
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Wavelet

Accuracy
through
percentage
and the
normalized
cross-entropy

[255] Tool Wear

[110] Robots

[230] Robots

[256] Robotics

[63]

Electric
Motors

[257] Tool Wear in
Composite
Structures

outer race,
inner race,
and roller
Not explicitly
specified –
assumed to
measure
some wear or
a certain
number of
passes
Limiting and
power
fluctuation in
the joint
Run tests on
normal robot
operation
trying to
quantify the
amount of
error in part
insertion
Simulated
damage – in
the control
structure of
virtual
damage, to
eliminate
chattering
Seeded
damage -

Running to
generate tool
wear –

race, and roller
element
Tool wear

Joint friction
wear
Deviation in
end-effector

Overloading
and kinematic
deviation of
robot

between normal
and healthy
bearings
HMM
Inspection
and
probability of
accuracy
around 85%

Power
efficiency
coefficients

Unclear on
the
measurements
of accuracy
Position map
Deviation
inspection
from the
through the grid tolerance by
65 μm

Assess the
accuracy of
several faulttolerant control
based on
robotic
dynamics and
kinematics
Bearing
Assessment of
Contamination, Accuracy In
Motor
system
Contamination, response
Thermal
Winding
Overload,
Thermal
Magnetic
Degradation
Measured wear Assessment of
length of tool
Adaptive
per tool tested Neural Based
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Computation
of root mean
square error

Visual
Inspection

Measured
based on the

[64]

CNC Spindle
Health

[258] Capacitor
Degradation

[259] Capacitor
Degradation

[260] Battery
Degradation

workpiece
fabricated
according to
manufacturer,
speed and
feed rate
varied by
authors
Seeded
damage –
proposed a
damage test
protocol
Accelerated
Aging
through
stressing of
the capacitor
relays varied
by voltage
levels, work
began 1100
hours after
aging
Accelerated
Aging
through
stressing of
the capacitor
relays varied
by voltage
levels, work
began 1100
hours after
aging
Seeded
Damage –
different
failure
electrical
tests were
configured

Fuzzy
Interference
System

r2 and RMSE
means

Contamination
issue of spindle
bearings –
early crash
prevented
extensive
research
Overstress of
electrical
systems

Assessment of
data using a
Bayesian
network with
sensor fusion

Overstress of
electrical
systems

Kalman
Filtering

RUL
calculation
became more
accurate as
the prediction
neared the
end of life

Overcharge &
Discharge of
Battery Pack,
External Short,
Vacuum Test,
Vibration Test

No Assessment
of Data

No
Assessment
of Data
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Combination
of both
sensors was
able to
determine
early spindle
damage
Electrochemical Potential
impedance
deviation in
spectroscopy
the fault
progression

[69]

Accelerated
Stress Test for
PEM Fuel
Cells

[261] Turbofan
engine
Degradation

[262] CNC Machine
Health

[263] CNC Machine
Health

until the
battery back
began to
reach the end
of life
Seeded
damage – test
is determined
by humidity,
pressure,
cycle
number, and
times, as well
as target
values
Simulation
Run-tofailure testing
– takes data
from a real
engine and
integrates it
into a highfidelity
computer
model where
degradation
is seeded
Simulated
Damage

Normal
running –
fault
prediction but
no indication
of fault
seeded in
testing

Stress test of a Standard for
cell component accelerated test

Standard for
accelerated
test

Simulation of
wear on engine
subcomponents
on the fan

Examination of
the health index
of the turbofan
engine

No comments
on assessment
of the data

Not specified

Bayesian
Analysis to
analyze the
degradation of
data using
maximum
likelihood
estimator
B-splines fuzzy
neural network,
RUL
computation
based on
vibration and
temperature
data

Confidence
Interval and
observation
of fittedness
of line

Description of
the possibility
of ball screw
failure
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No further
assessment of
the model is
given based
on the
potential
equations

[71]

Robotics

[72]

Robotics

[264] Computers

[265] Electrical
Battery Data

[266] Motor Bus
Failure

Run-tofailure testing
– LCD servo,
four-week
data, 1 week
healthy, three
weak
unhealthy
Run for some
time in
testing – 3
robots, one
recently
replaced
labeled
healthy, two
in the plant
not replaced
labeled as
faulty
Variation of
run-to-failure
research –
collected
failure data
from 22 highperformance
cores over
the course of
9 years
Run-tofunctionalfailure during
flight of a
UAV
Motor failure
data took
over the
course of a
group of
miles and

Alternating
current server
motor failure

RUL based on
domain
generalizationadversarial long
short-term
memory

Leave-oneout crossvalidation, set
of different
classifiers

Ball screw
failure

Accuracy of
RUL based on
Linear
regression,
KNN and CNN

The accuracy
obtained by
the
classification
of select
features and
fishers score

No clear
definition of
failure

Statistical
assessment of
the data based
on use,
workload,
potential root
causes

Determine
failure rate
and mean
failure times

Running out of
energy

Probability
uncertainty,
ground test
verification of
remaining
flying time
prediction
Unclear on the Exponential
cause of failure Poisson
distribution,
competing risk
model
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Predicted
Flying time
and range
with 30%

Relative error
in maximum
likelihood
testing

[267] Bearings

[268] Bearings

split into 5
data sets
Increased
thermal
loading of the
bearings with
no grease and
eventual wear
out, bearings
with removed
grease, runto-failure
destruction
Accelerated
testing –
failed to test
in space
conditions;
details on
bearing
failures are
not given

Thermal
loading failure
of bearings

Spectral
analysis,
roughness, and
time-series
analysis of data

Accuracy
related to
Pearsons
coefficient

Not given

Gelman ratio
calculation

Mean values
of the
distribution
and reliability
function
appeared as
good results
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APPENDIX B: ADDITIONAL STANDARDS RELATED TO CBM
B. Table B. 1 comprises a list of standards relating to the keywords “Condition
Monitoring,” “Training Data,” and “Measurement Techniques” from different standard
organizations. The initial listing of standards was returned higher. In the case of ASTM,
almost 6,000 standards and test documents were returned with the search term
“Condition Monitoring” [269]. The standards listed here were referenced in a
prognostic and health management [80] to prioritize the list.
Table B. 1: Extended list of standards related to CBM.
Standard
Standard Title
Number
Condition Monitoring
ISO 17359
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
Documentation
machines – general guidelines [270]
Measurement Technique ISO 13373
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – vibration condition monitoring
[271]
Training Data
ISO 13379
Data Interpretation and diagnostic
techniques which use information and data
related to the condition of a machine [272]
Training Data
ISO 13381
Condition Monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – prognostics [273]
Condition Monitoring
ISO 18346
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
Documentation
machines – Requirements for qualification
and assessment of personnel [274]
Search Term

Measurement Technique

ISO 18434

Measurement Technique

ISO 16587

Measurement Technique

ISO 29821

Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machine systems – Thermography [275]
Mechanical Vibration and Shock –
performance of parameters for condition
monitoring of structures [276]
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – ultrasound – general
guidelines, procedures, and validation
[277]
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Measurement Technique

ISO 14830

Condition Monitoring
Documentation
Measurement Technique

ISO 15909

Measurement Technique

ISO 20958

Measurement Technique

ISO 22096

Condition Monitoring
Documentation

ISO 15531

Condition Monitoring
Documentation

ISO 15926

Condition Monitoring
Documentation

ISO 13374

Condition Monitoring
Documentation

ISO 18435

Condition Monitoring
Documentation
Condition Monitoring
Documentation

ATA MSG-3

Condition Monitoring
Documentation

SAE ARP
1587B

Training Data

IEC 60300-3

Condition Monitoring
Documentation

IEC 60812

Condition Monitoring
Documentation
Condition Monitoring
Documentation

IEC 61025

Dependability management – application
guide [290]
Analysis techniques for system reliability –
Procedure for failure mode and effects
analysis (FMEA) [291]
Fault tree analysis (FTA) [292]

IEC 61165

Application of Markov Techniques [293]

ISO 13372

IEC 61703

Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machine systems – tribology-based
monitoring and diagnostics [278]
Software and System engineering – Highlevel petrinets [279]
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – vocabulary [280]
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines systems – electrical signature
analysis of three-phase induction motors
[281]
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – Acoustic emission [282]
Industrial automation systems and
integration – industrial manufacturing
management data [283]
Industrial automation systems and
integration – integration of life-cycle data
for process plant including oil and gas
production facilities [284]
Condition monitoring and diagnostics of
machines – data processing,
communication, and presentation [285]
Industrial automation systems and
integration – diagnostics, capability
assessment and maintenance applications
integration [286]
Operator/ Manufacturer Scheduled
Maintenance Development [287]
Mathematical Expressions for reliability.
Availability, maintainability, and
maintenance support terms [288]
Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine Health
Management System Guide [289]
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Condition Monitoring
Documentation
Condition Monitoring
Documentation
Condition Monitoring
Documentation
Condition Monitoring
Documentation
Condition Monitoring
Documentation
Condition Monitoring
Documentation
Training Data
Training Data

IEC/IEEE
61850-90-3

Communication networks and systems for
power utility automation – Part 90-3:
Using IEC 61850 for condition monitoring
diagnosis and analysis [294]
SAE J1739
Potential Failure Mode and Effects
Analysis (FMEA) Including Design
FMEA, Supplemental FMEA-MSR, and
Process FMEA [295]
SAE ARP
Recommended Failure Modes and Effects
5580
Analysis (FMEA) Practices for NonAutomobile Applications [296]
STP-PT-011- Integrity Management of Stress Corrosion
2008
Cracking in Gas Pipeline High
Consequence Areas [297]
ASTM
Standard Guide for Monitoring Failure
D7973
Mode Progression in Plain Bearings [298]
ASTM
Standard Test Method for condition
D7414-18
monitoring of oxidation in In-Service
Petroleum and Hydrocarbon based
lubricants by trend analysis [299]
ASTM
Standard Guide for Multivariate Data
E2891-20
Analysis in Pharmaceutical Development
and Manufacturing Applications [300]
ASTM
Standard Test Method for Evaluation of
D891-15
Automotive Engine Oils in the Sequence
IVA spark-Ignition Engine [301]
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APPENDIX C: FMEA OF BEARINGS
C. Table C. 1 is the FMEA of bearings based on ISO 15243 [139]. These 14 failure modes
are extensively documented in ISO 15243 and are referenced by other bearing
manufacturers, such as SKF [65]. The severity, occurrence, and detection numbers
are detailed further in this section and the reasoning behind these numbers' assessment
to bearings based on ISO 15243.
The severity metric was scaled from 1, with no effect on the bearing performance, to
10, catastrophic failure of bearing. Fatigue, wear, and corrosion modes were placed at
a severity level of five as these failure modes' initiation affects bearing performance
but does not stop it. Electrical damage to the bearing can happen faster than fatigue
and corrosion damage but slower than wear damage. Overload deformation and
indentation from debris are higher because as soon as these failures are initiated, the
severity propagates at a quicker rate. Finally, the fracture failure modes are placed at
a 10 since as soon as these failures occur, the bearing is unable to function.
The occurrence metric was scaled from 1, with no occurrence on the bearing, and 10,
constantly occurring on the bearing.
The detection metric was scaled from 1, detectable on the bearing during production,
to 10, never detected during operation.
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Failure
Modes

Subsurface
Initiated
Fatigue

Surface
Initiated
Fatigue

Abrasive
Wear

Table C. 1: Bearing FMEA
Failure Effects

Failure Causes

Oxidized lubricant,
lubricant viscosity
too low, not enough
lubricant,
inappropriate
additives, solid
Repeated Stress Changes, contaminants, static
Material Structural
or dynamic load too
Changes, Microcracks
high, speed too low,
under the surface, crack
wrong radial or
propagation, spalling
axial preload,
misalignment,
errors of the shaft,
insufficient support
of rings,
inappropriate fits, or
tolerances
Inadequate
lubrication, solid
Surface distress, reduced
contaminants in the
lubrication regime, sliding
lubricant,
motion, burnishing,
lubrication viscosity
glazing, asperity
too low, metal on
microcracks, asperity
metal bearing
Microspalls
contact, sliding, and
frequency
Not enough
lubricant, lubricant
viscosity too low,
Progressive removal of
oxidized lubricant,
material, inadequate
solid contamination
lubrication, ingress of dirt
in bearing races,
particles, dull surfaces,
material, heat
degenerative process
treatment, wrong
clearance, wrong
axial or radial
preload, static or
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Score
S/O/D

RPN

5/8/7

280

5/8/7

280

5/8/6

240

dynamic load too
high, misalignment
External heat
inappropriate
storage, damage
during mounting,
Accelerations,
geometric shaft
Adhesive
skidding/smearing/galling, errors, insufficient
Wear
material transfer,
ring support,
tempering, light loads
inappropriate shaft
fits and tolerances,
speed too high or
too low, insufficient
load, external heat,
Lubrication
Oxidation, chemical
Moisture
contamination by
reaction, corrosion pits,
Corrosion
water, storage
etching
conditions, handling
Geometric errors of
Micromovement between
the shaft,
mating parts, oxidation of
Fretting
insufficient support
asperities, powdery rust,
Corrosion
of rings,
interface of transmitting
inappropriate fits,
loads
and tolerances
Geometric errors of
Rolling element,
the shaft,
False
micromovements,
insufficient support
Brinelling
vibrations, corrosion,
of rings,
flutes
inappropriate fits,
and tolerances
Exposure to
Excessive
Progressive removal of
vibration, current
Current
material, localized
passage, current
Erosion
heating, sparking, craters
leakage
Low current intensity,
Exposure to
Current
shallow craters,
vibration, current
Leakage
development of flutes,
passage, current
Erosion
dull
leakage
Static or shock loads,
plastic deformation
damage during
Overload
depressions at rolling
mounting,
Deformation
element pitch, handling
machining and
damage, localized
assembly, handling
overloading, nicks
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5/8/6

240

5/8/7

280

5/8/7

280

5/8/4

100

6/2/7

84

6/2/7

84

8/2/4

64

Indentations
from debris

Localized overloading,
over-rolling of particles

Forced
Fracture

Stress concentration
beyond material strength,
impact

Fatigue
Fracture

Exceeding fatigue
strength under bending,
crack initiation/
propagation

Solid contaminants
in bearings, damage
during mounting,
machining and
assembly, handling
Damage during
mounting,
inappropriate fits
and tolerance,
material and heat
treatment, solid
contaminants,
wrong clearance,
wrong radial or
axial preload,
misalignment,
machining and
assembly, rapid
changes in the load
direction,
insufficient load,
speed too high,
incorrect static or
dynamic load,
lubricant viscosity
too low,
geometrical errors
of the shaft
damage during
mounting
machining and
assembly, solid
contaminants in the
lubricant, wrong
clearance,
misalignment, rapid
changes in the load
direction,
insufficient load,
speed too high,
incorrect static or
dynamic load,
lubricant viscosity
too low,
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8/2/4

64

10/4/4

160

10/4/4

160

Thermal
Cracking

Substantial sliding, high
frictional heat, cracks at a
right angle to the sliding
direction

geometrical errors
of the shaft
External heat,
inappropriate
storage, damage
during mounting
machining and
assembly, rapid
changes in the load
direction,
insufficient load,
speed too high,
incorrect static or
dynamic load,
lubricant viscosity
too low,
geometrical errors
of the shaft
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10/4/4

160

APPENDIX D: ISO 15243 – BEARING DAMAGE CATEGORIZATION
Category and sub-category
General Info

Manufacturerspecific information
about bearing

Geometry

Parameters
Identification
Place of operation
Applications
specific Information
Operation
conditions

Type of Damage
Damage
Damage Location

Criterion
Example
Bearing Type
Bearing
Designation
Suffix
Diameter of the
inner raceway
Diameter of the
outer raceway
Pitch circle diameter
Number of rolling
elements
Length of rolling
element
Nominal pressure
angle
Static load rating
Dynamic load rating
Speed limit
Manufacturer
Bearing code
Sample number
Installation site
Installation type
Operator
Number of load
cycles
Lifetime
Load
Dynamic equivalent
load
Rotational speed
Load direction
Comment
Mode
Sub-mode
Symptom
Component
Position of damage
Damage
Combination
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Arrangement of the
repetitive
and
multiple damages
Length
Extent of damage
Width
Geometry
Depth
Characteristic
of
damage
Damage Method
Cause of damage
Damage occurrence (category)
Cause of damage
(detailed)
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